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ABSTRACT 

This thesis examines choice of law issues for copyright inhgemenr occurring over riie 

Intemet in the light ofjurisprudence and practice of the United States and Canada. 

The thesis attempts to establish that traditional, tenitonal [ex loci delzcti approach as 

choice of law in copyright infnngernent disputes arising through the intemet should be 

abandoned as an old-fashioned and inoperative solution. The paper recommends a new 

approach - an international convention which would make uniform choice of law mle 

regarding copyright Sngement occurring over the Intemet. 

A suggested, new choice of law rule - plaintiff s domicile - and its advantages and 

drawbacks are analyzed in-depth in the last Chapter. 
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INTRODUCTION 

This thesis deals with the principles of conflict of laws as applied to copyright 

infkingement disputes that occur over the Intemet. The particular focus is on the d e s  of 

choice of law. 

Necessarily my analysis relies on the more developed conflict of laws and copfight 

experience of the United States, as Canadian precedents are relatively swce.  

This thesis is modest in its scope. I do not seek a magic formula that would eliminate dl 

problems related to copyright infnngement occurrhg over the Intemet. Instead, 1 aim to 

sketch the critical choice of law issues that arise and to suggest a possible approach for 

handling such issues. 

The fist Chapter introduces copyright law and the codict of laws. The second Chapter 

examines international copyright protection ad temtonaVextratemtoria1 application of 

copyright in infringement cases. The third Chapter addresses peculiarities in copyright 

infringement cases occming over the Intemet. The fourth Chapter concludes with a 

recommendation for the unification of choice of law provisions that could govern 

copyright disputes arising over the Internet. 

I have chosen to write on this topic for several rasons. First, I was surprised and slightly 

disappointed by the tendency of the courts and Iegislatures to neglect this problem. The 



general attitude towards this topic often seems to be to ignore it. For example, the courts 

fiequently seem to avoid explicitly addressing conflict of laws issues in copyright 

disputes with evident international dimensions.' When the courts do address the issues, it 

appears that present legal doctrine often does not offer clear guidance. 

The Intemet is rapidly growing. Much matenal subject to potential copyright claims is 

made available on the Intemet. The Intemet is noted for facilitating access and use of 

material on it without regard to national boundaries. 1 believe that such an important 

aspect of copyright deserves more attention, some of which 1 have endeavored to provide 

in this thesis. 

' W. Grosheide, ''Eqwiences in the Field of Intellectual Ropexty" in K Me-Woeiki & Catherine 
Kessedjian, eds., Internet, tvhich Court Deciks?, Which Law Applies? (The Hague: Kluwer Law 
I n t d o n a i ,  1998) 45. 



CHAPTER 1 

Introduction to Copyright and Conflict of Laws 

What you focus on increases. 

.hcnymous 

This chapter wili provide some preliminary explanations and clarifications regarding the 

nature of copyright law and of the confiict of laws. 

A) Introduction to Copyright 

1) The Nature of Copyright 

In the Introduction 1 noted that the focus in this thesis is on choice of law considerations, 

a confiicts of law issue, in copyright disputes occurring over the Intemet. The Internet 

remains reiatively new and rapidly evolving. There has not yet been a great deal of 

oppominity for reported legai cases involving the Intemet to arise, and so we carmot 

judge the full extent and nature of choice of law problems from actual litigation involving 

the Intemet. In large part we have to project the nature and Iikelihood of such issues 

arising from non-Intemet experience. 

The Internet is ofien touted for its easy global and transnational operation. Thus, over the 

Intemet there would appear to be ample scope for disputes to aise which touch on more 



than one national legal jurisdiction, circumstances which suggest the need for application 

of conflict of laws d e s .  

However, in the Introduction 1 also noted that, at least until very recently, conflict of law 

issues in copyright disputes in general seem to have been rarely dealt with by the courts, 

legisiatures and copyright scholars. What should operators and users of the Intemet and 

their legal advisers make of such paucity of legal precedent dealing with conflicts of laws 

issues in copyright matters in general? 

Intemet users wonder whether the lack of activity in conflict of laws in copyright disputes 

might reflect that copyright, by its nature is relatively infiequent in occurrence, and 

narrow in its application when it does occur. That is the lack of reponed conflicts of laws 

and copyright disputes, would not reflect that authors do not deal with their works 

relatively fiequently across national borders. Rather, it might be speculated, the nature of 

copyright might be so nanow and focused that there is not much scope for copyright law 

disputes to arise out of this international dealing. Thus, the speculation might continue, 

confiicts of laws and copyright issues will be rare over the Intemet because copyright 

disputes will rarely arise over the Internet. 

The purpose of the introductory note on copyright law which follows, is to disabuse the 

reader of this thesis and the Intemet user of the view that the nature of copyright is such 

that copyright issues will rarely arise over the internet. 



2) Federal Jurisdiction over Copyright Matten in Canada and the United States 

The federal Parliament has exclusive legislative jurisdiction in Canada over copyright 

rnatters2 The Copyright Act itself provides that copyright protection in Canada is 

available solely under the statute? Consequently, there is neither copyright in a work nor 

copyright infringement unless determined by the federal Copyright ~c t . '  

In the US, the Constitution also gives the federal Congress exclusive legislative 

jurisdiction over copyright.5 The United States Code, Title 17 (Copyright Act) 

implements copyright protection.6 Before the US legislation of 1978 the individual nates 

had limited common law jurisdiction over copyright. However, the federal Congress has 

now exercised its jurisdiction over copyright to exclude state law.' 

3) The Breadth of Works Protected under Copyright: Literary, Dramatic, Musical 
and Artistic Works 
Copyright law onginates fiom English Statute of Anne of 1709, as statute dealing 

exclusively with literary copyright. While that aatute reflected the demands of book 

publishers to protect their rights, the preamble stated that its intent was to protect 

a ~ t h o r s . ~  In the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries other authors, including graphic 

artists, music composers, dramatists and photographers fought for statutes which would 

' The allocation of exclusive legisiatiw pwer is determined in Section 9 l(23) of the Canadian Constiaition 
A n  1867. 
3 Copyright Act, RS.C. 1985, c. C42, S. 89. 
4 A. Carisen, "Canadan in D. Campbell, eds. Copyright Infimgement (London: Kluwer Law International 
Ltd., 1997). 

United States Constitution, Article 1. Section 8, Clause 8. 
6 17 U.S.C., Section 301. Cornmon law copyright applied to the ri@ to pubiïsh an unpublished work The 
right to publish is now a statutory ri@ under the federal act 
7 1. G. Mahony, "United States" in D. Campbeil, eds. Copyright Infringement (London: Kluwer Law 
Intemationai Ltd., 1997) at 393. 
' M J. Kratq Canada 's Inteiieciuat Property Law in a ~Vurshefll, (Toronto: Carswek 1998). 



grant them copfight protection. Thus over time copyright has broadened considerably its 

scope of application fiom the focus on books alone in the original legislation of 1709. 

Today, copyright provides copyright owners with protection of their "literary, dramatic, 

musical and artistic ~ o r k s . " ~  As well, the Act has been amended recently to extend 

protection to some other creative productions, so-called neighbonng rights works.'' As is 

sketched below, the scope of what creations are protected as literary, artistic, or other 

works can be very wide. 

Article 2 of the chief international treaty on copyright, the Beme Convention, defines 

"literary, artistic, dramatic and musical works" to which national copyright protection is 

to apply broadly, as including "every production in the literary, scientific and artistic 

domain, whatever may be the mode or form of its expression."ll 

The breadth of the application of the copyright law to creative productions of al1 types 

can be illustrated by the courts' treatment of what constitutes a literary work under 

copyright legislation. As stated in University of London Press v. University Tutorial 

Press Case: ". . . the words 'literary work' cover any work which is expressed in prht or 

writing, irrespective of the question whether the quality or style is high."" This case 

established that arithmetic examination papers were copyright protected literary works. 

Another example of such a wide interpretation of literary work can be found in hdbroke 

Copyright Act, r 5(1). 
'O Ibid, Part ïI, re snind recordings pafomer's @ormances and communication signais. 
" For a list of works that are aiasidend to be artistic and literaxy see the nonLeXhaustive enmeration of 
ArticIe 2 of the Beme Convention for the Protection of literaq and Artistic Works (Paris text 1971). 



case13 in which football betting coupons were considered to be literary work for the 

purpose of copyright protection. 

The category of literary work has proved capable of expansion with the development of 

new technology. Canadian courts, like those of the US and other jurisdictions, ultimately 

mled that computer programs, even as embodied in the circuitry of a ROM memory chip, 

constituted literary works for the purposes of copyright.14 The concept of literary works 

has been expressly broadened to comprise computer programs in the copyright legislation 

of a number of countries, including Canada and the US." 

The neighboring rights works now protected under the Copyright Act include sound 

recording works, performer's performances and broadcaster's broadwts. l6 While sound 

recording works were protected in earlier Canadian legislation, performer's performances 

and broadcaster's broadcasts were not granted copyright protection in Canada until 

recentiy. l7 

4) Copyright Protection Requires no Formalities 

Berne Convention in Article 5(2) states that with respect to the copyright that member 

states are required to grant under their national laws, "the enjoyment and the exercise of 

" (ntiversiîy of London Press, Lhited v. tlniversiîy Tutorial Press LNnired (19 18) 2 Ch. 60 1. 
l 3  L a d m  (Fotball), Ltd. v. William Hill (Football), Ltd (1%4) 1 AUE. R 165 (HL). 
lJ Computer Inc. v. M'intosh, j1987 1 F.C.173. afPd [1988] 1 F.C. 673 (CA), afPd [199û] 
S.CR 209. Whekan Associates, Inc. v. J&w Densol Loboratory, Inc., 797 F. 2d 1222 (3d CÛ 1986). 
15 Copyright Act, s- 2(1) "literary work," "computer program." 
'' Ibid., s- 15, 18,21. 
" The amending legislation was in S.C. 1997, c. 34. 



these rights shall not be subject to any f~rmal i t~ ."~*  This means that no member state can 

impose "any formality" as a condition for establishing copyright protection. Complying 

with this Article of the Beme Convention, the Canadian Copyright Act requires no 

formality as a condition for copyright protection. Thus, protection of copyright requires 

no registration of copyright in a work. Registration with the Copyright Office in Canada 

is purely optional.lg Similarly, circulated copies of the copyrighted work need not be 

marked with the copyright notice symbol as a necessary condition for copyright,20 nor is 

any other notice of copyright such as the phrase "Al1 Rights Reserved required.21 

Thus, copyright subsists in a work immediately upon the creation of it. Evidently, 

copyright protection is autornatically and easily acquired. When this ease of acquisition 

of copyright is coupled with the broad scope of the types of creations which constitute 

works under the copyright statute, it can be seen that copyright may widely and readily 

arise with respect to even mundane creative activity manifested in non-traditional forms 

as over the Internet. 

There are fùrther minimum requirements to be met for copyright protection to arise in a 

work as described immediately below. These requirements are of substance as to the 

nature of a copyright protected creation and are not considered prohibited formdities in 

the sense of Article 5(2) of the Beme Convention. 

'* Beme Cornremion for the Protection of Literaiy and Artistic Works (Paris tua 1971). 
'' D. Vaver, Inrellectual Properiy Law, Copyrights, Patencs. Trade-marks, (ïoronto: Irwin Law, 1997) at 
24. Copyright Acr, S. 54. 
" L. E. Harris, Canadian CoWrighr Law, (Wbitby, Homewood 1992) at 27-28. Of course, as a practical 
matter it is highly advantageous to mark copies with such a symboi, but discussion of this oversteps the 
scope of this paper. For more about this see L. E. Harris, Canadian Copyright L m ,  (Whitby, HomewOOd 
1992) at 28. 



5) Minimum Requirements for Copyright Protection 

In order to qua1iQ for copyright protection in Canada a work m u s  fûlfill certain 

substantive requirements involving four basic concepts of the nature of copyright.'* 

a) Fixation 

This requirement for copyright protection dictates that the work must be fixed in some 

tangible f01-m.~~ Jurisprudence construes this requirement of sufficient fixation very 

broadly. For example, Canadm Admird Coporation Lfd v. Redzfision, Inc. states: 

"For copyright to subsist in a 'work' it must be expressed to some extent at leaa in some 

matenal form, capable of identification and having a more or less permanent 

end~rance."'~ Even older cases, decided before the great expansion of technological 

means by which a work might be fixed showed expansiveness toward acceptable modes 

of fixation. For example: 

Writing is the method in the definition, and is the most obvious method, as by 
this means the nature of the work can be readily ascertained by a series of 
directions to be followed by those taking part. Another possible method of fixing 
would be by photogra hic means, or by a series of verbal directions embodied in 
some form of record. zP 

A broad express interpretation of fixation requirement is visible in Article 101 of 

Amencan Copyright Act which states: 

A work is k e d  in a tangible medium of expression when its embodiment in a 
copy or phonorecord, by or under the authority of the author, is diciently 
permanedi or stable to permit it to be perceived, reproduced, or othenvise 

" L. E. Harris, Cmadian Copyrigt Law, (Whitby, H o m e w d  1992) at 27. 
22 D. M. Magnusson, Copyright Law, (Kingston, Queen's University, 1998) at 68. 

Ibid. at 81. 
" Cunadimt A h i d  Corporation Ltd. v. Redifision, inc  (1954) Ex CR382. 
" The quote in Cmadian Ahiral Case is taken fiom Copynighl and IndusbiaI Designs by RusseU-Clarke. 



cornrnunicated for a period of more than transitory duration. A work consistùig 
of sounds, images, or both, that are being transmitted, is 'hed' for purposes of 
this title if a fixation of the work is being made simultaneously with its 
transmi~sion.~ 

It is a commonly shared opinion that electronically fixed work satisfies the fixation 

requirement. Thus, the fixation requirement is not likely to function as a major obstacle to 

Intemet itself 

b) The Copyright-Protected Work is Intangible: the Work vs. Thing 
Distinction 

It is important to be aware that copyright is an intangible right in immatenal work. The 

work in which copyright subsias is separate from the matenal thing in which the work 

has been fixed." For exarnple, copyright of a book belongs to the author despite the fact 

that another person owns an original manuscript for the book.28 The ownership of a 

manuscript entitles its owner to do whatever he wants with that physical object - the 

manuscript as paper or cornputer disc. However, the owner of the manuscript rnust refrain 

fiom copying or otherwise inainging the exclusive rights of the copyright owner in the 

intangible work. As explained in the US Copyright Act, M c l e  202: 

Owneership of a copyrigh~ or of any of the exclusive rights under a copyright, is 
distinct fiom ownership of any material object in which the work is embodied. 
Transfer of ownership of any material object, includiag the copy or phonorecord 
in which the work is first fixeci, does not of itself convey any rights in the 
copyrighted work embodied in the object; nor, in the absence of an agreement, 
does transfer of ownership of a copyright or of any exclusive rights under a 
copyright convey property rights in any material objea." 

26 17 U.S.C., Section 301. 
" D. M. Magnusson, Copyright Low, (Kïngaoq Queen's University, 1998) at 74. 
For more about this issue see In Re Dickens, (1935) 1 Ch 267. 
17 U.S.C., Section 301. 



That copyright protection is focused on the intangible, immaterial thing expands the 

scope of copyright in its actual application - as an immaterial thing the work has 

potential for relatively easily moving around the world in many different material, and 

intangible, forms. New electronic media, such as the Intemet have increased the potential 

for easily moving the intangible works across borders and around the world. As the 

works so move across borders copyright issues apply to andor move with the works. 

Section 5(1) of the Copyright Act states: "...copyright shall subsist in Canada ... in every 

orzginal literary, dramatic, musical and artistic work.. . [ernphasis added]". It is, thus, 

clear that copyright protects only an author's original expression.30 While some common 

language meanings of "original" would make this a substantial hurdle to the acquisition 

of copyright, the originality requirement for copyright has not been so interpreted. 

Original as a copyright requirement does not mean "inventive" or even   ne^."'^ 

The word 'original' does not in this connection mean that the work must be the 
expression o f  originai or inventive insight. Copyri@t Acts are not concerned 
with the originaliq of ideas, but with the expression of thought, and, in the case 
of 'titerary work', with the expression of thought in print or writing. The 
origdty which is required relates to the expression of the thought. But the Act 
does not require that the expression must be in an onguial or novel fonn, but that 
the work must not be copied fiom another work-that is should originate from the 
aut~ ior .~~  

30 G. Hende~soq eds., Copyright Lm of Canada (Toronto: Carsweii, 1994). 

" D. M. Magausson, Copyright Lm, (Kingstoq Queen's University, 1998) at 93. 
" Ladbroke (FootbaZ&), Lrd v. CVifIiam Hill (Football). Ltd (1%) 1 AU E A  4665 (HL). 



Thus, original simply requires that the work not be copied from another work and that it 

must onginate fiorn the author. Thus, the author must invest some, though minimal, 

intellectual effort in the creation of the material for it to qualiQ as copyright protected.33 

Many of the possible works encountered on the Internet, reflecting their informational 

and utilitarian nature may deal extensively with facts. Facts themselves, as information, 

are not considered to be original, as they are not created by the author who is descnbing 

those facts. Accordingly, facts alone are not copyrightable. However, a collection and 

report of facts can be copyrightable as a compilation of facts. The compilation can be 

original, provided that the author has invested some effort in the selection and/or 

arrangement of the compilation of facts. The compilation, the result of the author's 

selection and/or arrangement, though not the bare facts, can be original, and thus be a 

work protected by copyright34 

Thus, while there can be no copyright protection without originality, what is original is 

constmed broadly in jurisprudence, meaning that originality will not be a substantial 

hurdle to finding material on the Intemet abject to copyright protection. While much of 

that matenal might lack inventiveness or even novelty, it will ofien be at least a not- 

copied product of an author's effort, at least to select and to anange facts âom several 

sources. 

33 D. Vaver. Infeffecfual Properiy Law, Copyrights, Patenu. Trade-marks, (Toronto: Irwin Law, 1997) ai 
31. 
" Fein Publications, inc v. Rurd Telephone Service Company, Inc. 199 U.S. 340,111 S. CL 1282 (1991). 



d) IdedExpression Distinction 

A copyright work subsists not in an idea itself, but in an original expression of an ides:)' 

The word original does not in this connection mean that the work must be the 
expression of original or inventive thought. Copyright Acts are not concemed 
with the originality of ideas, but with the expression of thought, and, in the case 
of 'hterary work,' with the expression of thought in print or  riti in^.^ 

For example, a painting which depicts the same subject as another earlier painting does 

not f?om that fact alone constitute a violation of copyright in the first painting. The 

second painting must reproduce not only the same subject, but dso copy the form of 

expression of the subject of the painting as an imitation of the first painting's expression. 

Ideas as mere facts and concepts are not protected by copyright. 

However, 1 have already noted that compilations of facts, even as highly utilitarian or 

functional works can receive protection as original expression in the selection or 

arrangement of faas. An example of such a compilation receiving protection is in the 

Canadian w e  of British Columbia Jockey CIub v.  anden en." This case is remarkable in 

that while the defendant clearly copied many of the facts in the plaintifTs work as 

information, the form in which those faas were expressed in the defendant's work was 

quite unlike the form in the plaintiffs work. The court nevertheless found that the 

defendant had infnnged the plaintifYs copyright. The reasoning behind this decision was 

that the plaintifYs effort in collecting the facts itself ought to be protected under a so- 

called "sweat of the brow" theory of original "expression" that would be protected fiom 

appropriation by copying under copyright. According to this theory, if investments of 

35 For more information about idedapression concept see L. E. Harris, Canadan Copyright Law, (Whitby, 
Homewood 1992). 

UiiiverSiTy of London Press, Limired v. University Tutorid Press Limited ( 1  9 18) 2 Ch. 60 1. 
" British Columbia Jockey Club v. Standen (1985) B.C.J. No. 1679. 



labor, skill, experience and money are made in gathering material included in utilitarian 

worlq such gathered material would be protected fi-om copying appropriation by 

copyright.38 This theory, thus, very liberally gants copyright protection to gathered faas 

themselves, even though no use may be made of the creator's selection or mangement of 

those facts: 

In rny opinion the faas here show that the defendant has made a substmtiai use 
of al1 the essential fàcts compiled by the Club. 

Although he adopted that information to his own style and added information of 
his own, the defendant nevertheless appropriated a substantial amount of the 
work skill, judgment and knowledge of the Club. The copwght of the Club does 
not reside solely in the order of the information which it has compiled. Although 
the defendant bas rcarranged and republished that information in a different style, 
he nevertheless continued to appropriate a substantial part of the Club's original 
~ o r k . ~ '  

The above view of what connitutes the work protected by copyright could have 

significant implications for Intemet users accessing and using the many collections of 

facts or information available on the Intemet. Even where the users do not copy a 

substantial part of the selection or particular arrangement of those facts, the user may still 

be seen as misappropriating an author's investments of skill, labor and effort in 

cumulating those facts. 

However, another view of what cunstitutes the protected work in such cases is found in, 

Feist v. Rural Telephone, an American case. This case does not foilow the line of 

reasoning in British Columbia Jockey Club. Fe& strongly denies the value of "sweat of 

the brow" theory of identifying what is the protectable work which cannot be copied 

without infnnging. Fe& reasserts that mere faas or information, whatever the cos and 

- - 

'13 D. M. Magowon, Copyright L m ,  (Kingston, Queen's University, 1998) at 141. 



effort in cumulating such facts or information, do not constitute in themselves an original 

work or expression, subject to copyright: 

Th~s inevitably means that the copyright in a h a 1  compilation is thin. 
Notwithstanding a valid copyright, a subsequent compiler remains fiee to use the 
fâcts contained in another's publication to aid in preparing a cornpeting work, so 
long as the cornpeting work does not fahue the same seledon and arrangement. 

It may seem unfair that much of the fniit of the compiler's labor may be used by 
@thers without compensation ... -The primary objective of copfight is not to 
reward the labor of authors? but 'to promote the Progress of Science and useful 
Arts.' 

Recently, the Canadian courts have endorsed this view in Feist, that is, that the 

investment in the mere collection of faas is not sufficient to extend copyright protection 

to the collected facts themsel~es.~' Thus, Canadian law and US law may not be very 

different in this respect. The overall effect with respect to copyright and the Internet 

would appear to be to reduce somewhat the potential for the application of copyright 

protection to mere collections of data on the Intemet. 

6 )  Ownenhip o f  Copyright in Works 

It is important to determine who is the owner of a copyright, because the owner is the 

person who has exclusive control over a work, such as granting permission for use of 

copyrighted ~ o r k s . ~ ~  However, the owner is not necessarily an author of the work, as 

shown below. 

39 British Columbia Jockey Club v. Standen (1985) B.C. J. No. 1679. 
" Feist Publications, Inc v. R u d  Telephone Service Company, Inc. 499 U. S. 340, 1 1 1 S. Ct 1282 (199 1). 
'' Tele-Direct (;Publications) Inc. v. Americm Busihesinfonuiion Inc., [1998] 2 F.C. 22 (C.A.), leave to 
a peal to the SCC was denied, without reasons. 4. E. Harris, Canadim, Copyright Law, (Whitby, Homewood 1992) at 77-78. 



Section 13(1) States the basic principle that: "Subject to this Act, the author of a work 

shall be the fkst owner of the copyright thereix~."'~ Emore than one person jointly author 

a work, they share first ownership jointly? 

What constitutes authorship? The person who supplies only the information or ideas 

incorporated into a work is not the author. An author has to supply the original expression 

of idea, as the copyright protected work is found in the original f om of expression and 

not in the ideas."' 

While the author is generally the first owner of copyright, the Act provides that there are 

exceptions, as provided for in Sections 13(2) and 13(3). 

Section 1 3 (2) 

photogaphs. If 

reguiat es 

one of thes 

owners hip 

e types of w 

of commissioned engravings, portraits and 

orks is ordered for "valuable consideration" and if 

this was paid, the first owner of copyright will be the person who ordered the original or 

plate, "in the absence of any agreement to the contrary." 

Section 13(3) stipulates that for a work made by the author in the course of the author's 

employment, the employer is the first owner of copyright in the work, provided that:" a) 

the employee is employed under a "contract of service", that is, as an employee and not 

" Copyright Act, RS.C. 1985, c. C-42. 
a L. E. Ham& Canadian Copyright L m ,  (Whitby, Hornewood 1992) at 78. 
4s D. M Magnusson, Copyright Lmv, (Kingston, Queen's University9 1998) at 325. 

L. E. Harris, Canadian Copynghr Lmv, (Whiîby9 Homewood 1992) at 87. 



as and independent contractor "for services", b) the work was created in the course of this 

employment, and c) in the absence of any agreement to the contrary. 

7) Scope of Copyright Protection in Works (Economic Rights) 

The definition of copyright is determined in the Canadian Copyright Act in the Section 3 

(1): 

For the purposes of h s  Act, "copyright7', in relation to a work, means the sole 
right to produce or reproduce the work or any substantiaI part thereof in any 
maienal form whatever, to perform the work or any substantial part thereof in 
public or, if the work is unpublished, to publish the work or any substantid part 
thereof, and includes the sole right.. . 47 

This Section creates three categories of exclusive economic rights: the ight to reproduce 

the work or any substantial part thereof in any material form, the right to perform the 

work or a substantial part in public and the right to publish an unpublished work or a 

substantial part.48 

The requirement that at least a "substantial" part of the work has to be reproduced, 

performed or published, rnight seem to suggest a relatively steep threshold for 

infnngement. However, what constitutes a substantiai part need not be quantitatively a 

large portion of the work The quality of what is copied as well as the quantity taken is 

considered in determining whether what is taken amounts to a substantial part of the 

original work: 

If he does copy, the question whether he has copied a substantial part depends 
much more on the quaiity than on the quantity of what he has taken? 

" CopyrightAct, RS.C. 1985, c. C-12. 
48 D. M Magnusson, Copyrtght h, (Kingston, Queen's University 1998) at 361. 

Lddbroke (Ftootbafl), Lld. V .  WiIIiam Hill (Foorbaii). Ltd (1964) 1 W ER 465 (HL). 



The three main exclusive rights of the copyright owner are otheMrise broadly interpreted. 

The Copyright Act, section 3(1), States that "reproduce" extends to reproducing in "any 

material form whatever." Reproduction ako extends to reproduction of derivative forms 

such as translations, dramatizations, and recordings. Similady, "perform in public" 

includes, broadly, any acoustic or visual representation of a work, . . . including a 

representation made by means of any mechanical instrument, radio receiving set or 

television receiving set. Section 3(l)(t) extends the copyright owner's exclusive nghts to 

include the communication of the work, or a substantial part thereof, to the public by 

"telecommunication." The latter is broadly defined, and has paNcu1a.r application to the 

transmission of copyright protected material over the ~ntemet? 

8 )  Copyright Infringement 

a) Definition o f  Copyright Infringement 

Section 27(1) of the Copyright Act defines copyright infnngement as follows: 

It is an Uifruigement of copyright for any penon to do, without the consent of the 
owner of the copyright, anything that by this A a  only the owner of the copyright 
has the right to do." 

The Canadian Copyright Act recognizes three types of copyright idkingements: direct 

(primary), authorkation of direct infringement (conuibutory) and indirect (secondary) 

infnngement .'2 

sa Copyright Act. S. 2(1) "'teiecomMication1 means an). aansmission of signs, symbols, writing, images or 
sounds or intelligence of any nature by wire, radio, muai, optical or other electromagnetic system." '' Ibid. RSC. 1985, C. C42. 
" D. M Magnwn, Copyright Lmu, (Kuigston, Queen's University, 1998) at 3 6 1. 



1) Direct infnngernent occurs when the infnnger exercises one of the rights that belongs 

exclusively to the copyright owner, that is to reproduce, perform or publish the work or a 

substantial part of a work, as provided in S. 3(1) of the Act. 

In order to establish direct copyright infringernent, two conditions must be satisfied. 

Fkstly, the infnnger has to copy the work or ~bs tanûd  part thereof In order to prove 

copying, a substantial similarity between the original work and a copy must be 

established. Secondly, there must be an evidence of direct or indirect access to the 

original." That is, the sirnilarity of a copy must be derived from the original copyrighted 

work itself, and not be the coincidental result of independent authorship. 

2) Authorization of direct infnngementSJ occurs when the infringer authorizeq or 

otherwise contributes to somebody else's direct in6ingernent of copyright.55 For example, 

the authorizing infnnger might supply the equipment for copying, give advice on copying 

to a direct infringer, and encourage another to copy copyrighted materiai. 

The copyright owner's exclusive right to authorize other's acts is found in section 3(1) of 

the Copyright Act which explicitly forbids authorization of "any such acts." Those aas 

are those previously desctibed in the same section, defining the scope of copyright. Thus, 

it follows that S. 27(1), by proscribing "anything that by this Act only the owner of the 

copyright has the nght to do," also extends to the authorization of these acts by anyone 

other than the copyright owner. 

" G. Henderson, eds., Copyright L m  ofCrnadu (Tomnto: Camveii, 1994). " Referred to a "contnitoryn infnngement in Amercianjurispnidence. 



3) Indirect or secondary infringement is explicitly addressed in Section 27(2) of the 

Copyright Act. Secondary infnngement involves knowingly undertaking certain 

commercial actions, such as sale or distribution of infnnging copies of the work created 

by direct infnngement, whether those copies were created by the secondary infnnger or 

another person.'' As distinct fiom direct infiingement, in the case of indirect 

inhgement the violator can use ignorance as a defense. This means that in order to 

commit indirect infiingernent the violator must be aware, or should have been aware that 

copyright subsists in the work and that copyright has been i~~fi-in~ed.~'  The courts have 

said that a person must act reasonably with respect to whether copyright subsists in a 

work or may have been infinged. If a copyright notice appears on published copies of a 

work, this is generally sufficient to show that the indirect infnnger should have been 

aware that copyright had been infnnged." 

b) Proof of Copying 

Infringement requires that copying fiom the original work be proved. Sometimes, it can 

happen that two persons deal with the same issue and use the same literature as a source 

for their work. They might create a very similar work without any copying or knowledge 

that the similar work already exists. In such case there is no idkingement. Thus, it might 

seem difficult to prove that actual copying occurred. How is the court going to determine 

whether there has been copying of a work? 

55 D.  M Magnusson Copyright Law, (Kingston, Queen's University? 1998) at 39 1. 
" L. E. Hamis, Cmadian Copyright Lm, (Whitby? Homewood 1992) at 163. 
57 D. Campbell, eds. Copyrrghr Infir'ngement (London: Kluwer Law International LtbJ997). 

Hughes and Peacock, Hughes on Copyright and indusaiai Design, (Toronto, Butterworths 1999), S. 49. 
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In a case of such a lack of direct evidence of copying, the cout applies a rebuttable 

inference of copying based on a) a substantial similarity between the defendant's and 

plaintiff s work and b) proof of defendant's possible access to plaintiff s ~ o r k . ' ~  If the 

two worlcs are substantially similar, and if the defendant had a possibility of access to the 

plaintiff s work, the court will generally infer that the similarity is the result of copying. 

The defendant may be able to rebut the inference with evidence supporting his 

independent, non-copying creation of his work, but the tactical burden of proof will be 

shifted to the defendant to provide such evidence if he is to escape the finding of 

inffingement. 

c) Exceptions from Copyright Infringements 

The Canadian Copyright Act does provide exceptions 60m copyright infingement for 

certain acts which would ordinarily constitute infnngement. For example, copying for the 

purpose of either research or private study, and for the purposes of criticism or news 

reporting, may not be copyright infringement.g Such copying is not infnngement only if 

it conaitutes fair dealing with the copyright protected work. What constitutes fair dealing 

is a rnatter of some dificulty and complexity, beyond the general outline of copyright 

being given here. It is important to note, however, that the Canadian copyright Iegislation 

does not except any fair use of a work from infringement, but only fair dealing with a 

work for the specific purposes Liaed in the Act itself 

59 D. M Magnusso~ C'ight Luw, (Kingston, Queen's UniverStyt 1998) at 362. 
* CoWnghtdct, S. 29,29.1. 



Further specific, and generally quite limited, exceptions from liability for infnngernent 

have been added to the Canadian copyright statute. These include certain exceptions for 

copying by profit and non-profit agencies, for educational purposes,61 library and archival 

purposes62, visually or auditory handicapped persons63 

9 )  Moral Rights 

It is important to note that in addition to economic copyright rights, Canadian Copyright 

Act contains provision regarding moral rights in the Section 14(1): 

The author of a work hast subject to section 28(2), the nght to the inte- of the 
work and, in comection with an act mentioned in section 3, the right, where 
reasonable in the circumstances, to be associateci with the work as its author by 
name or under a pseudonym and the nght to remah anonymous.~ 

However, moral rights will not be a particular interest for this paper, which focuses on 

the economic rights. 

10) Copyright Infringement and the New Technology 

As noted in the Introduction this paper will focus on copyright infiingement over the 

Intemet as a context in which to cunsider the application of conflicts of laws choice of 

law rules. While reported legal experience with the Internet is not yet extensive, 

copyright has subsisted at least in economicaily advanced countnes for well over a 

century, and its international dimensions had become evident even before the signing of 

the first Berne Convention on copyright in 1886. 

" Ibid.?~. 29.1 - 30. 
" Ibid., r 30.1 - 30.2 1, 30.3,30.4,30.5 
" Ibid., S. 32 



In the Introduction, 1 also noted that despite the apparent international dimensions of 

copyright, reported considerations of the rules of conflict of laws in copyright disputes 

had been surprisingly infrequent, and generally unsatisfactory. As noted in introducing 

this brief overview of copyright law, the relative lack of codlict of laws jurisprudence in 

the copyright field might be explained by copyright law having such a narrow 

application, that occasions for international copflght disputes rarely arose. The intent of 

the above outline of copyright law is to illustrate that, in fact, copyright law has a ready 

and wide application to material used on the Intemet. 

For the material uploaded on the Intemet to be subject to copyright, it has to meet generai 

requirements for the subsistence of copyright protection.6s Above, 1 have attempted to 

illustrate how easily copyright can arise, and its wide application to various types of 

creative effort, even when that effort is directed to utilitarian or informational purposes. 

The evolution of the new technology such as the Intemet has not defeated the application 

of copyright to the new technologies. In part this stems from the broad construction of the 

copyright legislation, and the courts' willingness to apply the legislation broadly to deal 

with new modes of expressing and using creative matenal. The courts have shown 

similar wilhgness to adapt the existing legislation through interpretation to maintain an 

effective scope of protection in changing technological contexts. For example, with 

respect to the ifingement of computer software works: 

In the early &y of computer iitigation - which were less than 10 yean ago - it 
was thought that infringement consisted of the nibstantid copying of source or 

-- 

ta mi& 
65 L. E. Harris, Canadim Copyright Law, (Whitby, Hornewood 1992) at 216. 



object code, pure and simple. However, dong came the next wave of cases thaî 
dealt with situations where there was no obvious copying of the coded language, 
but rather an imitation or adaptation of the way the program appeared on the 
screen, the way it functioned, the command sequences, the menus, and the other 
aspects of the interfàce between people and software and hardware to which we 
are all gradually becoming accustomed.' 

While the courts have shown a preparedness to interpret the Act in a purposive way in the 

can be stretched. It is, therefore, important that Canadian legislation follows 

technological changes in the field of copyright. The existing Copyright Act may not be 

flexible enough to address a number of issues arising fiom the new technology, especially 

the Internet. Gordon Henderson feared that Canada was one of the last countries in the 

world to adjust copyright reforms in the modern ers!' However, a number of changes 

have been made to the Canadian copyright statute in recent years, and more may be in 

process. Barry Sookman suggens that Canada could continue to  adapt its law by refemng 

to the developments in the more rapidly evolving and active US case law. ln part that 

might be done by continuing to interpret and reinterpret the existing language of the Act. 

However, as that is done, Canadian courts and lawyers would have to be aware of 

differences between the two countries' copyright law and be prepared to adjust American 

precedents to existing Canadian copyright ~ a w . ~ ~  

11) Canadian and American Copyright Law: Differences and Similarities 

The United States Copyright Act is quite similar to the Canadian Copyright Act. The 

geueral principles regarding copyright are uniform. Such similarity is pady a 

G. Hendmn, eds., C o p g h f  L m  oJCanada (Toronto: Carsweil, 1994) at 5 .  
67 Ibid. at 28. 



consequence of the same historie influences as both countries trace their copyright laws 

to early English statutes. In part, the similarity is due to international harmonization of 

copyright law. Both countries are now signatories to the Berne Convention, the most 

important convention dealing with copyright.6' In addition, both countnes are signatones 

to the North-Amenca Free Trade Agreement and the GATT TRIPS agreement, which 

have had further impact in making Arnerican and Canadian copyright law relatively 

simi iar. 'O 

a) Similarities 

The two countries give copyright protection to the similar types of works, gant  broadly 

similar exclusive rights to copyright ownen, and recognize the pnmacy of the author's 

daim to initial ownership of copyright in his works." Copyright has the same duration of 

copyright protection, generally the life of the author plus a fùrther period of fifty years. 

b) Difierences 

While the general approach to copyright in the two countnes is the same, and while that 

has generated a substantial similarity in provisions of the legislation in the two countries, 

there are some matenal differences in the detail of copyright law between Canada and the 

US. 

68 B. B. Sookman, "Copyright and Technology" in G. Hendemn, eds., Coprighf Lmv of Canada 
(Toronto: Carsweil, 1994) at 3 10. 
69 Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Arîistic Works (Paris text 1971). 
70  L. E. Harris, Cmadian Copyright Law, (Whitby, H o m e w d  1992) at 205. 
" For more about works protected and ri@ granted in the US see L. E. Harris, Canadian Copyright Lm, 
(Whitby, Homewood 1992) at 205. 



For example, whiie the categories of protected types of works is very much the same, the 

US Act does provide for the express category of "audiovisual works." While the 

Canadian Act may manage to cover much of the same ground through interpretations of 

literary, artistic, musical, and dramatic works, there is some uncertainty about whether 

the scope of works protected under the two acts is identical. Audiovisual works may be a 

particularly relevant category of work for the Intemet. 

The basic requirernents for a work to qualiQ for protection are the same under the two 

statutes. However, at times those requirements have received different interpretations. 

For example, in interpreting originality and idea/expression dichotomy, Canadian courts 

had been readier to apply the "sweat of the brow" theory to identiS, collected factual 

material that could not be safely copied. US courts had been more prepared, and were 

mandated afier the Feist decision, to reject the "sweat of the brow" theory of copyright 

entitlement. While Canadian courts have more recently endorsed the US approach, partly 

under the influence of changes made to the Canadian statute under the mandate of 

NAFT4 the extent of the changed approach in Canadian interpretation remains a matter 

of some debate. 

The statutes of both countries provide, generally, for the first ownership of copyright by 

the author of the work. In the case of works created by an employee in the course of 

employment and some commissioned works, both Statutes provide for first ownenhip of 

copyright to vest in the employer and person commissioning the work However, the 

details of the statutes under which these approaches are irnplemented are different, and 



can result in some different outcornes in particular cases. For example in Canada, the 

employed author of work remains the author of that work, while the first owner of the 

copyright is the employer. Thus, the rneasurement of the duration of copyright remains 

the life of the author plus fifly years and is not measured by the Life of the first owner of 

copyright. Under the US approach the employer is deemed to be the author of the work 

and as such accedes to the right of first ownership.'* This will affect the calculation of the 

life of the author plus fie-year term. 

Another difference in the two laws exists with respect to the scope and nature of moral 

rights. Under Canadian law, moral rights extend to al1 literary, dramatic, artistic and 

musical works? In the US there is an explicit moral rights protection only for the works 

of visual arti~ts. '~ 

While the two statutes have similar approaches to what constitutes infnngement, an 

exarnple of an important difference is with respect to the exceptions from infringement. 

In partinilar, the US "fair use" exception is much broader defined than the Canadian "fair 

dealing" exception? As noted above, fair dealing in Canada is restricted to fair dealing 

for the listed purposes enumerated in s 29 and 29(1). The US Copyright Act provides that 

copying for any purpose can be considered as fair use exception taking into account four 

criteria listed in S. 107 of the US Act: 

a) the purpose and character of the use, including whether such use is of a 
commercial nature or is for nonprofit educational purposes; 

" L. E. Harris, Cmodion Copyright Lmu, (Whitby, Homewood 1992) at 209. 
" Copyrrght Act, a. 14(1), 28.1,28.2 
'' For more about this see L. E Harris? Canadian Copyright Law, (Whitby, Homewood 1992) at 209-210. 
'' For more about this concept, see general D. M Magnusson, Copyïght Lmv, (Kingstoq Queen's 
University, 1998). 



b) the nature of copyrighted work 
C) the amount and substantiality of the portion used in relation to the copyrighted 
work as a whole; and 
d) the effect of the use upon the potential market for or value of the copyrighted 
~ o r k ' ~  

There are other differences of detail in the legislation of the two countries and those 

differences, in particular cases, could make a substantial difFerence in the particular 

outcome of a case depending on which law is applied. In this paper 1 will not elaborate 

much fùrther on this topic of material differences in the content of various national 

copyright laws, despite the overall similarities of basic approaches and the harmonizing 

influence of international conventions. It is sufficient for the purposes of this thesis to 

establish that there are material differences, and thus the choice of applicable law in 

copyright disputes could affect the outcome in a particular dispute with transnational 

dimensions. 

12) Why Copyright Infringement is the Focus of this Paper? 

Copyright comprises a wide heterogeneity of issues, such as the conditions for copyright 

protection, ownership of copyright, rules goveming licensing, cornpulsory licensing, 

assignment, anti-competitive abuses, infnngement, and remedies. This paper cannot 

discuss al1 of these aspects of copyright under conflicts of law. Therefore 1 have chosen 

to limit the scope of this paper to copyright infnngement. The other dimensions of 

copyright will be referred to M e r  only to the extent necessary to deal with conflict of 

laws and copyright infiingement. 



L&ngement is made the focus of this thesis for several reasons. Firstly, copyright 

violations explain the essence of copyright. Copyright is meant to protect copyright 

owners and to give them relief when copyright idiingement OCCLUS. 

Secondly, there are a number of reported cases that deal with copyright i&ingement in a 

multinational environment. This gives an oppomuiity to do an in-depth analysis of 

copyright and conflict of laws problems. As well, the fiequency of infnngement disputes 

in the international arena affirms the centrality of infnngement to copyright, and the need 

for senous andysis of the neglected conflias of laws dimensions of infnngement cases. 

Thirdly, copyright infiingement is a legal problem growing exponentially. Such growth 

of infringement activity reflects growing technological advances which offer more and 

more easily implemented modes by which infjingement may occur. For example, it is 

much easier to copy works in digital forms, when everyone has a cornputer. Earlier 

VCRs, tape recorders and photocopiers facilitated the ready making of copies. Greater 

oppominity to infnnge upon copyrights has resülted in greater number of copysight 

infringernents.n 

The particular focus of this paper is on i&ngernent that occurs over the Intemet. 

Because such copying is fast, cheap, easy and usually occurs in private, it is one of the 

least controllable forms of copyright intnngement. In addition, a greater number of 

77 D. CampbeU, eds. Copyright Infringemenf (London: Kluwer Law Uernational LtdJ99'7) at xi. 



people possess cornputers than those who have photocopiers or printing presses.78 Digital 

piracy is among the most problematic foms of copyright violation because distribution of 

the inFnnging copies is so simple. However, many users of the internet appear not to 

understand the nature, dimensions and threats of such illegal copying. What is more 

disturbing is that even those who are aware of these copyright issues seern not to hesitate 

to enjoy the products of digital thefts. In part this thesis will draw attention to the 

phenornena of piracy and its problems in the context of the Intemet. 

L. E. Hams, Digital Property, Cumncy of the 21" Century, (Whitby: McGraw - Hill Ryerson Limiteci, 
1998) at164. 



B) Confiict of Laws 

1) Introduction 

Conflict of laws is also known as private international law." Private international law 

rules are important in order to secure resolution of a dispute arising &om transactions 

touching more than one jurisdiction. 

For the purposes of law, the world is divided into a number of territorially defined 

jurisdi~tions.~~ Within each such jurisdiction, private persons engage in many different 

transactions, which are govemed by the rules of private law within each such jurisdiction. 

The substantive law of each jurisdiction governs these transactions and disputes 

according to the legal rules of the dornestic substantive law in legal categories such as 

property, tort or contract. As well, within each jurisdiction courts' procedures are 

govemed by the domestic procedural law. 

However, the mobility of people and their activities result in sorne transactions and legal 

disputes crossing national borders and touching on more than one jurisdiction. In most 

areas of private human activity and related law, there are no supra-national bodies of law, 

courts or procedure available to resolve legal disputes touching on more than one 

jurisdiction. Only the various national legal systems are available to the parties to resolve 

disputes. Further, formal multi-national or bi-national arrangements for a matter touching 

more than one jurisdiction to be dealt with jointly by the legal syaems of more than one 

country do not generally exist. Thus, Iegally and practically, the parties to such a 

J. G. Collier, Conflicr of lmus, (Cambridge: University Press, 1987) at 5.  
' L. Collins, D i c q  and Morris on the Conflict o f h s ,  (London: Stevens & Sons Limitd, 1987) at 34. 



transnational legai dispute will find that they must seek a national jurisdiaion under 

which the rnatter may be adjudicated. 

The term "conflict" of laws reminds us that a conflict cm arise in the context of choosing 

a national jurisdiction in at least two forms. First, the various parties to the dispute may 

differ as to which national jurisdiction's courts will take jurisdiction over the dispute. 

Logicdly, this confiict in choice of courts must be resolved before the chosen court can 

address the main dispute itself. 

The second conflict which may arise is with respect to which national set of substantive 

legal niles will be applied to resolve the main dispute. For example, if the dispute is over 

the interpretation of a contract which touches more than one jurisdiction, this second 

potential conflict is with respect to choosing which national contract law will be used to 

interpret the contract. The law of the contract may differ from country to country, and 

thus, the resolution of the dispute may differ depending on which national contract law is 

chosen. Before any resolution of the main matter is possible, this conflict in choice of 

national substantive legal rules to be applied mua ais0 be resolved. 

Note that the country chosen under the first conflict, that is, the choice of a national court 

to take jurisdiction over the matter, need not be the same country as the country chosen 

under this second conflict, that is, of choice of substantive law.'' In such a case the courts 

of one country wouid be applying the substantive law of a second country in order to 

resolve the problem. 



The term "private international iaw" also rerninds us of two dimensions of these legal 

d e s .  First, these transactions and disputes are international disputes, in the sense that the 

matter touches and engages more than one country, each of which has its own national 

~ ~ s t e r n . ' ~  

Second, the class of disputes being dealt with here is disputes among "private" legal 

persons qua private persons, typically human individuals or artificial private legal 

persons such as corporations. Transactions and related disputes between pnvate persons 

as pnvate persons, for example matters falling under property, ton or contract law are 

said to fa11 under a nation's system of "private  la^."*^ Such matters are to be 

distinguished from matters of "public" international law, which involve the legal relations 

among nation states qua nation states. Thus, the declaration of war between nation states 

or the making treaties of peace between nation states are public international law matters, 

as wouid be any international treaty among aates agreeing to rules of warfme, such as 

rules banning the use of biological weapons. 

The d e s  of private international law are themselves a part of each country's system of 

private law as they are part of the system of legal rules applicable within each nation state 

to the resolution of disputes among private persons. Above, it was noted that private 

international law rules themselves mua be distinguished from the legal rules of areas of 

substantive pnvate law, such as copyright. The substantive law of copyright may differ 

- -  -- 

8 1 Iùid. at 4. 
" J. G. Collier, Conflict of Luws, (îambridge: University Press, 1987) at 6. 



from country to country. The rules of private international law are a second order of niles 

used by the courts to determine which set of national substantive law copyright d e s  will 

be applied in a particular case which touches more than one jurisdiction. However, as 

each country determines irs own private international law niles, as it does other areas of 

its private law, these conflict of laws rules may differ in various respects from one 

country to another." 

Public international law, particularly in the form of international treaties cm have an 

impact upon a nation's private law, including its private international law. For example, 

this thesis will note the public international law instruments of international treaties 

affecting copyright law. By these treaties among nation states, each signatory state may 

oblige itself to alter its private law of copyright so as to conform to requirements 

prescribed in the treaties. 

Thus, conflict of law rules select, among different legal niles within the country (federal 

states) or arnong foreign countries, which rule will apply to a particular case? To be 

more precise: 

Rula that apply to cases arising between private penons, or mes engaged in 
private transactions with contacts with two or more legal units are caiied private 
intedonal  law mla or confiict of laws niles? 

ï h e  law of two countries, Canada and the US, will be examined as the basis of the 

discussion of conflict of laws rules as applied to copyright in this thesis. 

83 Ibid, at 5. 
Ibid. at 6. 

" This paper wili not deal with conflict of law issues m g  between different territorial legal units within 
federai çountries. instead, it will put a light on the problems arising in the intemationai arena 



2) Types of Conflict of Laws Problems 

Conflict of laws in the narrow sense, is used to indicate choice of law problems. 

However, conflict of laws problems, in a broader sense, can be divided in three 

categories: jurisdiction, choice of law and recognition and enforcement of foreign 

a) Jurisdiction 

Jurisdiction is a legal term for the limitation on the ability of a court to determine 
disputes. Generally, a nation state's junsdiction only extends to individuals who 
reside within the country or to the transactions and events which occur within the 
natural borders of the nation.88 

Thus, in case in which a legal dispute contains a legally relevant foreign element, the 

court first has to determine whether it has jurisdiction over the persons and the subject 

rnatter in the dispute. In general, it 1s said that the courts of a particular country have 

jurisdiction over persons within the power of that court as well as over persons who 

consent to the jurisdiction of the court. 

i) Over Persons 

In common law jurisdictions, such as most of Canada and the United States, a court's 

jurisdiction over a person requires that a notice of the ongination of any process in that 

court be properly served on the person. Generally, this requires that the person be 

physically present in the temtorial jurisdiction of the court. Thus, those who are 

86 1. G. Castel, Introduction fo Cunflict of Lmvs, 3 d . d  (Toronto: Buttenvorths, 1998) at 3. 
D. J. Tuchler, "A Shon Summary of American Codlicts Law: Choice of Law* (1993) 37 St Louis U. 

L.J. 391 at 1. 
SS J. M. Oberding, T. NorderhaugGA Separate Jurisdiction For Cyberspace" (1999) oniîne: Law Offices of 
Jdiet M Oberding <http://shum.cc.huji.ac.iYjcmcivolUissuel/juris.htm (kit modifieci: 23 Aprii 1999). 



ordinarily resident within the temtorial junsdiction of that court are ~rpically amenable to 

the court's j~risdiction.~~ 

Problems with respect to the court's jurisdiction over a person in a dispute can arise when 

that person is not present in the jurisdiction at the time when service of notice of the 

ongination of the court action is to be made. If the person is ordinarily resident in the 

jurisdiction, absence at the time of the need for seMce will often not be an obstacle to the 

coun seeking jurisdiction over such matters. Even if a person is not ordinarily resident in 

the jurisdiction, but is otherwise connected to the jurisdiction, particularly with respect to 

other material elements of the matter in dispute, the coun rnay seek jurisdiction over such 

persons. For example, US law empowers its couris to exercise personal jurisdiction over 

persons who have suficient minimum contacts with the US. Non-residents of the US can 

be subject to American court's jurisdiction provided that they have minimum US 

contacts, for exarnple, financial gain in the US or physical presence in the US. 

ii) Over Subject Matter of Dispute 

The second dimension of jurisdiction is the subject matter of the dispute. The nature of 

legal disputes varies widely and thus the modes of comection of various disputes to 

particular jurisdictions also Vary widely. If the dispute is over the ownership of or injury 

caused to sume property, the location of the property at the time of the dispute and injury 

can be an important element in determinhg jurisdiction For example, the location of real 

or immovable property within a certain tenitory strongly nippons the jurisdiction of the 

courts of that temtory with respect to disputes involving that property. 

See generai E. Scoles, Peter Hay, Conficf of Lms, 2d ed (St Paul: West Riblisfiing, 1992). 



Persona1 property or movable property is not fixed in a particular territory. Nevertheless 

some forms of persona1 property may be connected with a particular temtorial 

jwisdiction through regimes of state registration or control, for example as with the 

licensing of automobiles. While such property is rnoveable, its location at the time of the 

occurrence in dispute a d o r  at the time it is sought to originate an action can be relevant 

factors in determining jurkdiction. 

When the dispute is about the respondent's commission of some civil wrong which is 

alleged to have caused cornpensable injury to the complainant, Le., a tort or delict, the 

geographical location of the various events or elements of the alleged wrong, to the 

extent such can be determined, are relevant elements of temrorial and jurisdictional 

contact in determining judicial jun~dic t ion .~~ 

Whether a particular court has jurisdiction over the person and subject matter is a 

preliminary question to the choice of law decision. If the court finds that it has no 

junsdiction over the particular matter, no choice of law decisions need to be made. 

Choice of jurisdiction is mostly a matter of convenience. However, a decision regarding 

choice of law can decisively impact the outcorne of a given case.91 

A final note about jurisdiction is that with respect to a paNcular dispute the courts of 

more than one jurisdiction may daim or accept juisdiction. That is, the d e s  of confiias 

Ibid. 
91 C. P. Gaumer, "Conflicts, the Constituîion, and the Internet" (1998) 86 111. B. J. 502 at 1. 



of laws applied by several jurisdictions may be such that the courts of more than one 

jurisdiction would accept jurisdiction over the same dispute. 

Subject Matter Jurisdic~ton in Canada 

Amehem Prdticts Inc. v. BC Workers Compensation Board is the leading Canadian 

authority on juri~diction.~~ According to this case, the plaintifYs choice of jurisdiction 

may be subject to the forum non corwenzens test of whether there is another "clearly more 

convenient and appropnate forum for the pursuit of the action for secunng the ends of 

j~stice."'~ Cunnzngham v. Hmnilton, a decision of the Alberta court, illustrates what kind 

of factors will be considered in assessing if there is a more convenient and appropriate 

forum:94 the location of the majority of witnesses, the fact that Alberta law would not 

govem the dispute (demonstrates the intercomection between choice of law and 

jurisdictional choices) the appearance of forum shopping by plaintiff would occur, as the 

plaintiff was seeking the advantage of a longer limitation penod in Alta and no 

substantial comection of the dispute with ~ lbe r t a .~ '  

Amehem, further, suggests that whether the plaintiff would be deprived of some personal 

or juridical advantage if his choice of forum were not respected should be considered. 

Lastly, when no forum is clearly more appropriate, the plaintiffs choice should be 

respeaed as the default jun~diction.~~ 

Amehem Products Inc. v. BC Workrs Compensation Board, (1993) 1 S.CK 897. 
93 W. Tetley, "Current Development in Canadian Private International Law" (1999) 78 CBR 152 at 163. 

Cunningham v. H~miZron (1 995) 169 Alta Rep. 132 (CA). 
95 W. Tetley, " C m t  Development in Canadian Private Intemational Lawn (1999) 78 CBR 152 at 163. 



To conclude, it seems that Canada's rules about junsdiction mean that only courts with at 

least a real and substantial connection to a case will hear it. 

b) Choice of Law 

When the court determines that it has jurisdiction in a particular case, it has to deal with 

another problem (provided that the case contains at least one foreign elernent). The court 

has to identiS, which law, domeaic or foreign, will apply to a particular legal dispute. In 

a case involving an international (foreign) elementy7 the domestic court would have to 

apply the law which is determined by domestic conflict of law rules. It wodd be, no 

doubt, easier for the court to apply domestic legal rules to each and every case. However, 

this is far from the existing practice. As J. Castel notes, the domestic court might have a 

number of grounds upon which to choose to apply foreign law, rather than the domestic 

law." For example, these grounds could include justice to the parties, sirnplicity and 

predictability, certainty and uniformity of ou tcome~.~~  

c) Recognition and Enforcement of Foreign ~ u d ~ m e n t s ' ~  

The preservation of a nation's temtorial sovereignty results in such nation's denying any 

direct effect of foreign court's judgments within its temtory. Therefore, foreign 

-- - 

% Ibid. 
97 "Foreign element" refers to a contact with some legal system other than domestic one. Such a contact 
might be established because, for example, the tort was commitied in a foreign country, or because the 
glies are foreign nationals or because the property is situateci ab& 

Foreign law is "any Iaw other than the iaw of the paxiicuiar territorial legai unit in which the court 
adjudicating a dispute containing legaiiy relevant foreign dements, sits." For more about this see J. G. 
Castel, Introduction to Conflict of Luws, 3d. ed. (Toronto: Butterworths, 1998) at 4. 
99 A. V. Diay and J. C. Morris, The Conjlct of b s ,  1 11" ed. (London: Stevens & Sons Limiteci, 1987) at 
5-6. '* J. Castel dehes  a foreign judgment as foiiows: "A foreign judgment may be defined as the finai 
decision or sentence of a judiciaI body or miunal regularly established and exercising îhe jurisdiction 



judgments, in order to have a legal effect abroad, must be recognized and enforced by the 

coun of the country in which the enforcement is sought. Recognition and enforcement of 

foreign judgments completely depend upon the domestic law and its court which makes 

such a decision. The forum country relies on its own legal rules regarding conditions that 

must be met by the judgment in order for this judgment to get recognition and 

enforcement. It follows that the recognition and enforcement of foreign judgments are 

often a source of a problem for the plaintiff 'O1 

Theoretically, al1 these problems could be avoided if countries worldwide decided to 

make uniform their substantive laws on choice of law, jurisdiction and enforcement of 

foreign judgments. Practically, this is a far-off dream. 

This paper will deal primady with choice of law problems and related conflict of 

jurisdiction issues. It will touch upon problems of enforcement of foreign judgments only 

insofar as these will help explain the choice of law focus. 

As the focus is also copyright infnngernent, which under conflict of laws analysis may 

corne under the category of torts,lo2 the next subsection will focus on the theories offered 

in selecting the applicable law in the tons cases. 

conferred upon it by the law of the state, province or tenitory of its creation, which determines the 
respective nghts and daim of the parties to a suit therein iitigated." 
'O' J. G. Castel, Iniroduction to Conjict ofLuws, 3 6  ed (Tomnto: Buuenvorh, 1998) at 89-90. 



3) Torts and Choice of Laws Theories 

Copyright legal disputes can be seen as disputes that emerge within established general 

private law categones: property (ownership of copyright), contracts (transfers, licenses of 

copyright) and tort (copyright infringement). The category of torts, in addition to 

copyright inningement encompasses different prohibited forms of conduct. such as libel, 

defamation and unfair cornpetition. 'O3 

When an action is brought in the US or Canada upon a ton that has been committed in a 

foreign country. the rules of conflict of laws have to determine the legal system which 

will speci6 the rights and liabilities of the parties to the dispute: 

in an action brought upon a wrongful a a  done outside the jurisdictios the court 
mua select the law according to which the rights and Liabilities of the parties wdl 
be determined.'" 

The leading case dealing with torts in Canada is Tolofson v. ~en~en.'O~ This case 

o v e d e d  the old English test "actionable here and not justifiable there" adopted in 

Canada in McLem v. Pettigrew.lo6 The English test established [ex fM as the choice of 

law provided that two conditions are satisfied. Firstly, the court must have personal 

jurisdiction over the defendant. Secondly, the court mua have subject matter junsdiction 

in the sense that the alleged tort by the defendant would have been actionable in the 

'= R G. Howeil, "Inîeilecnial Roperty, Private Intemational Law, and Issues of Territorialiv (1997) 13 
C.1.P.R 209 at 224. 
'O3 K Kronke, "Applicable Law in Tom and Contracts in Cyberspace" in Katharina &le-Woek, 
"Introductionn in K. Boele-WoeIki & Catherine Kesedjian, eds., Interner, lF%ich Court Decides?, Which 
Lmv Applies? (The Hague: Kluwer Law Intemational, 1998) at 65. 

J. G. Castel, Iniroduction to Conficf of h s ,  3th .d  (Toronm: Buttenvonhs, 1998) at 187. 
'O5 Tolofion v. Jensen, (1994) 3 SCR 1022. 
'06 McLean V. Petîigrew (1945) SCR 62. 



forum temtory had the acts taken place in that temtory and the alleged act was not 

justifiable under the law of the place of the tort.lo7 

Thus, Toklfson v. Jensen rejects [ex fori, and rnoves to lex loci delicli as a choice of law 

in tort disputes. La Forest suggeas that generally the tort occurs where the wrongful act 

occurs. However, when the wrongfbl act occurs in one legal unit and the injury in 

another, the place where the 'consequences are felt' ie., where the injury occurred, may 

be the place of the wrong and therefore, the law of the place where the injury was 

suffered should apply. 'O8 Thus, lex loci delicti rule is subject to a flexibility exception that 

reflects not only the forum non convenienr. log but also the rd and substantial c o ~ e c t i o n  

test.'1° This test suggests that no jurisdiction can be taken unless there is a real and 

substantial connection of the subject matter and dispute with the juiisdiction. "' The test 

basically tries to identify the jurisdiction with the most real and substantial comection to 

the copyright infiingement to determine what law should apply. This test leaves broad 

discretion to the courts and does not provide certainty to the parties. 

Four theories for choice of law in torts, lex fori and lex loci delicti, interest analysis and 

the moa significant relationship test are examineci below. 

'O' W. Tetley, Tunent Development in Canadian Privaie International Law" (1 999) 78 CBR 152 at 154. 
los Tolo/sn v. Jensen, (1994) 3 S a  1022. 
'" See Amehem Prodmîs lnc. v. BC Workers Compensation Buard, ( 1  993) 1 S.C.R 897. 



a) The l a  fori approach (domestic law of the nation in whose courts the case 
is pending) 

According to this theory, the court would have to apply the domestic law of the country 

where the case is pending in a tort case involving a foreign element. 

This practice could easily result in an unjust outcorne. For example, if a defendant has 

committed a tort in a country where his act is not considered to be wrongful, it would be 

unjust to hold him liable for committing a tort under the law of the foreign jurisdiction in 

which the case is being iried. In addition, lex for2 encourages forum shopping, as parties 

wish to have the case tried in the jurisdiction in which the law is most favorable to 

them. l2 

These are some of the reasons why the lexfori approach has been widely abandoned for 

the choice of Iaw in torts today. 

b) The le* loci delicti c o d s i  approach (the law of the place where a wrong 
is committed) 

This theory has been widely accepted in most European States, and in the US until 

recently. In order to determine the lex loci (the place of wrong), two methods are 

possible. Firstly, the place of wrong can be determined as the state where the l a s  event 

necessary to make the wrongdoer liable for a ton takes place. This place usually 

coincides with the place where injury occurs. Secondly, the place of wrong can be 

"O W. T e t i ~  " C m t  Development in Canadian Private Internationai Law" (1999) 78 CBR 152 at 154- 
155- 
' ' See Morguard l.esiments Ud. v. De Srnoye ( 1990) 3 SCR 1077. 
'12 J. C. Ginsburg, "Global UseîTenitorial Ri-: Private International Law Questions of the Giobal 
Idormation ~ c t u r e n  (1995) 42. J. Copyright Soc'y U.S.A. 3 18 at 1 1. 



defined as any place in which tortious conduct occurred. If the two places coincide, it is 

easy to establish lex loci.'13 

This approach has several advantages. l4 These include reasonable certainty, 

predictability and uniformity of results. It is also suggested that the lex loci nile does not 

encourage forum shopping. 

However, the lex loci rule has not attracted unanimous support. If the place of tortious 

conduct is purely fortuitous and the parties to the dispute reside in other foreign 

jurisdictions, lex loci would not be an appropnate choice of law.'" Moreover, the English 

Law Commission advocates non-application of the lex loci rule, for it finds it inflexible 

and not always appropriate to bring justice to the Disadvantages of this 

approach are discussed in detail in the next two Chapters of this thesis, in relation to 

copyright infkingement and Intemet related legal disputes regarding copyright 

Unhappy with the result :s of the on of the lex fori and lex loci delicti, some 

American courts have opted for two different choice of law rules: interest analysis and, 

the most signifiant relationship test, both discussed briefly below. 

113 J. G. CasteI, Introduction to Conflict o/laws, 3 th .d  (Toronto: Buttmorths, 1998) at 187. 
I l 4  E. Scoles, Peter Hay, ConJicf o-s, 226 eci (St Paul: West Publishing, 1992) at 570-573. "' P. M North, 3. J. Fawcett, Cheshire and North Private International Lmu, Ilm ed. (London: 
Buttenvorths, 1987) at 5 17. 



c) Interest analysis 

Under this test the court tries to detennine "which state's interest would be more 

impaired if its policy were subordinated to the policy of the other state. , 7 1 1 7 3  I l 8  

d) The most significant relationship test 

This test is provided in the Arnerican Restatement of the Law, Second and it States: 

The rights and liabilities of the parties w i t h  respect to an issue in tort are 
determined by the local law of the state which, with respect to tbat issue, has the 
moa signifcant relationship with the occurrence a d  the parties under the 
principles stated in paragraph 6."' 

The contacts the coun has to keep in mind while applying the principles of paragraph 6 

are: 

1) the place where the injury occurred, 

2) the place where the condua causing the injury occurreâ, 

3) the domicile, residence, naiiondity. place of incorporation and place of 

business of the parties, and 

4) the place where the relationship, if any, between the parties is entered.Iz0 

The court has to examine these contacts in the light of each individual case, making sure 

that the justice requirement is served to the greatest possible extent. It is said that this 

approach secures more flexibility in identifjing the most suitable law in a given case. 

116 P .  Kaye, Private International L m  of Tort and Proàuct Liabifity, (G. Britain: Billing & Sons Ltd, 
Worcester, 1991) at 76. 
' ' ' J. G. Castel, Introduction to Confier of Law, 3 36 ed. (ïoronto: Buîte~~orchs, 1998) at 189. 
"' For more about interest anaiysîs see A E. Jaffky, Topics in aioice of Lmv, (London: The British 
Mtute of Inteniationai and Comparative Law, 1996). 
'19 Quoted accordhg to J. G. Castel, Iniroduction to Conjlict of lmus, 3 6  ecL (Toronto: Bunerworths, 
1998) at 190. 
lx Ibid 



However, this approach does not bnng much certainty to the parties since they ofken 

cannot foresee the decision of the court in different legal disputes. The courts' broad 

discretion to decide which factor determines which country has the most significant 

relationship with the tortious occurrence, and with the parties, makes the result of 

applying this principle insuficiently clear-cut.12' 

4) Should Copyright Infringement Be Governed by the Same Confikt of Law Rules 
as Torts? 

One of the purposes of this thesis is to answer the question of whether the established 

codic t  of law rules and tests for tons explained above should be applied to copyright 

infiingernent cases. At first glace, the answer would be "yes" due to the tort character of 

copyright infnngement disputes. However: 

The nature of industrial propeq rights complicates confiin of laws analysis. 
Indutriai propem is inherently intangble. Ahhough manifesthg itself in 
physid objects, it is in Eict a form of information. In this way, f is 
inexhaustible. Any number of individuals c m  use industrial property 
simultaneously, while in different locaîions, wiihout depleting it. This concept 
frustrates conflict of laws Malysis because, unlike real propertv, industrial 
property does not conceptually exist in a specific location.'" 

In this paper 1 seek to establish that copyright as an intellectual property nght, and thus 

copyright i&ingement, have some specific features distinct Born other tort actions. Due 

to this peculiarity, copyright infnngement disputes might need to be handled differently 

from established conflict of law practice for torts. The pariicular focus on copyright 

infkingement in this thesis is that occurring through the Internet. Such infiingements 

'" C. P. BeaU "The Scientological M e n e d o n  of Choiœ of Law Doctrines for PubLication Torts on the 
Intemet" (1 997) 14 J. MarshaII J. Cornputer & 1.0.  L. 36 1 at 3. 
'" G. C. Chao, "Conflict of Laws and the International Licensing of Indumial Property in the Umted 
Stats the Empan  Union, and Japan" (1 996) 22 N. C. J. ht'l L. & Corn. Reg. 147 at 1. 



might raise specific issues that need to be approached differently than multinational 

copyright infhgernent problems in general. 



CHAPTER 2 

International Copyright Protection 

The false cm never grow into truth by growing in power. 

Rabinciranath Tagore 

A) Conflict of Laws and Copyright Infringement 

The scope of copyright protection differs fiom country to country because each st2te has 

its own copyright law. Copyright law creates private law rights in which persons involved 

in legal copyright disputes appear in their private capacity. The state is not a party to 

these disputes. Thus, conflict of laws rules, or private international law rules, are the 

appropnate mies for resolving multinational copyright matters. 

The conflicts of laws approach that has generally been applied to copyright infringement 

matters with multinational dimensions reflects the pnnciple of temtoriality. This 

recognizes that the copyright law of the state within whose territory the acts alleged to 

constitute fingernent occurred should be applied to determine if there has been 

infnngernent . 



B) State Temtoriality as Appiied to Copyright: Preiiminary Expianations 

Geographic boundaries are important for the existence and enforcement of legal d e s .  

Copyright is no exception as copyright protection is traditionally determined territorially 

within each state.I2.' This means, as Savigny has stated, that: 

a) Each state may require that within its boundaries only its own law applies. 

b) No state may require the applicability of its own laws outside its 

boundaries. lZ4 

Why are borders so important? David Poa and David Johnson categorize these reasons in 

three groups: power, legitimacy, and notice. 12' 

1. Power refers to sovereignty of the states. Each country seeks to establish control over 

people and things on its territory. Therefore, the state enacts the law and enforcement 

mechanisms that will prevail within its geographic boundaries. Naturally, the state 

cannot conml people and things that are outside of its physical borders. As a logical 

consequence, the state does not apply its law extraterritorially. lZ6 

2. Legitimacy denotes the "consent of the govemed." Accordingly, people who are 

subject to legal niles must have an influence in the process of their creation. It is quite 

obvious that ody those situated within certain physical borders have an impact on 

rule-making of the state defending those borders.I2' 

'" K C. "International Copyright: An Unorthodox Anaiysis" 29 Vanderbilt Journal of 
Transnational Law" 579. 
'*' M. E. Mayer, "Do Internaiional Intexnet Sound Recordhg Wgements Implicate US Copyright Law" 
(1998) '15 NO 5 Cornputer Law i 1 at 1. 
D. R Johnson, D. G. P w  "Law and Borders - The Rise of Law in Cyberspace* (1996) Stanford Law 

Review. 
It6 Ibid. 
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3. Notice implies that the legal rules change with any change of the state bo~ndaries . '~~ 

In Canada, as in other countries, copyright is temtorially protected rneaning that 

Canadian copyright is effective only within Canadian borders. For example if, with 

respect to a work authored by a Canadian, an infringing a d  such as the unauthorized 

reproduction of the work occurs in its entirety in Germany, Canadian copyright law 

would not apply; German law would. Similarly, a copyright infnngement of a work 

authored by a German that takes place entirely within Canada is not a violation of 

German iaw and the court wodd apply Canadian law. 12' However, some of the legal 

writers such as G. Chao have been reluctant ro accept that the temtorial approach is the 

only possible approach to copyright cases.lfO 

Territorial approach worked relatively well until recently. Then, factors such as growth in 

international trade in copwght protected works, improved international communications 

networks through which works can be moved across international borders, and new 

digital and computing technology for exploiting works have meant that more fiequently 

than ever before copyright issues tend to transcend national borders."' Copying beuune 

cheap and quick for copyright pirates132 for whom space, time and national boudaries 

" Ibid. 
'" D. Vaver. Intellectual Property Law. Copyrights. Patents, Trade-marks, (ïoronto: Invin Law, 1997) ai 
13, 
13' G. C. Chao, "Connia of Laws and the International Lice- of Industrial Property in the United 
States, the European Union, and Japan" (1996) 22 N. C, J. Int'l L. & C o n  Reg. 147 at 1. 
131 W. L. Hayhurst, "When Sovereignties May Collide-Sovereignfies and the Regdation of Business in 
Relation to hteiiectuai Propew: Canadian pr0SpeCtit.e" (1994) 20 Can.-U.S. L.J.195 at 1. 
'" M. M e r ,  %temational Copyright h m  an Amencan Perspective" (1990) 43 Arkansas Law Review 
373. 



are no longer impediments to infnnging copyright. Therefore, cross-border copyright 

problems are gaining significance in theory and practice. 

C) The Role of the International Copyright Conventions 

Nineteenth century copyright laws in many states granted copyright protection only to the 

works of nationals of that state. Some states extended copyright to the works of foreign 

nationals only if those works were published and printed within that state, and if certain 

formalities were complied with such as the registration of the work with a state authority. 

A movement began in Europe in the mid-nineteenth century to persuade nation states to 

enter into a multinational treaty which would ensure that the works of an author who was 

a national of a state signatory to the treaty would secure copyright in each of the other 

states that were signatories to the treaty. This movement culminated with the 1886 

signing of the Beme Convention and rnost recently revised in 1971. Canada was a 

member of the Beme Convention as a British colony from 1887, and currentiy adheres to 

the 1971 level of the Convention. The US did not sign the Beme Convention until 1989. 

Before that the US Iaw did not meet the Berne standards in a number of respects. For 

example, US law had formal prerequisites for copyright protection, requiring marking al1 

published copies with a copyright notice, when such formdities contradict Berne 

recpirements. 133 

'33 While the US was represented at the fint Berne Convention coderence in 1886, it did not becorne a 
member of the Convention mii 1988, as noted in the text. Mer World War IZ, the continuing US 
unwillingness to amend its iaw to confonn to Beme standards, and a growing concern with the US non- 
participation in the internaiional copyright anangements led to the making of a new intexnational copyright 
agreement The Universal Copyright Convention came into force in 1955. The UCC permits the US to join 
the Mernationai copyright anangements without having to make its law d o m  to the Beme Convention 
standards. States that were already members of Beme, which hcluded every e c o n o m i ~ y  advanceci state 



The convention itself does not gant  copyright protection to authors - there is no supra- 

national copyright system created by the convention. The convention has two main 

purposes. 

First, the convention requires member states to structure national copyright laws in ways 

which ensure that the works of authors who are nationals of member states will qualie 

for copyright under the national copyright laws of every other member state. 

Second, the convention requuires member states to include certain minimum standards of 

copyright protection within their national copyright laws that signatones to the 

conventions are required to include in their domestic legislation. These standards provide 

a minimum level of copyright protection among al1 member states? 

1) Faciiitating Multi-Nation Copyright: National Treatment under the Berne 
Convention 

Article 5(1) of the Berne Convention states: 

Authon shall enjoy, in respect of works for which they are protected under this 
Convention, in countries of the Union other than the c o r n  of origin, the rights 
which their respective iaws do now or may hereafter grant to their nationals, as 
well as the rights specially granted by this  onv vent ion.'^' 

The above Article is known as "the national treatrnent" provision and is a cornerstone of 

the Convention. Article 5 provides that an author who is a national of any member state 

other than the US could not lave Berne to adhere ody to the UCC. Since the US joined Berne in 1988, the 
UCC has becorne of liüie continuhg signiscance in international copyright matters. 
lY L. E. Hams, Canadian Copyright Law, (Whttby, Homewood 1992) at 43. 



to the Convention will be protected in every state of the Union in the same way in which 

these member states protect their own authors.lM For example, the works of an American 

national will be entitled to the same copyright protection in Canada as the works of a 

canadian. 13' This nile secures non-discrimination between the works of foreign and 

domestic authors. 

There is much debate as to whether the national treatment provision is itself a conflict of 

laws rule. Some commentators such as Robert Howell believe that the Beme Convention 

does not itself stipulate a conflict of laws principle. However he does concede that the 

national treatment rule implies that the applicable law for an infingement matter is the 

law of the countq where the infnngernent occurred, that is, implies the mle of 

temtoriality. 138) 139 

There is another centrai requirement of Beme which facilitates authors securing multi- 

nation copyright protection for their works. The Berne Convention, Article 5 (2)(3) 

states: 

The enjoyrnent and the exercise of these rights shall not be subject to any 
formality; such enjoyment and such exercise shall be independent of the 
existence of protection in the countq of origin of the work. Consequently, apart 
nom the provisions of this Conveution, tbe extent of protection, as well as the 
means of redress Sorded to the author to protect his rights, shali be governed 
exclusively by the laws of the country where protection is claimed. 

-- - -  - -  - 

'" Beme Convention for the Rotection of Litemy and M c  Works paris Text 1971). 
136 D. R Toraya, "Federal Jirrisdiction ûver Foreign Copyright Infiingement Actions-an Unsoiicited Reply 
to Professor NimmeT (1985) 70 Comeii L. W. Il65 at 2. 

P. Scahiil, "US Copyight Law and its Exiraterritorial Application: Subafîh, Ltd v. MGM-Pathe 
Communications" (1995) 18-19 MD J o d  of  International Law & Trade, 309. 
1 38 R G. Howeli, "Inteiiectual Property, Pnvate International Law, and Issues of Territoriality" (1997) 13 
C.LP.R 209 at 220. '" For more about the interpretation of lex loci delicti see pg. 107-1 15. 



Protection in the country of origin is govemed by damestic law. However, when 
the author is not a national of the country of origin of the work for which he is 
protected under this Convention, he shall enjoy in that country the same rights as 
national authors. 

Copyright protection in Berne c o d e s  is automatic upon the creation of a work. This 

means that once the copyright owner receives protection for the work in his own countIy, 

which adheres to Beme Convenrion, iie is aiso protecred in ali orner countrics which are 

signatories to Beme. 

2) Minimum Standards of Copyright Protection 

The national treatment requirement does not mandate that the national copyright laws of 

Beme member states wntain any minimum standards of protection. The Beme 

Convention has stipulated some minimum substantive requûements for national 

copyright laws. While the various revisions of the convention since 1886 have each 

tended to extend the required minimum standards for national copyright laws, there has 

often been dificulty in getting the required unanimous agreement to extending the 

convention with respect to stipulating such minimum standards. 

The standards in the Beme Convention do address the categories of protected works, 

scope of copyright protection and its d~ration.'~' Nevertheless, member states retain a 

substantial scope of &eedom to enaa dif5ering substantive copyright law provisions, 

subject to the ovemding requirement that the works of authors who 

member states receive the same protection as the works of authors 

are nationals of other 

who are nationais of 

"O L. E. Harris, Canodan Copyright Lm, (Whitby, Homewood 1992) at 44. 



that state. The failure of Berne to provide for more extensive minimum standards of 

protection for national copyright Iaws, led States who were major producers of copyright- 

protected works, to seek more extensive minimum standards for national copyright laws 

through international trade agreements. '" 

D) International Trade Agreements Affecting Copyright 

Canada and the US are signatories to three international trade agreements that in part 

address copyright. These trade agreements are: the Canada-United States Free Trade 

Agreement (FTA), the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA), and the 

General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) agreement on Trade Related Aspects of 

intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS). GATT was transformed into the World Trade 

Organization (WTO). '42 

The FTA had a limited effect on copyright. In the FTA, Canada and the US agreed to 

cooperate in the GATT (TRIPS) which were then in progress. The terms of final GATT 

(TRIPS) agreement had become known by the time that Canada, the US and Mexico had 

reached agreement on NAFTA. The three signatories to NAFTA agreed to adopt 

provisions in NAFTA that were v h a l l y  identical to the GATT (TRIPS) intellechd 

property provisions. Thus, only GATT (TRIPS) needs to be noted here. 



1) Minimum Standards of Protection 

These three agreements do not replace the Beme Convention, but rather supplement it.lJ3 

The GATT (TRIPS) agreement stipulates that the copyright law of WTO member states 

must meet certain minimum substantive requirements, in addition to the substantive 

minima required by Beme. These requirements include: 

- that copyright is to protect only the form of expression and not ideas, procedures, 

methods of operation or mathematical concepts, 

-cornputer progams must be protected under copyright as literary works, 

-compilations which reflect originality in selection andfor arrangement of compiled 

material are to be protected, 

-a commercial rental right shall be secured for the owners of copyright in cornputer 

program and cinematographic works, 

-photographs are to have a minimum 50 year period of copyright protection, 

-exceptions fiom copyright protection such as fair dealing are not to "unreasonably 

prejudice the legitimate interests" of copyright owners, and 

-protection is to be extended to performers performances, sound recordings and 

broadcasts. 

While GATT (TRIPS) has required some minimum content for national copyright laws as 

had Berne before it, even the aggregation of the Berne and GATT (TRIPS) minimum 

requirements has lefi member states with substantial scope for variations in national 

copyright laws. The scope for variation stems in part from many of the treaty standards 



being minimum standards which permit states to exceed the minima in their national 

laws. As well, the treaty standards tend to be stated in broad terms which permit different 

aates to appiy the standards somewhat differently in their national laws. Finally, the 

treaties leave untreated a number of necessary aspects of any national copyright law. 

2) Minimum Standards of Enforcement 

A fbrther concern of states such as the US which were major producers and exporters of 

works protected by copyright, was that even in those states where adequate substantive 

copyright law appeared to exist, legal processes did not permit the effective enforcement 

of copyright. Thus, the US successfùlly urged that GATT (TRIPS) include provisions 

requiring members to: 

ensure that enforcement procedures . . .are avadable under their law so as to 
permit effective action againsr any act of h g e m e n t  of intelledual property 
rights . . ., including expeditious remedies to prevent infringements and remedies 
which constitute a deterrent to furiher infringements. . . . IL1 

E) The Extraterritorial Application of Copyright Law in Infringement Cases 

Berne and the WTO agreement leave substantial scope for variation in national copyright 

laws. Further, the international conventions are silent as to confiias of laws issues, such 

as jurisdiction and choice of law, in copyright disputes. The lack of explicit guidance in 

the conventions contributes to senous conflict of laws contr~versies.~~~ The courts in the 

. - 

143 Article 9(1) of GATT (TFüPS) raqumS members of WTO to comply with the substantive provisions of 
the Beme Convention, 1971 level, whether or not member mes are members of Berne at the 1971 level. 
This provision tends to encourage non-Berne members to become members of Berne at the 1971 level. 
GATT W S ) ,  Article 4 1. 

i 45 E. ULma, Intellemai Properw Righu and the Conjlct of Luws, (Deventer K l w r ,  Law and Taxation 
Publishing Divisioxr, 1978) at 10. 



US and Canada have to apply conventional national choice of law principles such as lex 

loci delicfi or the most significant relationship test.'* 

Copyright owners, particularly fiom states such as the US with highly developed 

substantive copyright laws, continue to be concemed that theû works do not receive 

appropriate protection against infnngement in foreign states. As well, mch copyright 

owners remain concerned with the efficacy of enforcement of copyright in other states 

despite the provisions of GATT (TRIPS) which mandate effective enforcement. 

1 have noted above that the most widely applied approach to the choice of law for 

copyright infringernent matters is to apply the copyright law of the country in which the 

acts which are alleged to constitute infringement occuned. Further, if the alleged 

infnnger has commined such acts within a particular state, that person may often be 

present in that aate such that the local courts could exercise persona1 jurisdiction over 

that person. These factors suggest that the appropriate course of action for the copyright 

owner is to pursue an infnngement action in the courts of the state in which the allegedly 

infEnging acts were committed, which courts would apply the copyright law of that state 

to the matter. This approach has the apparent advantage of having the courts most 

farniliar with the applicable copyright law being the courts to take jurisdiaion over the 

matter. 

'* M. R Burastein, *Conflicts on the Net: Choice of Law in Tramaiional Cykrspacen (1996) 29 Vanci. I. 
Transnat '1 L. 75 at 8, 



The precedents examined will be mody nom the US, for Canada does not yet have 

extensive legal precedents in this area. 

As noted above, many US copyright owners suspect both foreign copyright laws and 

foreign copyright enforcement processes. The US is the country of ongin of a substantial 

proportion of the most valuable copyright protected works exploited intemationally, 

whether lawfblly or unlawfully. Thus, a significant proportion of the owners of works 

thought to have been infiînged in other countries may prefer to litigate such matters of 

copyright infringement in US courts, which apply US copyright law. The leading role of 

the US in world trade, its role as the world's largea single econornic market, and its 

position as the world's only remaining super-power mean that persons who are suspected 

of i ang ing  US onginated copyright protected works may not infiequently be present in 

the US through agents, subsidiaries and assets. This presence may make them subject to 

US courts' jurisdiction. Once the foreign infnngement matter is thus before the US court, 

the US copyright owner may well urge the court to apply US copyright law, that is, to 

apply the US law "extratemt~nal l~. '"~~ 

In this papa. simüarly to Curtis Bradley, "e\utenitorialn application of copyright laas is the 
application of a nation's copyright laws to conduct that occurred outside the nation's borders. 



1) The United States: The Extraterritorial Application of US Copyright Law 

a) General Considerations 

Under US law there is a general presumption against the extratemtorial application of 

Amencan laws. This presumption was established in American Bmmu Co. v. United 

Fruit Co. Case in 1909. 14* The case States: 

The general and a h o n  universai nile is that the character of an act as l a d  or 
unlafil m u t  be determined wholly by the law of the country where the act is 
done. 

Jane Ginsburg defines extratemtoriality: 

A c l ah  is not extratemtorial simply because it involves foreign acts or parties. 
Extraerritoriality, in the negative sense the term has aquired, means the 
application of one country's laws to events occunkg outside that country's 
borders. ''O 

The US Supreme Court in EEOV v. Arabian Americm Oil Co. ( ~ r m a c o ) ' ~ ~  Cuse held 

that federd statutes should not apply to conduct beyond national borders without a clear 

indication that Congress intended that The party who seeks to establish 

extratemtorial application of American law has to demonstrate this intention. Copyright 

protection in the US is territorial1 53 since the presumption against extratemtoriality 

applies ro copyright law as well. 154 

'" 213 US 317,356 (1909). 
American Banana Co. v. United Fruit Co. 2 13 US at 356. 
J. C Ginsburg "Exûatemtoriality and Multiterritoriality in Copyright Inûingemenîn (1997) 37 Virginia 

Journal of International Law at 588. 
' 5' EEOV V. Arabiun Amerïcm Oil Co. (Annaco) 42 L X  C ss 2000e-200îk-17 (1994). 
'" C.A. Bradley7 Temtoriai Inteilecnial Property Rights in an Age of GIobalismn (1997) 37 Va. J. Int'l L. 
505 at 2. 
Is3 P. Scahiii, "US Copyright Law and iis Exüatenitorial Application: Subafilms, Ltd v. MGM-Paihe 
Communications" (1995) 18-19 MD Jounial of Intemational Law & Trade, 3 07. 
'Y Tt  is genqaUy accepteci throughout the world that the applicability of any nationai inteiiectuai property 
right law is restricted to infringements cornmitteci within that country." D. R Toraya, uFederal Juridiction 



b) Extraterritorial Application of Copyright: Arguments Pro and Con 

It is becoming more accepted that Congress has power to legislate extratemtorially, 

especially when the interests of US citizens are in issue. lS5 In the case of copyright 

infnngement, it is said that there is an additional justification for the application of US 

law when the extraterritorial infkingement has effects in the US. Curtis Bradley has 

surnmarized some of the explanations for the tendency for the US to apply its copyright 

laws extratemtoridiy: lS6 

Copyright is now seen as a major business asset. 

US participation in international trade and investments is great and constantly 

expanding. 

From being a large intellecnial property importer in the nineteenth and early twentieth 

centuries, the US has now becorne the biggest exporter of copyright protected works 

in the world. Foreign piracy of US copyrighted materials has been estimated to be 

valued at $50 billion per year. lS7 

The US generally has more protective intellectual property laws than much of the 

world reflecting the US role as the largest producer and exporter of copyrighted 

rnaterial~.'~' There are many countnes especially in the Third World that are 

Over Foreign Copyight Infriagement Actions-an Unsoliciteci Reply to Professor Nimmer" (1985) 70 
Comeii L. Rev. 1165 at 3, 
lS5 C A  Bradley? 4bTemtorial I n t e i l e d  Roperty Rights in an Age of Globaiismn (1997) 37 Va. J. Im'l L. 
505 at 4. 
lS6 fiid. at 2. 
157 J. P. Kelsh. "Subajilrns, Ltd. v. MGM-Pathe Conintunication Co., the Berne Convention, and the 
Exaatenitorial Application of the Copyrighî Act"(1994) 90 Nor thmem University Law Review at 1839. 
'" K W. Damm, 'The Gmwing Importance of Intemational Rotection of Intdectual Propertf (1981) 21 
The International Lawyer 627. 



"intellectual property haven~""~ due to the lack of adequate copyright enforcement 

rnechan i~ms .~~~  For example, film pirates in Yugoslavia copy American films and 

distribute these unauthorized copies widely in video ciubs. The film pirates have no 

f e u  of being sued, since they know that any litigation before the Yugoslav court is 

meaningless. Even if the Amencan plaintiff were awarded darnages, which is not 

likely to happen, the plaintiff would not be able to recover the damages due to the 

problematic enforcement practice in Yugoslavia. Nor will he be able to get the couri's 

aid in stopping the defendant in his illegai behavior, narnely further copying. US 

copyright owners do not have any effective protection for their works in Yugoslavia. 

Yugoslavia is just one example of "intellectual property havens." ûther countries 

have a similar lack of effective copyright protection, for instance Singapore, Korea, 

and Argentina. 16' AS Kenneth Damm has stated: 

The concept of nondiscriminatory 'bational treatment," while generally a 
valuable concept, today may mean no protection at al1 in a number of counaies. 
For the ody "protection" that foreignen rnay receive in many countries is 
whatever minimal protection each country rovides to its own nationals, and that 
is sometimes close to no protection at ail. ,P 

The development of new technologies for exploiting copyright proteaed works has 

increased the number of transnational copyright disputes. 

'" V. L. Paran5 "Jurisdiction and Conflict of Lam Thwarting Inteniet Pirates in "InteiiecM1 Properiy 
Havens" (1997) 15-Fall Ent & Sports law. 20. 
'" M. A. M e r .  uProtating United States Inieiiecnial Roperty Abroad: Toward a New Multiiateralirs" 
(1990) 76 Iowa Law review 287. 
161 K W. Da- 'The Growing Importance of Internatiooal Protection of Inteiiectual Roperty" (1981) 21 
The hernationai Lamyer 635. 

nid at 631. 



It is probably easier for the US to apply its copyright laws extraterritorially than to try 

to influence changes in foreign copyright laws. lQ 

. 

Some US scholars such as Curtis Bradley have tried to offer solutions that would best 

accommodate Arnencan interests. However, the radical approach advocated by Bradley 

has not found much support despite the fact that the rapid development of technology and 

new business approaches has shaped the interests of the US differently today korn those 

when the territorial approach to copyright law was developed. 

Historically, the US courts have refused to deal with extratemtonal copyright 

infiingement, in an attempt to avoid having to "rule on the validity of a foreign act."lM 

There are exceptions to the presurnption against extratemtoriality, but they are constnied 

narrowly. First, if an act of extraterritorial conduct contributes or induces violation of 

copyright that occurs in the US, the court can apply US law.16' Second, the plaintiff can 

recover a defendant's extratemtorial profits which were derived from copyright violation 

occurring in the US. However, note that these exceptions apply in cases which have some 

territorial links with the US as well. 

There are many cases which establish that US copyright should not be applied 

extrat erritoriall y. Two examples are: Subafilms, Ltd. v. MGM-Pcthe Communicutiom Co. 

and Los Angeles News Senice v. Reuters Television International. 

la E.g. the US sometimes tries to impose its inteliecnial property provisions in multilaîeral m i e  
agreements. In additions, the US feels fiee to threaten trade sanctions against countries that protect 
inteiiectual property dinerently fiom the way the US think îhese rights shouid be protected. 



c) The Subafims Case 

i) Facts of the Case 

In Subqfilms. Ltd v. MGM-Pdhe Cornrnzrnications  CO.'^ the plaintifF owned copyright 

in the film "Yellow Submarine." The American defendant MGM-Pathe, without the right 

to do so, had purported to license another American fim, Warner-UA, to arrange 

international videocassette distribution of the film. The plaintiff sued MGM-Pathe in the 

US federal courts for copyright infnngement with respect to the overseas distribution of 

the movie. 

ii) Plaintif'fs Theories of Defendant's Liability Under US Copyright 
Act 

The US Copyright Act. S. 106 States that the owner of copyright has the exclusive right 

"to do", and "to authorize" a list of acts with respect to the copyrighted work, including 

the act of making copies of the work and the act of distributing copies of the work. 

In Subqfilms the act of making the copies for foreign distribution and the act of foreign 

distribution of these copies were done by foreign agents of Wamer-UA and took place 

outside the US. Thus, the defendant MGM-Pathe did not "do" the acts of making 

infiinging copies nor of distributing those copies. What MGM-Pathe did do was "to 

authorize" others to do those acts. If those others had done the infringing acts within the 

US, there would have been no doubt that MGM-Pathe would have been liable for 

16.1 R G. Howell, "Intellectuai Property, Private International Law, and issues of Tenitoriality" (1997) 13 
C.LP.R 209 at 2 14. 

For ewmple see Cableflorne Communication Corp. v. rVerwork Prodr., Inc. (1990) 902 F. 2d 829. 
'66 24 F. 3d 1088 (9& Cir. 1994). See Durst, "Su-, Ltd v. MGM-Pathe Communications Co.: 
Should ùifringing Acts Authorîzed Within the United States but Committed Extraterritorially Constitute a 
Valid Claim for inhgement Under US Copyrighî Law?" (1995) 14 Wis. int'l L.J. W-462. 



authorizing such infiringhg acts. However, while the act of authorking took place in the 

US, the performance of the authorized acts took place outside the US. 

The plaintiff noted Sony Corp. of America v. Universal City Studios, 11n.~~' which States: 

An infringer is not merely one who usa a work without authorization of the 
copyright orner, but also one who authorizes the use of a copyrighted work 
without actual authority fiom the copyright owner. '" 

The plaintiff also pointed to a 1986 decision, Peter S t m  Pr& Co. v. Twin Continental 

Fifms. ~nc.'~~ That case had found that a defendant's authorization made in the US, of 

another's acts committed outside the US, which acts if committed in the US would have 

been copyright infiingement under the US Copyright Act, constituted 

infnngement under the US Copyright Act in the form of authorking another's 

acts. ''O 

iii) The Court's Ruling 

The court stated that it is: "undisputed axiom that United States copyright law has no 

extratemtorial application.""' Thus, US Copyright Act is not applicable to extraterritorial 

inifingement. The court interpreted ifingement through authorizing other's ifinging 

aas as requinng both the act of authorkation and the other's acts of infiingement to occur 

'" Corp. ofAm. v. Universal City Studios, Inc.. (1984) 464 US 417. 
168 Petar Starr Prod. Co. v. Twin Continental Films, Inc., 783 F. 2d at 1443 (citing Sony Corp. of Am. V. 

Universal Studios, Inc., 464 US 4 17,429 (1984)). 
La 783 F. 2d. 1440 (gLh Cir.). '" J. Dmî, *Subafilms, Lîd. v. MGM-Puthe Communications Co.: Should W g i n g  Acis Authorjzed 
W~thin the United States but Committed Extraterritorially Constinite a Valid CIaim for Inftingement Under 
US Copyright Law?" (1993) 14 Wis. Int'l L.J. 449. J. P. Kelsh, "SubaJim, Lrd. v. MW-Pafhe 
Communicution Co., the Berne Coavention and the Ex-traterritorial Application of the CopyRght 
Act"(1994) 90 Northwestern University Law Review at 1842. 
"' S~bsflms, Ltd. Y. MGM-hthe Commmications Co. (1994) 988 F. 2d 122, (1993) Wt 39269 (9& Cu. 
Court.) 



within the US. The domestic authorization of other's extraterritorial infnngement was not 

actionable under the US Act. The Sub@Ims court found support for its approach in ITSI 

T. K Productions, Inc. v. Culifornia Auth. Of Racing Fairs: 

A defendant who iiauthorizes7' or othenvise is contributorily or vicariously liable 
for acts which do not take place in the United States, cannot as a matter of Iaw be 
liable for copyright infringement.'" 

The Court held that finding infnngement of US copyright law in authorkation in the US 

of acts occumng entirely outside the US law would undermine: 

The values and spùit of the international conventions, the efforts of the US 
Congress 'to secure a more stable international intellechial property regime', 
which Congress considered essential for the protection abroad of works of US 
authors, the credibility of the US position in internationai d e  negotiations by 
suggesting thaî the US does not beiieve that the laws of member nations would 
be adequate and the efforts to encourage other nations to j o b  the Berne 
Convention. '" 

iv) An Alternative Theory Not Considered in this Case 

Earlier decisions, for example Sheldon v. Metro-GoIdwyn Picîures Corp. and Fmous 

174 Music Corp. v. Seeco Records. Inc., invoived the defendant making in the US one 

infnnging master copy of the piaintifl's work. The defendant then sent that master copy 

abroad where others made copies for distribution abroad fkom the master copy. The 

courts applied a "root copy" theory to find that the defendant who made the master copy 

in the US could be held accountable in damages under US copyright law for the copies 

made abroad fiom the infnnging master copy made in the US. 

'" lTSr T. Y., 785 F. 2d at 862,773 F. Supp. at 202. 
173 R G. Howell. "IoteIlecnial Property, Private Interaational Law, and Issues of Territoriaiitf' (1997) 13 
C.1.P.R 209 at 220. 
17' ScheIdon v. Matra-Goldwyn Pictures, Corp., 106 F. 2d 45 (2d Cir. 1939) and Fmous Music Corp. v. 
Seeco Records, I k ,  20 1 F. Supp. 560 (SD.N.Y. 1% 1). 



The Subafilms court distinguished these cases on the basis that in those cases the 

plaintiffs had proved that the defendants had cornrnitted an act of direct inInngement in 

the US by making of the infnnging master copy. Such direct infnngement within the US 

having been established. The issue became one of whether the plaintiffs were entitled to 

damages for such direct infî-ingement reflecting the use of that rnaaer copy to make 

abroad additional copies of the plaintifls work. The Subarms court stated that, without 

commenthg on the validity of this approach in cases such as Sheldon and Fmous Music, 

those cases were distinguishable firom Sub@lms in which the plaintiff had not proved, 

nor rested its case upon the proof of the making of any infringing copy by the defendant 

in the US? The plaintiffs clairn in Subafilms rested entirely on an authorization given in 

the US to make copies outside the US. To find infnngement occumng in the US in 

Subafilms, the act of authorizing, itself, must be the infringing act. 

v) Analysis of the SubafiIms Case and Related Problems 

The Subafims court did not consider that the US Copyright Act had created authorization 

of infringement as inningement separately âom the infnngement of distribution abroad 

which had been authorized. 

175 Suba$Zm, supra note. pg. 1085-86. The Subafiims fàcts were aich that the defendant may have b e n  in 
possession of a non-hfiinging master copy (made legiàmately purnÿmt to an miier hanse to use the nIm 
in the US). The possession of such a copy and the sending of such a copy abmaci, per se, do not constirne 
acts of direct infigement At pg. 1099 the court noted that in further proceecüngs the plaintifF might ailege 
that the defendant had made an idkinghg master copy of the work in the US. if that were proved, the issue 
of whether damages stemming h m  the use of that master copy abroad to make m e r  copies d d  be 
accounted for as damaged attn'butable to the direct infnngement of making such master copy in the US. 



1 find the above reasoning debatable. On the facts there were important links in Subafi1m.s 

with events in foreign countnes, but the court exaggerated these links and gave them 

more importance than they deserved. 

In my opinion, the Subafilms court failed to understand the essence of extratemtoriality: 

"Coverage of acts that commence or take place in part within the borders of the country 

whose law is applied, however, is not extraterrit~rial.""~ 

The infnngement that took place abroad in the fom of the distribution was initiated by 

authorization occumng in the US. If extratemtoriality is understood as "application of 

one count~y's laws to events occurring outside that country's borders," how can 

authorization that occun in the US be treated as an event occurring abroad? 

Consequently, the authorization, itself, should not be perceived as extraterritorial 

infnngement; even though the distribution would be extratemtonal infnngement. 

It is irrelevant, as long as authorization as such is punishable under US law, that 

authorization in Subafzlms was directed toward copyright infnngement under foreign, not 

US, copyright laws. Since I suggest that authorization itself be treated as i m g e m e n t  

occumng within the United States, 1 propose, below, a legal test of what constitutes 

authorkition of others' infringement, which other's inningernent occurs outside the 

United States. 

J. C. Ginsbug "'E~t~lterritoriality and Ivfuititenitoriaiity in Copyright Inaingemenît" 37 Viginia J o d  
of Intemational Law at 588. 



The acts of others could be tested by the standard of the law of the country in which the 

acts of others are done, such that the US act of authorking would not be infi-ingement 

under US law uniess the acts authorized would constitute infnngement under the law of 

the country in which those acts were done. This would require the US court to hear expert 

evidence about the nature of the applicable foreign law, and for the US court to make a 

finding about whether there had been inFnngement in the foreign country under that 

country's law. Of course, this is the process followed in any w e  in which the US court 

finds that foreign law is applicable in a choice of law situation, and so this would not be 

asking the US court to do anything extraordinary. ln 

Some rnight see this mle as reaching too far. For example, what of the person in the US 

who naively authorizes another to do acts in a foreign country that would not be 

infringement under US law if done in the US, but which tum out to be infnnging under 

the foreign law? The person might do this unthinkingly, or naively, believing that the 

foreign law was the same as US law. In such a case I would apply the Latin reasoning: 

"l'oran~iu legs neminem exmsc~t..""~ In such a case, the person who authorizes acts 

abroad should have looked into foreign law regulations before engaging in acts of 

authorization. If he fails to do so, he will be the victim of his "naivity" and the law should 

not take pity on him. 

Itar-Tass Russian Nmvs Agency v. Russian Kurrier, Inc. 153 F.3d 82 (2d Cir. 1998) is a recent ewmple 
of the US courts applying foreign copyright law. In this case United States court applied Russian law in 
order to determine ownership of copynght in a dtspute king litigated in the US courts. 
178 Meaning that ignorance of iaw excuses no one. 



The court has to offer copyright owners remedies against copyright infnngers for the acts 

they undertook within the US. Otherwise, the copyright owners might be without any 

effective remedy for such actions. Moreover, in this way, the US copyright owners have 

some more effective control over the use of their works abroad. Obviously, the court in 

SubafiIrns did not share my opinion. 

1 believe that authorization in this case could be treated separately and independently 

from distribution as an act of secondary or indirect Mingement. Taking an even rnore 

radical approach, authorization could be perceived as an act of direct infkingement. '" 

Even if authorization is regarded as contributory, not direct intl-ingement, authorization 

should be understood as an independent violation of the US copyright law, since the US 

law prohibits authorization as s ~ c h . ~ * ~  Further, liability of the person who authorized 

copyright idkingement should not depend upon where the acts of infiingement that he 

authorized took place. 

1 strongly believe that the Ninth Circuit Court in the Subajims case not only 

rnisinterpreted the presumption against extraterritorial application of US law, but also 

misunderstood the concept of authorization as related to extratemtonality. Supporting 

this view Jane Ginsburg has observed: 

Mer a& does it really make sense to retain jurisdiction and apply US law to the 
full panoply of copying when a single copy was made here, and all the r a t  
foilowed on abroad, but dismiss the claim when plaintiff alleges that defendant 

'" M. T. Crowley, "Raise the Yellow Submarine! SubaJIms and Eshaterritonai Application of the 
Cop&ht Act" 48 Federal Communications Law J o d  153. 
'80 For rnore about conaibutory mningement see Cbapter 1 at pg. 28. 



here devised and initiated a scheme to engage others to copy or distribute 
abroad? Perhaps courts should be Iess materialistic about identifying 
infnngement, and recognize that intellectual acîs of planning unauthorized acts of 
copying, public performance, or distribution also cm be locdized here in the 
United  tat tes. "' 

vi) Failure to Protect US Copyright Owners 

The Subafims decision is quite paradoxical. The interest of the US is in protecting its 

copy-ight owners and its economic interest in copyright-based industries. However, this 

case did not provide such protection. What is the worst, the case establishes a rule under 

US copyright law that opens the door to illegitimate practice. Anyone in the US who is 

not a copyright owner can freely authorize distribution of copyrighted matenal overseas 

without being held liable under US copyright Iaw. This possibility is neither protective of 

Arnerican economic and trade interests nor of the interests of Arnerican copyright 

owners. As J. Kelsh wrote: 

The decision creates a situation where the me owner of the copyright has no 
more legi-y than any other party that chooses to negotiate with foreign fi- 
for overseas distribution rights. The Subufilms decision destroys a very valuable 
part of the iimited monopoly that the Copyright Aa is designed to give to 
creators of movies, films and other forms of intelieaual property. in doing so, it 
undermines the purposes of the ~ c t . ' ~  

vii) Is the Subafüms Approaeh Necessary to Protect International 
Copyright Relations? 

The US court in Subafilms stated that, in part, it applied the territoriality nile as it did in 

order to preserve h m o n y  between other countries-signatory to the Beme Convention 

"' J. C. Ginsburg "Exüaterritoriality and Multitenitoriali@ in copyright ~ g e m e n î n  37 Vupinia Journal 
of Intemationai Law at 597. 
Ik- J. P. Kelsh, UStlbajilmr. Ltd. v. MGM-Prirhe Communication Co., the Beme Convention, and the 
Ematerritonal Application of the Copyright Act"(1994) 90 Northwestern University Law Review at 1843. 



and the US itself No country would like US law to be imposed on them instead of their 

own national iaws. lS3 

The intended protection of international relations would have some rationale in Suba~lms 

if the i f ing ing  activity took place entirely within a foreign state. If the authorization of 

copyright inûingement occurred outside of American borders, in addition to the 

inninging activity authorized, the US court would be reluctant to impose liability under 

US law for such activity. Refiaining fiom exercising jurisdiction and fiom applying 

Amencan law would show respect for other countries, leaving them fieedom to 

determine liability for authorizing infringement when the authorization took place in 

those counmes. 

In contras& in Subafiirns, the defendant was present in the US and cornmitted its act of 

authorization entûely within the However, the defendant MGM-Pathe escaped 

liability for authorizing foreign piracy. Holding liable any person present in the US and 

committing the act of authorking others' infnnging acts to be committed abroad would 

cohcidentally tend to have the largest impact on US nationals who would tend to 

condtute the preponderance of those present and doing business in the US, as was the 

case in Subafilms. Therefore, I do not see how punishing a person present and doing 

business in the US, often an hnerican national, who ought to be subject in his business 

J. LSubafiims, Lld. v. MGM-Pathe Commnications Co.: Sbould I&inging Acts Authorized 
Within the United States but Committed Expaterritorially Constitute a V ' d  Claim for Mingement Under 
US Copyright Law?" (1995) 14 Wi Int'l L.J. 442. 
'" J. P. Keish, "Subajhs, Lrd. v. MGhi-Pohe Communicution Co., îhe Berne Convention, and the 
Emtemtoriai Application of the Copyright Acf(1994) 90 Northwestem University Law Review at 1843. 



dealings to US law, for a form of infnngement that occurred within the US 

(authorization) could be detrimental for international copyright relations. 

viii) 1s There any Advancing of International Copyright Protection? 

The reasoning of the court is also contrary to the main purpose of the Berne Convention 

which is to promote international copyright protection. In order to provide this protection 

each country-signatory to the Convention has to do its bea to protect copyright 

owners. '*' In Subqfilms the US coun failed to do so. It is understandable that no foreign 

court would have jurisdiction over a defendant located in the US for contributory 

inengement (authorkation) occurring in the US. Thus, not holding the defendant liable 

for copyright violation in the US risks not holding him liable at all. Not holding him 

responsible for infringement would be a bad example to 0 t h  potential infhgers to 

behave alike. 

Of coune the plaintiff still had an oppomuiity to seek protection of the foreign copyright 

laws for infnngement that occurred in these countries. However, the laws of foreign 

countries mi@ not be as protective of copyright owners as those in the US. Thus, the 

Congress should reconsider copyright protection of the US copyright owners for violation 

of their nghts occurring overseas. Ig6 

Is5 Ibid at 1862. 
186 J. Durst, ''Suba$lms, Lrd. v. A4GiM-Pathe Communicaiions Co.: S W d  Infringuig Acts Authorized 
Within the United States but Cornmitteeci Extraîenitorially Consti~ute a Valid Claim for hfihgement Under 
US Copyright Law?" (1 995) 14 Wis. Int'l L. J. 457. 



d) Los Angeles News Service v. Reufm Television Infernational 18' 

The Los Angeles case is another controversial decision on the question of the 

extraterritorial effect of US copyright law. The plaintiff owned copyright in an 

audiovisual work recorded on videotape. The plaintiff authorized the defendant to 

broadcast the work in the US. However, the defendant, without a nght to do so, 

transmitted the work to the New York offices of a foreign news organizations where the 

transmissions were recorded on videotape. That videotape was used by the defendant to 

transmit the copyright protected works abroad using a satellite transmission. Once 

received abroad, the transmission was recorded on videotape and further transmitted to 

foreign broadcasters who broadcast the work to the public in foreign countries. 

The trial court held that the defendant's making of the videotape in the US was an 

infiingement under the US copyright law as the making of an unauthorized copy of the 

work embodied on the tape. This was an obvious finding and not subject to controversy. 

The plainîiff also alleged that the defendant was liable under US law for infnnging the 

plaintiffs exclusive right to publicly perform its copyrighted work through the 

defendant's transmission of the work abroad.lg8 However, the court held that the 

transmission of the work contained on this videotape from the US to a foreign country 

did not make the transmitter liable for infringement by his causing a public performance 

187 Los Angeles News Service v. Reutem Television International Limited, 942 F. Supp. 1265 (CD. CaL 
1996), 149 F. 3d  987 (gm Cir. 1998). 
188 Under US copyright law. mattm of broadcast or other transmission of works, such a cable and satellite 
cüfbion, is dealt with as an aspect of the exclusive nght to perform a work pubiicly. Copyright Act, 1976, 
S. 106(4). 



of the work under the US Copyright  AC^.'" The court made this finding on the basis that 

to have f i n g e m e n t  through causing an unauthorized public performance of a work, the 

performance mua be completed in the US by the receipt of the transmitted performance 

by mernbers of the public in the US. It is not enough, said the court, that the defendant 

merely initiate a performance in the US, which is completed upon reception of the 

transmitted performance outside the US. 

This latter part of the decision 1 find debatable. This is particularly so, as the trial court, 

as affinned by Circuit Court of Appeals, found that damages for the making of the 

inninging copy of the videotape, couid properly reflect the damages caused the plaintiff 

through the foreign exploitation of the infnnging videotape copy of the work made in the 

US. This included the foreign exploitation of that copy enabled by the transmission of 

the infnnging videotape copy of the work from the US to foreign countries. The group of 

consultants in World Intellectual Property Organization (WPO) has noted: 

The Reuters case illustrates the artificiaI distinction US case Iaw bas made 
between initiation in the US of a performance received abroad and creation of a 
copy in the US from which m e r  copies are made abr~ad.'~' 

This creates dificulties in securing copyright protection. For example, 1 can imagine the 

case in which a copfight Molator obtains a non-infnnging copy of a work,lg2 but then 

makes an unauthorized transmission of the work from the US to Europe as in Los 

- -- - -- - 

Ia9 J. C. Ginsburg "Extratenitoriaiity and Multiterritoriality in CopMght Ianingemem" 37 Viginia J o d  
of International Law at 598. 
190 M. E. Mayer, "Do Intemationai Internet Sound Recording hfiingements hplicate US Copflght Law?" 
(1 998) 15 NO. 5 Cornputer Law. I I at 3- 
191 f. C. Ginsburg~ M. L. Janklow, "Group of Consuitants on the Private Intemational Law Aspects of the 
Protection of Works and Objects of Related Rights TfatlSmitted Through Global Digital Networks" 
(Geneva, 1998). 
'= For example, by purchiising a Iegitunate copy of videotape of the work fmm a retail store. 



Angeles. The European country, for example, France, where the transmission is received 

may be a country in which the copfight law does not treat the mere reception, and 

making a work audible and visible on a receiver, as a performance of the work. Thus, in 

France, an infiingement through transmission of the work to the public "is completed 

when the work is made available [i.e., transmitted]," which occurred in the US. In 

contrat, the US provides that infnngement occurs at the place where the transmission is 

received and is made audible and visible, which is in France. Due to these different 

approaches in different countries it might happen that no right would be violated in either 

country.lg3 This would not satisS, the copyright owner nor will this bring justice to the 

parties. 

As a small digression, 1 have to point out that a problem discussed above is not as 

relevant, according to some commentators, in copyright infnngement disputes arising in 

the context of the Internet. The reason is quite simple: because any transmission via 

Cybenpace abroad involves the presence of an unauthorized copy on a server within the 

US. This is considered to be ~ ~ c i e n t  to apply "root copy" theory.lg4 In addition, in the 

case of sending E-mail, the sender has to make a new copy by attaching the file to the E- 

mail. 19' Thus, in such a case there is necessarily a copyright infkingement o c c m g  in the 

US through making of an unauthorized copy: 

As a r d t ,  where the United States is the nerve center for foreign distributions, 
domestic aas of planning and implementing the dissemination, even if only by 

lg3 J. C. Ginsburg, M L. Janklow, "Group of Codtants on the Rivate Internationai Law Aspecîs of the 
Protection of Works and Objecis of Related Rights Transmitted Through Globai Digital Netwoiks" 
(Geneva, 1998). 
'" For more about the root copy th- see Chapter 3. 
195 J. C. Ginsburg, M L. Janklow, " G m p  of Consultants on the Rivate International Law Aspects of the 
Protection of Works and Objecü of Related Rights Transmitted Through Global Digital NetworksW 
(Geneva, 1998). 



sending a digital transmission fiom the US to an offshore website via a US 
semer. d d  jum the application of US law to the foreign communications, 
not simply because an initial copy is made within the US, but because the US is 
the country with the "closest relationship" to the resulting h a . . ' %  

e) Possible Solutions to Subafims and Los Angeles 

i) Jurisdiction 

Ln both the SUbafilms and Los Angeles cases the defendants were entiries who pianned 

and directed the overseas distribution of copyright protected materials. Thus, persona1 

jurisdiaion over defendants was established. In both cases the idringement aarted or 

actually took place in the US. In SubafiIms authorization occurred in the US and in Los 

Angeles transmission was directed fiom the US. Thus, there are enough points of 

attachent in these cases for the US court to retain jurisdiction. 

ii) Choice of Law 

Should Amencan law be applied? What pnnciple should govem these cases? In addition 

to the idea related to contributory infnngement and direct infhgement supplied in the 

analysis of Subafilms case, I will suggest an alternative solution to the problems of choice 

of law raised in the Subafims and the Los Angeles cases. 

iii) Center of Gravity 

Jane Ginsburg believes that the US was a "nerve center" for distributions that occurred 

abroad in the Subafims and Los Angeles cases. Therefore, the acts of planning and 



intellectually implernenting violations which took place abroad couid be a bais  for the 

application of the US copyright regulations. lg7 1 agree with her suggestion to: 

expand on the "root copy" approach to argue that if it is possible to localize in the 
United States the point from which the communication of the infringing work 
(whether or not in materiai form) becomes available to the public (wherever that 
public be located), then US courts should apply US law to al1 unauthorized 
copies, wherever communicated.'" 

Other iegai writers have aiso sugested appiyiny the iaw of the country where planning to 

pursue copyright ifingement occurred (of course, provided that such a country can be 

identified and that copyright violation did take place) as an alternative to the law of the 

country where "cornrnunication of the infiinging work becomes available to the 

The former approach could be justified as "center of gravity" approach which 

seeks to establish where the transaction in issue was ~ e n t e r e d . ~ ~  It can, thus, legitimately, 

be argued that the copyright infnngement was centered in the country where a plan to 

pursue violation took place. However, the center of gravity is not necessady the country 

of the plan. It might aiso be the country of emission, or another wumry depending on the 

particular circumstances of the case. Thus, the center of gravity is also an imperfect 

solution, for there are no guidelines as to how to determine what contacts count and how 

should they be weighed in order to articulate and apply this method in each particular 

case. 

In my view, limiting US courts jurisdiction to case in which the US is "the point fiorn 

which the communication of the infnnging work becomes available to the public" is 

I. C. Ginsburg uE.xiraterritoria.iity and Multitemtoriality in Copyright Inningement" 37 Virghia Journal 
of h.ternationa1 Law at 600. 
Ig8 Bi& 
' '5~ Ibid. 



under-inclusive. In particular; it will leave without effective protection some claims of 

copyright infiingements, e.g., those occumng through the htemet.*O1 

To illustrate, assume that an Arnerican national plans to exploit a work through 

infr-ingement by E-mail in copies of the work. He, being aware of "root copy" approach, 

decides to e-mail the copies from a senter in Canada. In this way, the US would not be 

"the point h m  which the communication of the infnnging work becomes available to 

the public," Canada will be. Thus, US copyright law would not be applicable. This would 

not be of importance if the two countries have sirnilar copyright laws. However, the laws 

might be completely different. US copyright law is likely more protective of copyright 

owners' interests that the laws of other countries which are not major net exporters of 

copyrighted works, but are major net imporiers consumers of such works. If+ the server in 

my hypothetical case were located in some of the countries of the Third World, the 

American defendant might be able to avoid liability by sending copies fkom a server in 

one of those countries - "intellectual property havens." 1s there a solution to this 

problem? "' 

iv) The Most Significant Relationship Test 

A large number of countries have chosen either "the most signifiant relationship test" or 

the "interest analysis" and abandoned Iex loci delicti for choice of law in tort cases.203 

" D. J. Tuchier. "A Short Summary of Amencan Coaflicts Law Choice of Law" (1993) 37 St Louis U. 
L.J. 391 at 6. 
"' J. C. Ginsbug Txaatcrritoriaiity- and Multiterritofialiiy in Copyright Mhgement" 37 V i  Journal 
o f  Intemtional Law at 598. 
-'O9 
' For more about tbis see Chapter 3. 
2m C.A Bradley, Tenitorid I n t e i i e d  Roperty Righis in an Age of Globali_min (1997) 37 Va J. Int71 L. 
505 at 7. 



The US Restaternent Second also supports the most significant relationship test. The 

solution to the Sirb@ims problem rnight be sought in this direction, too. 

In order to avoid the manipulations by copyright violators in the Subafims and Los 

Angeles cases, an alternative test for these and similar situations could be introduced. 

First, the coun could concentrate on the country where intellectual acts of planning 

copyright violation were carried out because this country can be understood as "the place 

where the conduct causing the injury occurred," interpreting the latter in a broad sense. 

One of the contacts the court has to consider while applying the most significant 

relationship test is "the place where the conduct causing the injury o c ~ u r r e d . " ~ ~  If such a 

place cm be identified, the court should apply the law of that country, of course, provided 

that the coun has persona1 jurisdiction over the defendant. If such a country could not be 

identified or if the rule would be inappropriate in the given case, the court couid invoke 

Ginsburg's "point fiom which the communication of the infringing work becomes 

available to the public7' approach. This point cm also be subsumed under "the place 

where the conduct causing the injury occurred." In my opinion, these hvo suggested 

places are those with the closest relationship to the resulting h m .  

This solution would better serve the purposes of the Beme Convention of protecting 

copyright owners within the Union to the highest possible extent. Moreover, the approach 

suggested does not conflict with Art. S(2) of the Beme Convention that States: 

Consequently, apart fiom the provisions of thîs Convention, the extent of 
protection, as weii as the means of redress aSorded to the author to protect his 

See Chapter 3. 



rights, shall be governed exclusively by the laws of the country where protection 
is daimed [Emphasis added]? 

"The laws of the country where protection is claimed" in Subalfilm, Los Angeles and my 

hypothetical case is the forum country, the US, since the plaintiffs brought suits in the 

country where the plan for copyright violation was formed and in the country "frorn 

which the communication of the infnnging work becomes available to the public. n2w Of 

course, if the country where intellechial acts of planning violation of copyright coincides 

with the place where infringement occurred, the result would be the same as applying the 

lex loci delicti. 

The suggested test is much more flexible for rnultitemtorial claims than the rigid lex loci 

delicti d e .  In this way the copyright owners would be protected to a greater extent in 

cases of multitemtorial inffingements. Greater protection would be secured under this 

approach because US law would rightfùlly cover a larger number of situations than if the 

lex loci delicfi rule were stnctly applied to al1 cases. This reflects the faa that the US is 

not only the major source of the copyright protected works which are exploited in 

multitemtorial infringement, but, as such, is also ofien the place in which the planning 

and organization of infiinging exploitation in foreign markets is carried out. 

Legal writers have noted that, given the existing legal rules in the US, its courts should be 

more flexible when it cornes to rnultitemtorial copyright claims. It is said that the courts 

'O5 Berne Convention for the Protection of Literary and Artistic Works (Paris text 1971). 
ms J. C. Ginsburg 'Zxîraterritoriality and Multitenitorialiîy in Comght Mingewnt" 37 Vtfginia Journal 
of internationai Law at 601. 



should not blindly apply the temtoriality mle wheaever there is a foreign element in the 

case. 1 agree with John Kelsh that the courts 

need not automaticaily assume that the Copyright Act cannot apply because some 
portion of the infingement took place overseas. They should look instead to 
where the defendant's actions took place and accept their Berne Convention 
obligations to punish dl behavior within the United States that contributes to the 
international infruigement of c ~ ~ y ~ i ~ h t s . ~ '  

However, 1 do not think that an overly flexible rule such as "the most significant 

relationship test" or "center of gravity test" can easily solve conflict of laws problems, for 

the tests are too complicated to apply and bring little certainty and predictability for the 

parties. The courts should not have overiy-broad discretionary powers which the most 

significant relationship test, by its nature, bestows on them. This test could give the 

courts more power to proted copyright owners, but it would at the same time deprive the 

parties of predictability of their liabilities. This test risks not having uniform application 

of legal niles because the courts would have significant scope to define differently the 

most significant points of attachent, even in sirnilar cases. 

f) Is there a Solution to Choice of Law Problerns in the US? 

Therefore, neither of the already articulated conflict of laws rules can be recommended as 

being without significant drawbacks. Al1 existing solutions to conflict of laws problems 

have proven to be unsatisfactory in one way or another. In this paper some of those 

problerns have been illustrated, but lack of space prevents consideration of al1 of the 

difficulties raised by the existing mies. The controversies considered are sunicient to 

" 1. P. KeM, "Subafilmr. Lld. v. MGM-Pathe Communication Co., the &me Conventio& and the 
Extraterritonal Application of the Copyright Act"(1994) 90 Northwestem University Law Review at 1863. 



give a clear picture of how complex the field of private international law in the context of 

copyright infnngement is. This demonstrates how badly reforms in this field are needed. 

It is therefore advisable to find a new rnethod for handling private international law 

problems as related to copyright infkingements.208 The US courts have never applied US 

copyright law extraterritorMy for copyright infnngements occurring entirely abroad.*09 

The applicable law in such a case is the foreign law of the place where infnngement 

occurred (Iex Ioci delicti). 

One possible solution for some cases which do not occur entirely abroad, wodd be for 

the US Congress to amend the Copyright Act to extend liability clearly to persons who, 

within the US, authorize copyright infnngement that othewise takes place completely 

abroad. This could protect copyright owners with greater ~ertaint~.~lO 

Another approach could be to incorporate conflict of laws rules in the international 

copyright conventions. 2'1 

In the final chapter of this thesis 1 will discuss possible solutions to the conflicts of laws 

and copyright ifingement dilemmas in more detail. 

M. Burnstein. "A Global Network in a Compartmentalized Legal Em?ronmentw in K. Boele-Woek & 
C.. Kessedjian, eds., Intemet, Which Court Decides,? m i c h  Law Applies?, (the Hague, K1uwer Law 
Intemationai, 1998) at 28. 
" G. B. Dinwbbdie, "ffi&on of Temtorial Lisnits of US Copyright Protection: Two Reant 
Decisions" (1992) 14 ElPR 138. 
"O M. T. Crowley, "Raise the Yeiiow Submarine! Subalfiims and Exnatemtorial Application of the 
Copyright Act" 48 Fedefal Communications Law J o u d  157. 



g) Jurisdictional Issues 

In order to establish the jurisdiction of any court over a dispute, the court has to have 

persona1 jurisdiction over the defendant. 2'2  

When the court has, such personal jurisdiction, it appears that the US courts are not 

completely unwilling to assume jurisdiction over copyright infringement which is 

cornpletely extratemtorial. It appears that the first and only case in which the US federal 

courts have accepted jurisdiction over a copyright infnngement that occurred entirely 

abroad was London Film Prodr~ctions v. Intercontinental Communications, ~nc."' 

h) London Film Productions v. Intercontinentai Communications, Innc 

i) Jurisdictional Issues 

In the London Film case, London film (plaintiff) sued Intercontinental (defendant) for the 

violation of plaintiff s UK copyright. The aileged infnngement was in the foim of 

authorization of a third party to infinge. This was aileged to have been committed 

through a licensing agreement made in the UK in which the defendant Intercontinental 

licensed the third party to distribute the work outside the UK, but not in the US. The 

" ' For more about this idea see Chapter 4. 
* 9 -'- R G. Howeli, "Intellechial R o m ,  Private Intemational Law, and issues of Territorialitf? (1997) 13 
C.I.PR 209 at 218. As a matter of domestic US law, the court also mut  have subject matfer jurisdiction 
Federal courts of the US will have subject-matier jurisdiction in two cases 
1) If the cause of action states a federai qyestion. The actions for violation of Copyright Act are federal 
question, 
2) If diversity of citizenship &sts between the parties. 
G. B. Dinwoodie, "Afnrmation of Territorial Limits of US Copyright Protection: Two Recent Decisions" 
(1992) 14 EIPR 136. 
"' London Film Productions v. Intercontinental Communications, Inc. (1984) 580 F. Supp. 47. G. B. 
Dinwoodie, "Affirmation of Territorial Limits of US Copyright Protection: Two Recent Decisions" (1 992) 
14 EIPR 138. 



authorized third party acts of infnngement occurred in Chile and in other parts of South 

Arnerica. 

The plaintiff was British, while the defendant was a New York corporation. The US 

Federal District Court in New York had personal jurisdiction over the defendant located 

in New York. The defendant filed a motion to dismiss on forum ,ion convenienr"" 

gounds, which the court denied. 

The court's explmation for assuming jurisdiction in this case was that the US was the 

only forum that had persona1 jurisdiction over the defendant. If the court had decided not 

to adjudicate this case, the Arnerican defendant would not have been effectively subject 

to liability, since there was no other forum with personal jurisdiction over the defendant. 

Since the alleged infnngement did not take place in any part within the US, the court 

applied foreign law, not Arnerican. 

The court noted that copyright infnngement is "a transitory cause of action which means 

that copyright is an incorporeal right in an intangible (the work). Copyright has no situs 

apart fiom the domicile of the proprietor.'"15 According to this view, since copyright has 

Forum non conveniens is "discretionary power of court to decline jurisdiction when convenience af 
parties and ends of justice would be better served if action were brought and tned in another forumw H C. 
Black, ed., Black's h v  Dicfionav, 6d ed., (S t Pad, M i m  : West PubIishing Co 1990) at 655. 
"' R G. Howell, "InteIIectuai Roperty, Rivate Intemational Law, and issues of Territorialitf' (1997) 13 
C.LPft 209 at 220. 



no siius, the action for copyright infnngernent can be brought in any court provided that it 

has personal juri~diction.~'~ 

Taking such jurisdiction, where the only connection to the US is the presence of the 

defendant within the US, would necessitate the US court in ruling on foreign copwght 

iaw, inciuding basic quesrions of whether the clairned copyright subsisted under the 

foreign law. Precedents in the case of patents or registered vademarks in which foreign 

state officials have to decide whether to issue the patent or register the trademark, had 

indicated that a US court muid not take jurisdiction over the matter. The stated reason 

was that in such a case the court would have to determine if the intellectual property right 

was valid under the law of the foreign country. Professor Nimmer suggested that the US 

court will not make a decision conceming the validity of the actions undertaken by a 

foreign stateys officids."' 

However, Professor Nimmer also noted that there are no "administrative formalities" that 

have to be performed by the state in order to create copyright in states confonning to the 

Berne Convention principles. Thus, adjudicating foreign copyright does not involve the 

US courts in judging the validity of foreign states' officials' action in the creation of such 

copyright. 

- - 

"6  P. Scahill, "US Copyright Law and its Emterritorial Appü~tion: Suixdïhs, Ltd v. MGM-Pathe 
Commimications" (1995) 18-19 MD Journal of Internationai Law & Trade, 308; and J. C. Ginsburg 
''Exüatemtoriality and Multiterritoriality in Copyright hfringementm 37 Virginia Journal of International 
Law at 601. 
D. R Toraya, "Federal JunSdiction Over Foreign Copyright I . g e m e n t  Actions-an Unsoliciteci Reply 

to Professor N i e r "  (1985) 70 Corneil L. Rat. 1165 at 2, 



The London Film case suggests that US courts can assume jurisdiction over 

extraterritorial copyright infiingements provided that the court has persona1 jurisdiction 

over the defendant and the plaintiff has a cause of action arising under foreign copyright 

~ a w . ~ l *  

ii) Was the Principle of Territoriality Upheld in London Film? 

Does London Film violate presumption against the extratemtorial application of US law? 

With respect to choice of law, the court undeniably upheld the temtoriality principle, 

since it applied not Ameican, but foreign ~ a w . ~ ' ~  

With respect to jurisdiction, I would argue that presumption against extratemtoriality 

was, in a sense, ignored. It is a standard principle of jurisdiction that a court has 

jurisdiction over any defendant present with the court's territorial junsdiction. In this case 

the defendant was present in New York. 

However, under the principle of fumm non conveniens. a court should use its discretion 

to decline jurisdiction if there is more convenient forum for the dispute in another 

jurisdiction. Arguably, when every element of an action but the mere presence of the 

defendant involves foreign dates, discretion might be exercised to refuse jurisdiction. 

Faiiure to do so may appear to violate at leaa the spirit of the temtoriality principle. 

"' M. T. Crowiey. "Raise the Yeilow Submarine! Subofilmc and Extraterritorial Application of the 
Copyright Act" 48 Feded Communications Law J o u d  146. 
219 G. B. DinwacKüe, "Affinnation of TemtoriaI Limits of US Copyright Protection: Two Recent 
Decisions" (1992) 14 EiPR 138. 



However, the court justified assuming jurisdiction in this particular case. While generally 

the territoriality concept should be respected, in cases in which this makes no sense, such 

as in Lorzdon Film, the court should bypass any rigid presumption against 

extraterritonality in respect of taking jurisdiction over a dispute. Adhering to the 

temtoriality requirement in this particular case would m a t e  hardships for copyright 

owners in effectively depriving them of effective relief in any court for the infringement 

of their works. 

The US courts have held that presurnption against extratemtoriality should not apply 

"when following the doctrine would have an adverse effect in the United   ta tes.""^ Not 

assuming jurisdiction in London Film Case would have had an adverse effect in the 

United States; the acts of an American infiinger of copyright wodd go unchdenged, as 

these acts rnight well not be challenged effectively in any other place. Failure of the 

Amencan courts to subject the alleged infnnging activity of the US-located defendant to 

review, could encourage some foreign jurisdictions into not subjecting alleged infringers 

located in those jurisdictions to the jurisdiction of their courts in cases of infnngement 

otherwise occumng outside those countries. In such cases the US and other countnes 

courts would not have personal jurisdiction over the defendant, and thus such courts 

might be reludant to take jurisdiction over a matter, or if they did take jurisdiction find 

that their judgments couid not be direaly enforced. The result rnight be that such 

defendants practically escaped liability for infringement. 



As already emphasized, the US has more reasons than any other country in the world to 

protect copyright owners, since America is the largest copyright work prcducer and 

exporter. Therefore, the US should not give an exarnple to the other countries of how 

persons located in those countries who are copyright infnngers under extratemtorial law 

could effectively escape liability. 

Therefore, 1 believe that applying a stria temtoriality rule with respect to jurisdiction in 

London Film would have had an adverse effect in and for the United States. 

2) Canada 

a) Copyright Infringement and ~xtraterritorialitp' 

Canadian jurisprudence has not dealt with issues of jurisdiction and choice of law with 

respect to extratemtorial copyright infringement neariy as much as the US courts. There 

are relatively few reported decisions in which conflict of laws issues in copyright cases 

have been dealt with. Where the issue is addressed, it is ofien addressed with little 

reference to confiin laws theories or jurisprudence in other fields of law. 

The leading example of such a Canadian case was Preston v. 2 t h  Centwy Fox Crmada 

Ltd In Preston, the plaintiff was a Canadian resident. The chief defendants were a 

California Company, Lucasfilm Ltd., and its chairman, George Lucas, California resident. 

The plaintiff brought this action in Alberta. The plaintfl claimed to have authored an 

outline of a screenplay in Alberta and to have mailed that outline fYom Alberta to the 

221 Preston v. 2 0 ~  Centuv Fox Canada LTD. (1990), 33 C.P.R. (3d) 242 (EC-TD.), aîTd (1994), 53 
C.P.R (3d) 407 (F.C.A). 



defendants' offices in California. The plaintiff alleged that these defendants, in making a 

motion picture in California, had infkinged by reproducing in that movie a substantial part 

of that screenplay. Thus, these defendants' alleged infnngement of copyright had 

occurred in the US. The report of the case does not make it clear how these defendant's 

became subject to the Canadian court's jurisdiction, but they may have submitted to the 

jurisdiaion in the light of the plight of their Canadian CO-defendant, noted below. 

This funher defendant was Twentieth Century Fox (Canada) Ltd., a Canadian 

corporation, which carried on business in Canada as a distributor of films, including the 

Lucas film that was at issue in this case. Presumably, the plaintiffs theory of liability 

with respect to this defendant could have been that this defendant had imported and 

distributed a work (the Lucas film) that would have infringed Canadian copyright law 

had it been made in Canada. However, this is not made explicit in the judgment. The 

Canadian court had personal jurisdiction over this further defendant which was present in 

Canada. 

The Federal Court of Canada took jurisdiction over the matter. The judgment effectively 

ignored, as a basis for taking jurisdiction, the importation and distribution in Canada of 

an infnnging work. The focus was exclusively on whether the making of the movie 

constituted infiingement of the plaintiff s work. The law applied was Canadian copyright 

law, though no express explanation was offered for this choice of law. Had the court 

considered it, presumably a justification for applying Canadian law would have been the 

S. 27(2) which makes secondary infringement the distribution of a work, ". . . which 



would infringe copyright if it had been made in Canada by the person who made it" (in 

the foreign country where it was actually made). 

However, the court appeared to proceed without further observation, in treating the 

primary or direct infnnger's responsibility as much as the secondary or indirect infnnger's 

responsibility, without making clear which defendant was being considered and which 

countries' law should be applied to each defendant to dctermine infnngement. 

With respect to the primary infingement (making of movie) as a possible reproduction of 

the plaintiffs work, (if the court had adopted the lex loci delicti nile - the tort approach 

comrnonly applied by Amencan courts to copyright infnngement cases) the Canadian 

court would have applied the US law for the copyright infiingement that occurred in 

Califomia. However, the court did not address this issue, as the court applied ody 

Canadian copyright law, without making it clear that this was being done only for the 

purposes of determining the second defendant's secondary liability for distribution under 

S. 29(2) of the Canadian Act. 

b) Jurisdictional and Choice of Law Issues 

Robert Howell has noted that the court appears to have held that the following 

connections with Canada were sufficient for the Canadian court to adjudicate the issue of 

reproduction ifingement which occurred in the US: i) the plaintie was a Canadian 



resident, ii) the work subject to copyright was created in Canada, iii) one defendant was 

located in Canada and is a branch of the US c ~ r n ~ a n ~ . ~ "  

The coun may be seen as applying a lex fori rule, namely the law of the place where the 

plaintiff has brought the suit. Perhaps the court's seemingly thoughtless application of 

Canadian law can be best understood as an application of the lex fori. As noted in 

Chapter I, most commentators see choice of law based on lexforz as not the bea option. 

Such a iule encourages forum shopping in that the plaintiff will try to brhg a suit at the 

place with the most favorable law for him. This place does not necessarily have to be the 

place of wrong, provided that he can find a counq where the defendant is subject to the 

jurisdiction of the courts.223 If the coun shares this concem with the lexjbri rule, perhaps 

the court has adopted the lex situs instead of the Zexforz principle. 

In applying a lex situs mle as choice of law, the court would be accepting, as according to 

some commentators, that despite the fact that copyright is intangible property, copyright 

does have a situs. This so-called "property approach" is not the tort approach followed in 

infnngement cases in the US. 

It is regrettable that court's selection of choice of law niles is so vague, so that nobody is 

sure as to what pnnciple the court followed in Preston. 

" R G. Howell. "Intellecnial Roperty, Private International Law, and Issues of Territoriality" (1997) 13 
C.LP.R 209 at 2 12. 
" P M  North, J.J. Fawcett, Cheshire and North Private International Lm, 11" ed (London: 
Buttenvorths. 1987) at 5 14. 



The lack of articulation of choice of law principles in this case means that it is difficult to 

determine whether there is a basic difference between Amencan approach to 

extraterritorial application of copyright, as in SubafiIms, and a Canadian approach, 

exernplified in Preston. While the US court avoided applying its law to copyright 

infringements occurring abroad, the Canadian court in Preston did not hesitate not only to 

assume jurisdiaion but also apparently to apply Canadian copyright law extraterritorially. 

F) Concluding Comments 

1) The US 

It has been argued that the US jurisprudence shows, somewhat, a double-standard in the 

approach to the choice of law in copyright infnngement cases. On one hand, the US 

courts do not rnind favoring the law of the place where the initiating act of idiingement 

occurs ("root copy" theory), provided that this a a  takes place in the US. In these 

instances, the d e  l ads  to the application of the Arnerican law by the American 

On the other hand, it seems that in other cases the US is not reluctant to apply the law of 

the country of reception of the transmission, provided that the country of reception is the 

US."' In that case, again, the US Iaw would be applied to the matter by the US court. It 

seems to me that the US courts are able to justiS, the application of American law 

whenever the US has any comection to the case. The deciding £âct is only whether the 

courts see the application of the US law as beneficial to Arnerican interests. 

'̂ J. C. Ginsburg M. L. Janklow, "Gmup of Coosuliants on the Rivate Inîemaiional Law Aspeca of the 
Protection of Works and Objects of Related Rights Transmiued Through Global Digital Networks" 
(Geneva, 1998) at 39. 

nid. 



The opposing nature of the root copy theory and country of reception approach enables 

the Amencan couns to cover most copyright infnngement situations with American law, 

applying one or another, depending on the American interest at stake. The courts can, as 

they sometimes do, refuse to apply the US law. If the double standard interpretation 

explains the entire US approach to choice of law in copyright matters, i.e., find an 

conflicts of law theory which supports the application of US law whenever necessary to 

protect US interest, this suggests that in the few cases in which the courts do not apply 

US law, the courts are concluding that the application of US law is not necessary to 

advance Arnerican interests in a given case. 

If this double standard approach accurately describes the US courts' actuai practice as to 

choice of law, it creates uncertainty about the conflicts of laws theory being applied in 

respect of copyright infiingement. This unclear practice is undesirable because it works 

against the predictability of liabilities. It does not establish simplicity and transparency in 

the application of choice of law rules. The lack of clear guidelines as to what principle 

will rule t h e  case appears to enable the courts to manipulate the outcornes of particular 

cases, thus risking engendenng lack of confidence and disrespect for the courts. Further, 

other wuntries, regarding sud, an Arnerican attitude as Amencan legd impendism may 

be tempted to retaliate by having their courts adopt a similarly skewed approach to choice 

of law. 

Therefore, 1 believe that the US courts need to define more clearly the choice of law mies 

under which they operate with respect to the territorial and extraterritorial application of 



US copyright laws. It is important to diminish the confusion that legal doctrine and 

practice has generated with respect to multinational copyright cases, particularly as the 

number and importance of such cases seem likely to continue to increase. 

2) Canada 

With respect to Canada, it is difficult to reach a conclusion as to the state of current 

jurisprudence. There are not many precedents £iom which to denve an established 

Canadian position with respect to copyright infnngements in multi-territorial cases. 

However, this suggests that Canada needs to articulate more clearly its legai provisions 

regarding choice of law rules in copyright infiingement. 

If Preston stands as a representative case, Canadian courts are even readier to apply 

Canadian law to extratemtonal situations than are US courts prepared to apply US law to 

such situations. The Amencan courts have tried to articulate where are boundaries of 

temtonal application of lawD6 (they have never applied their laws to a copyright 

infingement occurring totuflj abroad). The Canadian courts are beginning to establish a 

practice of extraterritorial application of their laws." In contrast, the few Canadian cases 

either offer no articulation of the basis for choice of law or suggest explanations that 

would be inexplicable in the light of Amencan legal jurisprudence and practice, and 

presumably also within the international community of nations with respect to 

appropriate choice of law rationales. 

'26 See Subaflms and Los Angeles eariier in the t e .  
r7 See Preston case eariier in the  tex^ 



Despite the criticism of some application of a hypocritical double standard in choice of 

law, Amencan jurisprudence at least directly addresses issues of extraterritorial 

application of copyright laws and choice of law doctrines. Despite the American double- 

standard approach, it is hard to imagine their courts approaching the jurisdictional and 

choice of law issues without articulating the principles purportedly applied to make those 

choices in a case like Preston. 

1 believe that Canada and the US need to reconsider their approaches to these 

controversies, in order to simplify and clarie their practice (Amenca), but also to shape 

one (Canada). 

Consideration of the need for clear rules on conflict of laws and copyright is intensified 

by the rapid growth of the Intemet. In the following Chapter the confiicts of laws issues 

created by the use of copyright proteaed material on the Internet will be explored. In the 

final Chapter of the thesis, 1 will attempt to offer suggestion for a sirnplified, uniform and 

durable approach to codicts of laws, copyright and the Internet that could apply in both 

Canada and the US. 



CHAPTER 3 

The Internet, Copyright Infkingement and Conflict of Laws 

The eyes xe nct proud cf their si& but of thek ryeg!rsses. 

Rabindranath Tagore 

This Chapter deals with copyright infringement over the Intemet and confiict of laws. The 

Chapter will mainly address choice of law issues. 

A) The Nature and Origin of the Intemet 

The Intemet (Cyberspace) is a globally and easily accessible new medium defined as a 

combination of the network the users, the information and the programs intended for the 

dissemination of information.228 

Cyberspace, the electronic super-highway or the Interne& as it is cornmonly refemed to 
in short, even in non-English speakmg parts of the world, is a globally nenvorked, 
computernistaineù, cornputer-accwsed and cornputer-generated muitidimensional 
vimial reality, the use of which increases tremendously on a &y by &y basis? 

There are many networks that make up Cyberspace. Each of them is administered and 

financed separately by govemments, universities and daerent commercial Internet Senrice 

~roviders.~' In order to access the Intemet, the user has to get co~mected to the network 

- - 

P. Hofban, Intemet. Imtmt Refience (Aiameda: S y k ~  1994) at xi. 
Kathariria Bode-Woeiki, " M c t i o n n  in K Boele-WoeJki & Cathnine Kessedjian, ecis., Internet, U'hich 

C m  Decides?, Khi& L m  .4pplies? (The Hague: Kluwer Law hiemational, 1998) v. 
M. Burnstein, "A Global Neîwodc in a C o r n p a r t m e  Legai Enviro~nent" in Katbarina Bode- 

Woew "uitroductionn in K. Boele-Woelki & Catherine Kessedjian, eds., Internet, mich C m  Decides?, 
CYhich Law Applies? me Hague: KIuwer Law Intemational, 1998) 23. 



through an Intemet SeMce Provider. The Internet Service Provider enables users to access 

regional networks and high capacity networks (bacbones.) The Internet is, in general, self- 

governing since there is no global government management of it. '' ' 

The Intemet originated fiom a military attempt to secure links among cornputers in order to 

presenre information and communications in case of a catastrophe. The United States 

Department of Defense created a cornputer network in order to d e  military information 

easily exchangeable. Soon after that, univenities in the US were connectai to the network 

Lastly, commercial online services starteci to provide the general population with access to 

~ ~ b e r s ~ a c e . ~ ~  Today, millions of people use the Intemet al1 over the world. 

At the beginning, the Intemet was intended to support research and education. As a result, in 

its early stage nobody senously thought about the legal aspects of Cyberspace and its hidden 

challenges. However, the importance of the hemet grew considerably. This growth is 

attrîbutable to the Intemet becoming more profit and commercially oriented than education 

and research foc~sed.*~ Advertising, the purchase and sale of goods and services with 

electronic payrnent over the Web are examples of booming Inteniet commercialization." 

The importance of the Intemet's legal implications increased exponentially as well? 

Ibid 
3' A Knoii, "Any Which Way but Loos: Nations Reguiate the  in^" (1996) 4 Tui. J. M'L & Comp. L. 
275 at 2- 
233 See g e n d  aai K PPemtt, "Cyûerspaœ and State Sovereignty" (1997) 3 J. Int'l Lqpi Stud 
'FP C. P. Gaumer, "Conflic& the Comtiation and the Inteniet" (1998) 86 ILL B. 3. Illinois Bar Journal ai 2. 



B) Legal Wrongs Over the Internet: Problems with the Internet and Territoriaiity 

People use the Intemet, for arnong other purposes, to find information, to upload matenais, 

to communicate, to buy, and to sell. Thus, many torts and other wrongs that occur elsewhere 

now take place over the Intemet as well. Legal problems such as defamation, hate speech 

and pomography occur on the Intemet. However, these problerns are beyond the scope of 

this paper which deds only with copyright infringement. 

Private international legal problems on the Internet arise largely because of the multinational 

and simultaneous access which the Internet permits to material on it. Users c m o t  be 

expected to know the relevant laws of every countq which their Internet use touches and, 

thus usen cannot anticipate which aatet s law they may violate by using the Internet. 

For example, posting something on the Internet in the US might be legal, while the same 

content in Gemany rnight consthte hate speech? Posting something on the Intemet 

generally means making the posted content accessible to everyone in the world that has a 

access to the Internet. It cm be dinicult, coaly and sometimes impossible to r&ct 

distribution cf materiais on the web to selected people or countries."' 

' M. BuniStein, "A Global Neiwork in a CompartmentaLized Legal Environment" in Katharina Bode- 
Woeiki, "Inüoduction" in K. Kle-WoeIki & Catherine KeSSedjian, eds, In~ernef, Which Court Decides?. 
W7iich Law llppfies? (The Hague: Kluwer Law Interdonal, 1998) 23. 
tM H. H Perrin, 'The Internet as a T h t  to Sovereignty? Thoughts on th Iotanet's Role in Sû-engbemg 
National and Global Govanance'' (1998) 5 hi 1. Global Legal Said 423 at 3. 
" M. Bumstein, "A Global Network in a Compartmaîaked Le@ EnWonment" in Kdmha Boele- 
Woeiki, "Introduction" in K Boele-Woelki & Catheriat KeSSedjian, eds, Intenter, Which Cowt Decides?, 
Which L m  Applies? (The Hague: Kluwer Law Intemaiional, 1998) 23. 



In addition, persons interacting through the Intemet are sometimes completely unaware of 

each other' s physical location. Even if an E-mail address suggests a particular physical 

location, users of the Intemet cm arrange for e-mail addresses on serven located in 

corntries other than the country in which they are located. As well, the owner of a domain 

name can request that the domain name be associated with a different machine in another 

place &om that with which the domain name had previously been associated. The domain 

location on the internet remains ostensibly unchanged, but the physical location of the 

cornputer files associated with that sarne domain name may be thousands of miles away 

60rn where the files were originally located. In this way the domain name owner may, 

deliberately or inadvertently conceal the physical location of his dornain Again, this 

explains how it is impossible to be sure of the physical location of the Internet users and 

sites. 

This can lead to unexpected jurisdictional confiicts. For example, a Canadian based 

company might sel1 digital books over the World Wide Web, which can be accessed in 

every country with Intemet access. The Canadian company gives access only to books in 

which copyright in Canada has lapsed, A buyer in Germany might order a book, the 

distribution of copies of which in Germany infringes German copyright. The Canadian 

cornpany, aware only of the E-mail address of the buyer, rnight not realize that the buyer is 

located in Germany. In good faah, the Canadian seller sells the book to the Gennan 

buyer.=' Under the copyright law of most jurisdictions a person can be nibject to copyright 

infringement liability despite the fact that he committed a copyright violation without 

knowing of the protection of the work under copyright. 



C) The Courts' Approaches to Choice of Law, Copyright and the Intemet 
1) Traditional Non-Internet Approach Applied: the Internet and 
Territoriality 

The Courts apply established choice of law niles to torts committed via the ~nternet?' As 

noted in the Chapter II; in discussion of copyright and conflia of laws pnnciples generdly. 

the concept of the national copyright law applying on a territorial basis has been 

fundamental to the traditional resolution of conflicts of laws problems in copyright 

infkgement cases. The temtorial approach is refiected in the traditional place of 

infnngement test of choice of law, and in the controversies about the contexts, if any, in 

w hich domeaic copyright Iaw can have some extratenitorid application. 

As an illustration of traditional juisdictional approach, Ryan Yagura h d s  that the Internet 

has physical locations, i.e., a tenitory, which permits the application of conflicts and 

copyright temtoriality theory: 

Cybenpace does not lack physical location any more than does telephone 
system. For example, information on the Intemet sidi traveis through 
communication lines and hardware, each with fixed locations around the 
world. The web sites and information are not stored in "cyberspace," but on 
tangible ccmputer storage media. Further, users have physical locations fiom 
which they ccnnect to the Intemet and interact with others. The Intemet is 
basically a technologicaliy advanced communications network and the courts 
should treat it similarly to other communications systerns in their personal 
jurisdiction analyses.2a 

- --- 

Dg J. L Goldsmith, " A m  -y" (1998) 65 U. Chi L. Rev. 1199 at 3. 
239 C.P. Beall, T h e  Scieutological Defenestration of Choice-of-Law Docûioes for Riblidon Torts on the 
Interneî," (1997) 15. J. ManMi J. Compuîer& Mo. L. 361 at 1. 
R Yagura, 'Does Cykrspace Expanci the Boundaries of Pasonal Jurisdiction?" (1998) 38 DEA: J.L. & 

Tech.301 at 1. 



However, in this and the subsequent Chapter of this thesis it will be shown that many 

commentators dispute this view of the Internet and its implications for choice of law 

doctrine in Intemet copyright infiingement  ase es.^'' 

2) Confiict of Laws and Copyright Infringement Occurring Through the 
Intemet 

In this section the rules applied in determining choice of law issues and related jurisdiction 

questions in cases of copyright infringement over Cyberspace will be considered. 

A hypothetical case will be examined in which a person in the US copies and uploads 

copyrighted material to a commercial intemet service provider whose headquarters and 

Intemet server cornputers are located in Hungary. From that server in Hungary the copied 

material becornes accessible worldwide to other Internet users. Persons in Germany and in 

China download the work. 

The copyright owner who is a Russian national wants to bring a suit for copyright 

inningement. The potential defendants include the US uploader of the work, and Hungarian 

online service to which the US infiinger uploaded the copied worlg and which service made 

the copied work accessible to users and downloaders in places such as Germany and China 

m e r  defendants might be those who accessed and downloaded the work in Gemany and in 

china 242 

' below. 
"' J. C. Ginsburg, "Global Udïerriiorial Rights: Privaîe Inieniationai Law Questions of the Global 
Information Infhsma~re'' (1995) 42. J. Copyright Soc'y U S A  3 18 at 2. 



Bringing infigement actions against the individual usen in Germany, China and other 

countries rnay well seem impractical and uneconomic. While the US uploader rnay be a 

more viable defendant, it rnay be dificult to locate the person responsible for the 

~ ~ l o a d i n ~ . ~ ~ ~  In addition, there might be concems about the financial resources of such 

person, and the plaintiff s ability to collect on a judgrnent. 

Thus, it rnay ofien appear that the Intemet service provider, in our hypothetical Hungarian 

Company, is the most obvious defendant to choose. In a single legal action, the plaintiff rnay 

be able to hold such a provider financially accountable for the use of the copied work by al1 

Intemet users who have accessed and downloaded the work fiom that server. As a business, 

the Intemet service provider might have a Stream of business income andior assets that could 

be made subject to judgment enforcement processes. The plaintiff would have to physically 

locate the Intemet senice provider, but as a service business the provider rnay have revealed 

its physical location as a necessary aspect of doing business. 

a) Ju risdictional Problems 

A preliminary question briefly noted here is that of jurisdiction; namely, in which forum can 

the plaintiff bring the suit. 

In the hypothetical case, the plaintiff can certainly sue the online s e ~ c e  in Hungary, the 

place of the defendant's corporate domicile. However, since the plaintiff is Russian, he 

would probably prefer to sue in Russia in order not to be exposed to additional costs by 

- - -  

"' See above in this Cbapta for refierence to the difti:cultia of idenrirying the lacation in which Intemeî uses 
are located. 



bringing a suit in forum distant from his domicile. Whether he should try this depends in 

part on whether the Hungarian online service has any property in Russia. If it does, the 

piaintiff may be able to enforce a Russian court decision against that property. 

However, if the online s e ~ c e  has no assets in Russia, the plaintifY might have a problem 

with enforcement of any Russian court judgment. He should look into Hungarian legd d e s  

conceming the enforcement of foreign judgments to see if Hungarian courts would execute 

a Russian judgment. If Hungarian courts are not prepared to do so, there would be nothing 

that the Russian court could do to enforce its judgment. Thmefore, it would be impractical to 

sue in Russia under these circumstances. 

Suing in Russian court might be not only impraaical, but also impossible. This could 

happen if, according to the Russian law, a foreign entity outside Russia is not amenable to a 

suit in ~ u s s i a . ~ ~  In this case, the plaintiff would have to sue either in Hungary, or h d  some 

other forum for his action. That could be difficult for a copyright owner who does not have 

enough resources to pursue a claim in a foreign country. Subsequently, his copyright might 

remain unprotected due to the lack of an available forum or due to the lack of adequate 

foreign judgment enforcement provisions. 

The Preamble of the Berne Convention States that the countries of the Union have agreed to 

"protect in as effective and uniform a manner as possible" the nghts of copyright owners.*" 

In cases such as the above hypothetical, protection rnay not be "effective". What can be 

Thû hypothetical case is not based on the e.-g legal niles in the mentioned cormtries. The des are 
inventai in ttris particular context in order to bring more flexiiility and ciariîy to the introduced exatapIe. 
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done to secure higher levels of actual copyright protection in such cases of infringement 

over the Intemet? 

In order to fight international online piracy in the most effective way, should reception 

theory (see below) for choice of law be applied to choice of jurisdiction as well? Could 

copyright infiringers be amenable to law suits wherever the i&nging emission was or was 

capable of being r e ~ e i v e d ? ~ ~  Since material uploaded on the Intemet is very frequently 

capable of being received in every country with access to the Internet, such a rule would 

often result in the plaintiff being able to bring an action in his own country. 

This would Lead to cost and inconvenience for a foreign defendant who would be required to 

travel to the plaintiffs country to defend the action. However, if the plaintiff is limited to 

suing in the country of the defendant's domicile, the plaintiff will face added financiai 

hardships which may limit his ability to pursue the claim. 

While the issue is beyond the s a p e  of this paper, 1 would be sympathetic to broad 

international jurisdictional cornpetencies in copyright related claims regarding the Intemet. 

The plaintiff should not be precluded from pursuing legitimate claims due to insufficient 

resources to litigate in a foreign country. Rules on mas could discourage plaintiffs' abuses 

of liberalized jurisdictional d e s  and protect defendants if the plaintiffs claims prove 

unsustainable. 

- - - 

245 Berne Convention for the Rotection of Literary and Artistic Works (Pans Tes  197 1). 



A final note is that expanding mles of jurkdictional cornpetence such that the plaintiffs 

national court is more often competent to hear an extraterritorial copyright case does not 

solve al1 of the plaintiffs problems in securing justice with respect to his copyright 

infnngement claim. If the plaintiff does secure a judgrnent f?om his national courts he will 

still face the problem of having that judgment executed against the defendant. If the 

defendant does not have assets in that jurisdidon, the plauitiff will have to seek 

enforcement of the judgment in some foreign jurisdiction in which the defendant does have 

assets. The enforcement of foreign copyright judgrnent is beyond the scope of this paper. 

However, it is important to stress that perfecting the choice of law rules alone, would not 

resolve al1 of the legal and practicd problems facing would-be litigants in international 

copflght infringernent cases. 

b) Choice of Laws and Copyright Lnfingement Problems 

As Jane Ginsburg has noted, "there is no such a thing as ' international copyright'; innead, 

there are a multiplicity of national copyright regirne~."'~~ In examining the choice of law 

problems emerging fiom copyright infiingements occurring through the Intemet, note again 

Article 5(2) of the Beme Convention: 

Consequently, a p t  £iom the provisions of this Convention, the extent of 
protection, as weU as the means of redress af5ordeù to the auihor to protect his 
rights, shall be govemed excIusively by the laws of the country where 
protection is c~airned.'~ [Emphasis added] 

- 

'" J. C. Ginsburg, uGl~bal Usdienitorid Ri@: RiMre inietDational Law Questions of the Global 
Idormation hhsmuuren (1995) 42. J, Copyright Soc'y U.S.A. 3 18 at 3. 
'47 &id 
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Article 5(2) vaguely suggests a choice of law rule. The meaning of the wording "the laws 

of the country where protection is claimed" is subject to various interpretations, and there is 

no agreement as to what that country is. 

i) Forum Law 

A logical interpretation of Article 5 might be that the choice of law is that of the country of 

fonm since the copyright owner claims protection there. Parant believes that the &est 

solution to identify which country's law will apply to the entirety of multinational copyright 

claims would be to apply the forum law. Some believe that this approach would probably be 

the most accurate interpretation of the "laws of the country where protection is claimed" in 

Article 5 of ~ e r n e . ~ ~ ~  In addition, it would be most convenient for the forum court to apply 

its domestic law, with which the judges are most familiar to the entire claim. This solution 

would simplify choice of law problems, though that law could apply even if no copyright 

violation had taken place in the forum country. 

A choice of law nile which directs the application of the forum law, tself begs the question 

of what is an acceptable forum in an Intemet copyright infringement matter. In the seaion 

above on jurisdiction it was noted that the traditionai critenon of jurisdiction is that the 

defendant must be subjea to the personal jurisdiction of the court. Under this approach, as 

Ginsburg has stressed, the choice of forum d l  be independent of a choice of law 

cons ide ration^.^^^ 

-- 

V. L. Parant, 'Thwarting Mernet Pixates in 'Inteiiectuai Roperty Havens'" (1997) 15-FaU Ent & Sports 
Law. 20 at 2, 
YO J. C. Ginsburg, "Global UseiTerritorial Rights: RiMte Intemationai Law Questions of the Global 
Information Inhsaucturen (1995) 42, J. Coplight Soc'y U S A  3 18 at 1 1. 



A choice of law nile which applies the law of the forum, may encourage forum shopping 

among plaintif5 who would seek to bring actions in jurisdictions with the most favorable 

law for their cases.*" Similady, there is a possibility of manipulation of the rule by the 

defendant who might try to preempt the choice of forum and thus of law, by, for example, 

seeking a declaratory judgment in an "intellectual propeq haven. ,,252 

i) The Law o f  the Country Where the Infringement Twk Place - Lex 
Loci Delicti 

However, most commentaton disagree that Article 5(2) of the Berne Convention points to 

the forum country2" They claim that "the country where protection is claimed" is 'the 

country for which protection is demanded against infrlliging acts that are transpiring there." 

This refers to the place of injury or l a  loci delictL2j4 

However, lex Ioci delicti choice of law nile is imperfect, especially in the context of 

infigement through the Internet, since the rule points to more than one possible counûy. 

According to Virginie Parant, the "country where protection is claimed" might be 

understood altemativeiy, either as the country of e m i s s i ~ n , ~ ~ ~  or country of upload of the 

Ibid 
3 2  &id 
253 J. C. Giurg,  M L. Janklotv, "Gmp of Consultams on the PrÏvate International Law Aspens of the 
Protection of Works and Objects of Related Rights Transxnitîed Through Global Di@ Naaiorks" (Genm 
1998). 

Ibid. 
US The coun~y of emission approach is incorpomied in Satellite M v e  by the European Union and 
E m p a n  Commission's Gnxn Paper on Copyright anci Relaîed Rights in the Infornation Society. 



infringing works, or the country of reception, or country of download of the infiinging 

w o r k ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Defining the lex loci delecn' as the country of emission or as the country of reception could 

yield different results in the same circumstances. For example, assume that an Internet user 

copies copyright protected material and posts it on the Internet in a country A From country 

A this copy becomes accessible world-wide. Users in country B accesses this site in country 

A and receives copies of the work in country B. Assume a h ,  that copyright in the work in 

the country A has expired. Asnime on the other hand, that copyright in the work still 

subsias country  B.^^' 

In the hypothetical case, if the law of the country of ernission is to be applied, that is country 

4 the defendant would not be liable for copyright Uifringement since copyright in the work 

has lapsed there. However, if the law of the country of reception is applied, that is the law of 

country B, the defendant would be liable for infnngement as copyright ail1 subsias in the 

work in that country. This example is simplifie4 of course, in order to illustrate how a 

different choice of law d e  can lead to completely different legal outcornes. 

No international convention stipulates precisely what [ex loci delicti means, and how to 

identi@ it. The two approaches to defining ler loci delicti in the Intemet conte- the place of 

emission or the place of reception, are examined more closely beiow. 

56. L. Pam& "Thwarting hitemet Pirates in '1nteliectua.i Ropary H a v a m  (1997) 15-Faii Ent & Sports 
Law. 20 at 2. 



a) The Country of Emission or the Country From Which the Alleged 
lnfringement Originated 

Defining the lex Zoci delicti as the country of emission (country of upload or the country of 

ongin) has an apparent advantage of simplicity and relative clarity. The rule suggests that 

the court WN apply only one law in a multinational copright infnngement case. the law of 

the one country of ernission. This approach has an apparent advantage over the defining the 

lex loci delicti as the countries of reception, as under the latter approach a multiplicity of 

possible choices of law might result from the same act of emitting or uploading the 

mat end. ''* 

However, the country of emission approach to defining the lex loci delicti may have only 

apparent relative clarity as it is not dways easy to identi@ the country of emission in 

Intemet infiingement cases. 

Place ofErnision as Website of Uplmd: Sne Probiem of Mulrpk U p Z d  Sires 

An Intemet communication can be, and ofien is provided fiom many different sites and 

places. If each such website is a point of ongin, the question arises of whether there is the 

potential for as many choices of law as there are places of such web~ites.~'~ Attempting to 

lirnit the number of such choices by, for example, defining the country of emission as the 

257 W. Grosheide, "Expexiences in the Field of Inteliecaÿrl Ropexty" in KathaMa Boele-Woelki, 
"Introduction" in K. Bode-Woeiki & Catherine Kessedjian, eds., Internet, Wzich Court Decides?, Which L m  
A plies? me Hague: K i m r  Law hiemational, 1998) 35 at 43. ' P. E. Geller, "Conflicis of Laws in Cyberspace: Rethinking Inteniab.ona1 Copyright in a DigitaUy 
Networked Worici" (1996) 20 Coium. B VLA J. L. & Arts- 571 at II .  
'J9 The incideniai nature of chooZng law on the basis of tbe place of the parti& website used to acces the 
copy of the work is emphasized by the fia thaî it may be largely coincidence which site a partidar user has 



country where the first publication or dissemination of the particular copy of the work 

occurred, may be of limited success. The copyrighted material may oflen be uploaded ont0 

multiple websites simultaneously. Do al1 such sites qua le  as the first site of upload and 

erni~sion?'~~ If this is the case, this method has the sarne disadvantage as the country of 

reception approach - how to select one out of many potentially applicable laws. 

Place of Emzs~ion m Phce of lnztiation U p l d  

One of the suggested solutions would be to apply the law of the place where the initiation of 

the upload of the kfrhging copy took place.26' For example, in the US, in multinational 

copyright i n m e m e n t  cases apart fiom the Intemet, there is a so-called "root copy 

theoryu as noted in SubqîIlm. As noted in C hapter Il, some courts in the US (as in Update 

Art. v. Modzn ~ubl ishers) '~~ apply US law to the entire international copyright daim, 

provided that the basic (root) act of infringement took place within the US. The reason for 

the application of the US law in this case is the belief that extraterritorial infiringement is a 

direct consecpence of the originating, or "root", copyright violation which ~ c a i r r e d ~ ~ ~  in the 

US. That concept can correspond to the country of the initiation of the upload approach. 

chosen fkom wbich :O dowdoad the infringing copy. The connection particuiar place :O parti& hfkïnghg 
events is coincidental, 
'60 P. E. Geiier, 'Confiicts of Laws in Cyktspace: Rethinking International Cmight in a Digitally 
Networked WorId" (1996) 20 Colum B VLA J. L. & Arts. 571 at 12. 
"' I. C. Ginsburg, M. L. JanWow, ''Grntp of CoflSUltants on the RRate International Law Aspects of the 
Protection of Works and Objects of Related Rights Transmiîîed Through Global Digital Neiworks" (Genem, 
19%). 

Update Art. v. Modiin Publishers, û43 F. 2d 67 (2d Cit 1998). 
J. C Ghsburg, "GlDbal Usdïerritoriai Righls: Rivate Internationai Law Questions of the Global 

Informarion Mhstrucliire'' (1 995) 42. J. Copyright Soc'y U.S.A. 3 18 at 10. 



The idea behind these theones is to trace the multinational communication of a work to a 

single onguiating point. Then, the choice of law is to apply the law ofthe country of point of 

depamire.264 

However, this theory has been attacked by many scholars, including Graeme Austin Where 

the US is the place of initiation of the upload of the idiinging copy, he has stated th&: "US 

law should be confined to US borders; copies or transmissions received outside the US 

should be judged by the laws of the countries of receipt. Furthemore, some have seen 

the American courts as ready to manipulate the application of the root copy theory to 

rnaxirnize the application of US law to multinational disputes. The courts, it is said, tend to 

apply the root copy theory when the root copy originates in the US, which leads to 

application of the US law by the Arnencan court. However, when a root copy appears to 

have originated in some other country, to enable copies to be made in the US, the American 

courts appear less ready to apply a root copy theory to justify the application of the foreign 

law of the place of origin of the root copy. As noted by hofessor Janklow: 

US courts seem considerably more territorially inclined when applying the law of 
the country of the initiating a d  would lead to the application by a US court of a 
foreign law that wodd exculpate an act which US law would hold i d i i r ~ g i n ~ . ~ ~ ~  

Some wnters have suggested aacing the ultimate initiation of course of idkinghg events to 

the authoring of the infkinged work Thus, country of emission becomes the countxy of 

ongin of the work An author might produce a work over time while located in several 

'64 Kbid 



different countries. Thus, some suggest simplifjmg this approach by referring to the country 

of nationality of the author of the copyrighted work. However, this choice of law rule may 

be subject to the objection that the connection between the nationality of the author of the 

work, and the events of infnnging copying and dissemination may be quite remote. As well, 

a rule of nationality of the author can also point to multiple jurisdictions, if several authors 

h m  different countries may author a work of joint authorship over the Intemet. Thus, 

authorship would point to more than one country. The rule of nationality of the author(s) 

would be hther complicated in application as the various national laws of the countries of 

possible joint authon could define the form of collaboration which yields joint authorship 

and resulting ownership of copyright differently.267 In such a case we would first have to 

choose a law in order to use a law to determine who is an author of the work If the choice of 

iaw rule is that we use the law of the nationality of the authors, we have a circula logic 

problem - we can't identifi that law until we identiQ who is an author and we can't choose a 

law by which to determine authorship until we have identified the author(s). 

Count?y of Emission and Inte IZectual Property Havens 

As already noted in Chapter II, copyright infnngers may seek to avoid liability by 

performing their infnnging activities in "intelleaual property havens." Such avoidance can 

be practiced with respect to infiging activity on the Intemet. 

265 J. C. Ginsburg M. L. J d o w ,  "Group of Consultants on the Privaîe Inteniatiomi Law Aspeas of the 
Rotecîion of Works and Objects of Reiated Righis Transmitted Thrwgh Global Digital Networks" (Geneva, 
1998). 
266 Ibid 
'67 P. E. Geiier, 'Confiicis of L m  in Cyberspace: Rethinking International Copyright in a Digitaliy 
Networked World" (1996) 20 Colum B VLA J. L. & Arts. 571 at 12. 



If the !ex loci delecti is clarified by defuiing it as the country of emission, and if the country 

of emission is M e r  clarified by defining it as the country of the initiation of the upload, a 

copyright avoidance strategy is suggested. Would-be inmgers who seek to avoid 

infringement liability might choose to locale in an intellechial property havens, that is, a 

jurîsdidon in which the substantive copyright law, and copyright enforcement processes 

were most favorable to the uploader. 

Virginia Parant has niggested a possible clarification and possible amelioration of the 

evasion potential in treating the country of emission as the country of initiation of the 

upload. She suggests defining the country of emission as the country where the service 

provider, through which access to the Uifnnging copy is provided, is located. Amelioration 

would occur if inteilecnial property havens tended to lack sufficient Intemet 

communications infiastructure to be places in which service providers would be likely to 

locate. 

As a last resort, to bypass a choice of law that would grant no copyright protection to the 

author in the partidar case, Parant recornmends a public policy approach to choice of 

 la^.'^^ That iq the country of choice of law would be that to which public policy pointed in 

the circurnstances of the case. 1 think that there could be nothing worse than nich a public 

policy approach. The meaning of public policy is vague and unpredictable. Such an 

approach would leave too much room for manipulation of cases in the courts, and would not 

'" V. L. Pamî, ' ' T h m g  Imemeî Pirates in Inteiiectual Roperty Havenn (1997) 15-Fall Ent & Sports 
Law. 20 at 2. 



lead to predictability of outcornes as public policy cm be differently constmed and can 

change quickly. 

b) The Country of Reception 
The law of the country of reception is an alternative interpretation of the Article 5(2) of the 

Berne Convention as the place in which copyright protection is claimed. The law of each 

country in which the Intemet emission is received would be applied to that reception. 

Consequently, each and every country would be in a position to apply its laws since the 

Internet is accessible e ~ e r ~ w h e r e . * ~ ~  

Applying the law of each country of receipt would be consistent with a widely-held 
concept of international copyright law: thai there is no intemational copiight law 
as suc4 bu? rather a collection of national copyright laws, bound by the Berne 
Convention iato a multilateral non discrimination (national treatrnent) accord? 

An argument in favor of the country of receipt approach to choice of law is that the location 

of the servers of emission might be completely fortuitous in the process of transmissions 

through the Intemet. Thus, the country of ongin approach makes no particulas sense in terms 

of connections to the actual infhging uses of the protected work. In contrast, the countries 

of reception are those in which the effects of unauthorized reception are felt and, thus, this 

approach is more appropriate to apply."' 

However, applying the laws of the countries of reception might be seen as aeating 

anomalies. The copyright laws of the various ccuntries of reception might differ 

considerably. If the law of countries of reception is applied in a single action against 

'* rbid 
"O J. C. Ginsburg, M L. Jankiow, "Group of Consuitanis on the Private International Law Aspe& of the 
Protection of Worics and Objects of Relaieci Righîs Transnitted Through Global Digital Naworksn (Geneva, 
1998). 
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defendants located in several different countries, the case becornes more cornplex, and there 

may be the disquiethg phenomenon of similarly factually situated defendants, except for 

place of receipt, being subjected to quite different outcornes on the issue of infnngement, 

reflecting the different law applied in the same case. The need to apply the different laws of 

places of reception might lead to multiple actions in which the differing laws were applied 

to defendants who were similarly situated but for place of reception. 

iii) Authorf s Residence 

There is another possible approach to defining the lex loci delicii as denoting the place 

where the harm was felt. The harm is to, first, the author' s perwnality (violation of moral 

rights) and second, to his financial situation (infringement upon the econornic rights). Both 

of these h m s  the author feels in the place of his residence. In the case in which the 

copyright owner is a juridical person, the harm is felt at its principal business 

establishment. 272 

Most commentaton agree that this method is simple, but inappropriate for two reasons. 

First, it may deprive the parties of being able to predict their liabilities, as the place of 

residence of the author may be unknown, changing or fortuitous. Second, some find this 

method somewhat paradoxical as there may be no real connedon between the author's 

place of residence and the place of dissemination, the place of receipt or the place of the 

it may be in tension with the law of a forum that has exercised jurisdiction on the 
basis of a temtonal comection between the forum and the claim. On the one hana 
the author is asking the forum to exercise jurisdiction over the defendant because 



the defendant sent the work from or made the work aMilabIe in the forum. The 
author will aisa asking the court to forbid dissemination of the work from or into 
the forum, and to a&d damages for any copies already disseminated. But on the 
other han& the auîhor would not be asking the court to determine whether 
defendant's act was wrongfid under the forum's law if the f o m  is not that of the 
author's re~idence.'~ 

D) Further Comment on Choice of Law Rules and the Internet 

Legal writen such as David Johnson and David postn4 fear that existing choice of law rules 

cannot provide appropriate guidance for legal issues concerning ~ ~ b e r s ~ a c e . ~ "  One of the 

reasons for their apprehension is the fact that al1 choice-of-law doctrines rely on physical 

location and the principle of territ~rialit~.~'~ Subsequently, multinational legal disputes must 

be regulated by choice of law d e s  that select a governing law in a particular case (e.g. by 

[ex loci delicti or by the law of the country where the parties to the dispute are located.)" 

According to this viewpoint, it is illegitimate for the law of one nation to regulate activities 

that occur, in whole or substantial part, in another jurisdiction. 

This position m e r  finds that it is impossible to detect physical location in the virtuaî world 

since the Intemet knows no borders2'* Communication through the Inteniet is not 

dependent upon transportation and, thus, states cannot stop such communications at the 

border.279 For example, Intemet transmissions are often disseminated simultaneously in 

273 mi& 
"' For more see D. R Johnson and D. Post, "Law and Borders the Rise of Law in Cyberspace" (19%) 48 
Stan L Rat. 1367. 
"' J. L. Goldsmith. " Against Cwfanafchy" (1998) 65 U. Chi L. Rev. 1 199 at 1. 
276 C.P. Beali, n e  Scientological Defenesîration of Choice-of-Law Doctrines for Publication Torts on the 
Internet," (1997) 15. J. Marshall J. Computer & Mo. L. 361 at 1. 
"' J. L. Goldsnith ''Agahi Cyberanarchy" (1998) 65 U. Chi L. Rev. 1199 at 1. 
C.P. Bea1.i. T h e  Scientological Ddenestration of Choiwf-Law Doctrines for hbligtion Tom on the 

Internet," (1997) 15. J. Marsfiall I. Cornputer & Info. L. 36 1 at 1. 
"' K Aol& "Ccnsidering Multiple and Overiapping Sovereignties: Liberalism, h i  Naîionaî 
Sovereignty, 'Global' hteliectual Roperty, and the Imernet" (1998) 5 Inb J. Global Le@ S N d  443 at 1. 



many diEerent places al1 over the ~ o r l d . ~ * ~  Jane Ginsburg wonden: "Without physical 

temtorialty, can legal temtoriality persi~t?"?~' 

Ginsburg' s line of reasoning, therefore, concludes that the lack of a physical location for 

Intemet related legal disputes rnake traditional conflict of law rules inoperative. Application 

of traditional choice of law principles would inevitably lead to exîratemtorial application of 

national laws. This would be unacceptable according to the same traditional approach.2s2 

Specifically, in a digital environmen& while we cm make hard copies of works, for 
ewmple, on disb, tape, or paper, we can also address them as soft data packets to 
terminals across the world alrnost instanmeo~sly by giving our cornputers simple 
cornrnands. Here courts can no longer play the game of localizing -gement 
under the shelI of one national law* or another, since the same act can put the same 
work, not just in one c0u1-1~ at a the, but in rnany countries at once. To choose 
between such laws when they wnflict in cyberspace, courts might consider a more 
flexible analysis." 

As a result of these difficulties, David Johnson and David Post are convinceci that 

govemments should not seek to regulate the Intemet at d l .  They argue that Cyberspace 

should simply be self-regulated by its participants. 

A contrasting argument, to the same dtimate effect, is offered by Professor Herbert Kronke 

who claims that instead of 'there is no there, on the ~ n t e r n e t . " ~ ~ ~  The reality is 

V. L. Parani, "Thwarting Intemet Pirates in >Intellectmi Pr- Havens" A (1997) 15-Faii Ent & Sports 
Law. 20 at 1. 
"' J. C. Ginsbug "Global UseA'enitoial Rights: -te Internationai Law Questions of the Global 
Information ~ c t u r e n  (1995) 42. J. CopYnghî Soc'y U.S.A. 3 18 at 2. 

For more about exmtenitorial appiication of naîionai iaws see Chapm 2. " P. E. Gelier, "Conflicts of Laws in Qberspace: Rethhhg InteniationaI Copq-right in a Digitally 
Networked W d d "  (1996) 20 Colum. B \;LA J. L. & Arts. 571. 
213' M. Burnstein, "Connids on the Net: Choice of Law in T d o n a l  Cyberspace", (19%) 29 Vauderbilt J, 
Transl'l L. at 75. 



"everywhere is there on the ~nternet."~~' If this is me, as 1 believe it is, this 

acknowledgment does not simplifi, but complicates conflict of laws problems in the context 

of the ~nternet.~'~ 

A further observation made is that regulation of the local effects of Intemet activities would 

extend to other jurisdictions since the uploaded matenal ofien appears simultaneously and is 

equaily accessible al1 over the ~ o r l d . ~ ~ '  There is a widely shared opinion among scholars 

that spillover effects in the other jurisdictions would be negative.28s 

To illustrate this concem, 1 will rekr again to the example of a work king posted on the 

Intemet fiom Canada, which work is not copyright protected under Canadian law. That 

work is received and downloaded by an Internet user in Germany where the work is 

protected by copyright. In this case, the judge has two options: to apply Canadian law that 

offers no protection to the worlg or to apply German law and protect the work. In this 

hypothetical case there is a legitimate concem thai, if &man law applies (e.g. if reception 

theory is a d ~ ~ t e d ) , ' ~ ~  it would extraterritorially regulate the behavior of the Canadian book 

company. The Canadian Company would at least have to modim its Canadian web site so as 

to detect and prevent access by Intemet users in Germany. Given the difficulties in doing 

this the Canadian book company might decide that it would be easier and safer to delete the 

contentious work entirely fiom its Canadian web site. The German law would then, in e f k t  

3' H. Kronke, "Applicable Law in Tons and Contracts in Cyberspacen m Katharina Bo&-WoeIki, 
"Introduction" in K. Boeie-Woellci & Catherine Kessedjian, eds.. Infernet, FVhich Court Decides?, jVhich LcMr 
R plies? (The Hague: Kluwer Law International, 1998) at 65. ' For more about c o m p l e e  regarding conflid of laws mie to smnlitaneous and worIdwide distfÎ'bution of 
data in the comex-t of the Inteniet see Chapter 2. 
" J. L. hldsmith, ''AgahW ~ y b e d y "  (1998) 65 U. Chi L. Ra, 1199 at 3. 
'88 Ibid at 1. 



have restricted the defendant' s activities in Canada, since the book company would had 

aopped selling the work everywhere, even in Canada, due to the chilling effect of the 

German copyright infiruigernent threat. 

Finally, some commentaton point to a faimess requirement in applying copyright law which 

requires the parties to have some reasonable opportunity to understand the legal effects their 

activities have under copyright law, as a condition of liability. When that liability may be 

incurred in any of the many c o d e s  with Internet users, this faimess requirement that 

potential copyright liability be reasonably predictable or at least reasonably determinable is 

impossible to satisfy. In the example, the Canadian book company did not h o w  to whom it 

had sold digital books, and had no opportunity to advert to the possibilities for Geman 

copyright liability. 1s it not unfair to hold that company liable for a German copyright 

violation under these circurn~tances?~~~ 

Problems with the existing choice of 1 Jggest to some cornmentaton that the 

Internet cannot be effectively regulated by national laws at dl. Thus, Cyberspace should 

remain selEregulated according to some legal thinker~.~" For example, James Boyle argues 

that no govemmental regdation is appropnate to solve Intemet related legal disputes.293 

However, 1 believe that this view effectively advocates ignoring disputes which &se over 

the Internet, rather than proposing an efficient way of alleviating the problems. The effect 

See below. 
'PO J. L. GOldgniîh, "Against Cybecanacchy'' (1998) 65 U. Chi L. Rev. 1 199 at 3. 
"' For more about factors which influence territorial appiigtion of law (power, legitimacy and notice) see 
Chapter 1. 
'9? See gaierd J. L. Goldsmith. "Against Cyberanafchyn (1998) 65 U. Chi L- Rev. IWI. 

3. Boyle, " F o u d t  in Cyberspace: Surveillance, Sovaeignty and Hardwired Censursn (1996) 66 U Ci L 
Rev 177. 



would not be to accommodate Internet users, but to leave hem without adequate means to 

protect their interests. hstead of controlling inhgers, this approach would make them 

uncontrollable. Why do these cornmentaton urge the abandoning the effort to find a viable 

legd approach for disputes in Intemet's multiterritond or omnitemtorial environment? 

Does this reflect a belief that no sdution can be found or that a satisfactory solution requires 

a very demanding analysis? 

There are other thinkers who, while acknowledging the inappropriateness of the exiaing 

choice of law regulations regarding the Intemet, disagree with the idea that the Intemet 

should remain self-regulated. They believe that the problems can be solved with new and 

different rules for the ùite~net.~~' Sorne of these cornmentaton believe that the solution 

should be sought in the unification of choice of law mies. 1 agee with this latter approach, 

as will be shown in the final chapter of this thesis? 

3 a  For exunple Maahew Btmstein advocates 3 potentiai soiutions to the @lem For more see M 
Bunistein, "A Global Network in a Compartmaaiized Legal Ewironmentn in Katharina BoeleWoeiki, 
u ~ ~ t i o n "  in K. Boeie-Woelki & Catherine Kessedjh eds., Inremet, Which Court Decirhs?, Which Law 
A plies? (The Hague: Kluwer Law Memationai, 1998) 27. ' Sec Chaper thm. 



CHAPTER 4 

Choice of Law for Copyright Infringement in the Context of 

the Internet 

The best does not corne alone. It cornes with the Company of the d l .  

Rabindranath Togore 

In order to simplify copyright problems occwing through the Intemet, there are several 

possibilities for eliminating or at least attenuating the choice of law confusions. 

A) Unification of a Substantive Internet Law 

One possibility that rnight indirectly address choice of law problems on the Intemet is to 

create a unitied substantive law of the Intemet, a "lex cyberdty."296 Such a law would 

have a much broader scope than dealing only with copyright. 

There have been two suggested approaches for creating lex cyberaky. One is to leave the 

courts to mate a "cornmon law" of the Internet, and the other to implement an 

international agreement creating such ~aw.~'' 

'96 C. P. Beaii, The Scientological Defenesttation of Choicc-of-Law Doctrines for Publication Torts on the 
Inte& (1997) 15 J. M&Mi J. Cornputer& Mo. L. 361 at 3. 



The creation of a lex ciberaky will not be discussed here, as such a law would not explicitly 

address the issue of copyright and the related choice of law issues. This Chapter considers 

other methods which deal exclusively with copyright, rather than a general law of the 

Internet, 

B) Unification of Substantive Copyright Law 

Theoretically, the substantive copyright law could be unified by means of creating a new 

international convention or code binding throughout the ~ o r l d . ~ ~ *  ï h i s  convention would 

not need to address choice of laws issues, for al1 signatones would have the same copyright 

law. 

While the Beme Convention and the GATT TIUPS agreement do stipulate sorne content for 

rnember states' copyright law, they fa11 far short of a common code of copyright law. When 

the present international agreements do stipulate substantive content, they ofien do so as 

minimum standards, leaving rnember States fiee to exceed the minimum as they choose. 

Further, the inability to agree on common copyright law content is to some extent reflected 

in what many regard as the fiindamental obligation of Beme, repeated in GATT TRIPS, that 

of providing "national treatment" to the works of al1 copyright owners entitled to the 

protection of the Convention. Such an obligation implicitly recognU.es that there may be 

substantial variation in the copyright laws of the rnernber states - the hdamental obligation 

of each state is to offer the protection of that national law to the works of every copyright 

- 

For more about th& method see general: M. Bumstein, "A Global Network in a Compartmentaiized Legal 
Environment'' in K &le-Woelki & C.. Kessedjian, eds., Intemet, Khi& Cowt Decides,? Which Lav 
-@plies?, (the Hague. Kluwef Law htematiod, 1998). 



owner entitled to the protection of the Beme Union, whatever the national origin of such 

copyright owner or work. 

As the failure of Beme Convention revision negotiations and the very difficult GATT 

(TRIPS) negotiations indicate, it would be very difficult, and likely impossible to achieve 

international agreement on a uniforrn substantive copyright law. Not every country has the 

same copyright public policy priorities. For example, countries such as the US may be 

determined to provide wide and extensive copyright protection, in the belief they reap 

greater benefits by such protection than in allowing fke access to copyrighted ~ o r k s . * ~ ~  It 

would, thus, be in the interests of such countries to secure unification of copflght law 

embodying stria standards of protection.300 On the other hand, there are many developing 

counmes, such as China and India, that Richard Rozek calls "free nders." These countries 

consider a high level of copyright protection to be detrimental to their interests. Innead of 

granting broad copyright protection, such countries would, as a d e ,  support f?ee riding on 

the intellechial property protection of both domestic authors and the authors of other 

countries. 

The moa one c m  hope in terms of unification of copyright Iaw is that, slowly, step by sep, 

in long and laborious negotiations, the copyright laws of countrïes worldwide will become 

doser to one another. 

3 8  P. E. Geii- "ConfS.icts of Lam in Cyùerspace: Reiliinking International Copyright in a Digitaiiy 
Networked World" (1996) 20 Colum - VLA J o u a  of Law & the Arts at 15. 
x+) R P. R o a  uProtection of Intellectual Propas- Righis, Resear& and Dwelopment Decisions and 
Economic Growthn in F. Rushing & C. Gaaz Brown, eds., IntelZectuaZ Pmperty Rights in Science, 
Technoiogy, and Economic Pefonnance (San Francisco: Westview Ress, 1990) at40. 
MO For more about the business interest in extraterritorial apptication of the US, and by anaiogy, Canadian iaw 
see Chapter 1. 



C )  Unification of Choice of Laws Provisions 

Since the unification of substantive copyright rules seems quite elusive, an alternative 

approach, namely the unification of choice of law provisions for these types of disputes, 

might be attempted. 

I believe that concemed countries should seek to agree to an international convention which 

would explicitly speciQ the choice of Iaw rules that would govern copyright disputes arising 

over the Intemet. Al1 countries that are signatories to the convention would have to 

incorporate the entire convention in their domestic legislation within a certain time limit. 

1) The Arguments Against the Unification of Choice of Law Rules 

It appears that there might be two main categories of objection to an international 

convention stipulating common choice of law rules for copyright disputes. 

The first category of objections could be those fiom states that accept that haWig cornmon 

choice of law rules is a desirable project, but which nates object to the content of the 

particular choice of law d e s  embodied in such a convention. It is well known that different 

countries have different le& rules and that sometimes these differences can seem 

unbridgeable. These objections reflect genuine disagreement over what are the moa 

appropriate choice of law des .  These disagreements would certainly rnake uaifcation of 

choice of law rules difficult, for the comtries would probably disagree as to which 



countryr s baseline would becorne an international standard.3o1 It is likely that the 

economically powerfil nations would try to impose their viewpoints, but even among these 

States there is not always agreement on what are the bea legal approaches. 

As well as differences founded on diffenng views of legal theory and efficacy, there could 

be fundamental differences between the developed and developing countries reflecting 

differing perspectives on Internet regulation and the value of intellemal property as a policy 

instrument for their states. The developing countries, especially "fkee riders," would 

probably be reludant to adhere to standards proposed and imposed by developed countries 

such as the 

The second category of objections to a choice of law convention for copyright disputes 

would corne £?om states that wished to resist the imposition of fixed choice of law d e s ,  

whatever the content of those rules might be. Fixing rules to be applicable in al1 like cases 

would limit national courts in the manipulation of choice of law d e s .  As noted in Chapters 

II and III, some commentators describe the US courts as applying different choice of law 

rules in similar situations, dependhg on which rule will bea j u s e  the application of US 

law to the partinilu case. Not only the US courts, but also the courts of other states are 

suspecteci of such behavior. 

'O1 K Aoki, Tonsidering Multiple and Ovdapping Sovereignties: L i i s m ,  L i b a t a h h ,  National 
SoveRimity! 'Global' Inteiiectuai Rppaty, and the Intamet" (1998) 5 M J. Global Legal Stud. 513 at 8. 
TO see more about the policy and inîerests of the fke iden COUIltnes as weU as of the US? see general: R 

P. Rozek, ''Protection of h i W u a i  noperty Rights, Research and Developmenî Decisions and Economic 
Growthn in F. Rurhing & C. Ganz Brom eds., Intellecnd Property Rights in Sence, Technology, and 
Economic Pe@onnmce ((San Francisco: W&ew Press, 1990). 



2) The Arguments for Unification of Choice of Law Rules 

a) Can a Convention Be Achieved? 

One argument against such a convention is that it could not be achieved. There would be 

certain countries, such as the Third World states just noted, which might not be inclined to 

agree to such a convention. There may be two approaches to s e d n g  widespread adhesion 

to such an agreement. 

At the beginning the choice of law rules would likely reflect the consensus about appropnate 

choice of law rules for copyright of the more developed states. Exhortation fkom the chiefly 

interested states, notably the US, and the desire of the developed states to maintain as cordial 

international îrade relations with the US and other major traders, might be enough to 

persuade many of the major and intermediate developed trading nations to adhere to the 

convention. In time other states might also join, particularly if the convention proves to be 

an efficient tool for making choice of law decisions in the adjudication of copyright. Some 

states rnight conclude that they have not much to lose ffom signing such an agreement as the 

courts of the major trading and copyright powers would be applying the standards of the 

convention to w e s  involving their nationals in any case. 

b) Why is Unification of Choice of Law Rules a Better Solution than 
Unification of Substantive Copyright Law? 

The unification of choice of law rules is likely to be much more attractive than the 

unification of substantive copyright law, since the former leaves countries with the present 

&dom to establish their own substantive copyright law, best reflecting the national 

interests. The proposed convention would not impose any change in states' copyright 



regulation It will, instead, only decide which law would apply in an international copyright 

infringement dispute in the context of the Intemet. For example, in Canada, the Canadian 

Copyright Act would remain in force as it is. The only change in Canadian legislation would 

be the new approach as to which law govems which case provided that the case involves a 

foreign element. If the choice of law mle points to the Canadian law, the court would have 

to apply already existing Canadian legal rules. Nothing is, thus, new in this respect. The 

same principle applies to the US legal regulations. 

In addition, developing countries would rather agree to harmonization of choice of Iaw niles 

than broadening 'minimum standard" requirements or designing substantive copyright law 

for the Internet in a more uniform way than the already existing conventions prescribe. 

Uniform choice of law rules would leave developing c o d e s  fieedom to apply their 

domestic laws whenever the choice of law rule indicates that their domestic law rules. In this 

way, developing countries need not fear that developed states would impose on them their 

legal standards, for each country would preserve their own. For these reasons, 1 find this 

harmonization not only much more rasonable, but also more anainable than the unification 

of the substantive copyright law. 

On the other hanci, the US and other copyright exporting m e s  would not be able to 

cornplain that developing countnes exercise free rides upon theû copyrighted works by 

means of applying choice of law rules that favor that countryr s interests, instead of favoring 

copyright protection 



i) Predictability, Efficiency and Simplicity 

The unification of choice of law rules would regulate international copyright i&ngement 

adjudication in a predictable way. Predictability would stimulate people to undertake 

efficient risk-taking transactions on a larger scale. 303 Those who wished to use works would 

also be better able to predict, by knowing which law they would apply, whether they could 

be liable for Intemet-relatai copyright violation in a given case. 

Hamonkation of choice of law niles would simpliQ adjudication of conflict of laws 

problems in copyright infnngement cases. The courts would have the guidance and 

authority of the convention, incorporatecl into the domestic law as choice of law d e s ,  to 

guide and support their decisions. This should bring much greater tmnsparency, consistency 

and predictability to copyright disputes with international dimensions. 

ii) UMaximurn Faimess," Justice and Non-Discrimination 

Another argument in favor of the unification of choice of law systems is related to one of the 

main goals that choice of law seeks to achieve: namely, 'maximum faimess to the 

parties. " 'O' The application of uniform rules of choice of law in copyright disputes to al1 

parties within the member States of the convention would be a significant element in 

establishing faimess in such disputes. The courts would be discouraged fiom the practice of 

selecting different choice of law niles in similar fact ciraunstances so as to ensure that the 

domestic law is applied to the case, as the courts of sume corntries, for example the US, 

appear to do. 

M R BUfflStein, "Conflicis on the Net Choiœ of Law in Transnational Cyberspacen (1996) 29 Vand J. 
Transnaî'l L. 75 at 6. 



Moreover, there would be less discrimination, since the parties worldwide would be treated 

in the same way in the same situations: namely, they would be subjea to the same choice of 

law rules. 

It is, of course, naïve to hope that the unification of choice of law rules would create a 

maximum attahable non-discrimination, justice and fairness in copyright infringement 

disputes occUmng over the Intemet. To achieve these goals much more than harmonization 

of choice of laws rules would be needed. Further progress toward these goals would require 

the more difficult to obtain unification of the substantive and procedural copyright law. 

iii) The Promotion of Harmony 

A unification of choice of law rules for copyright would promote harmony in international 

legal relations and a respect among countries for each otherf s laws. Clashes among the 

nations as to how to approach copyright infringernent disputes could be greatly reduced. 

Since ail the counîries would apply the same choice of law provisions, resentment aemming 

fiom a plaintiff, e.g. fiom the US, being denied copyright protection in some other country, 

e.g., a developing country, should be reduced. The application of choice of law rules by the 

courts of major powers, such as the US, would be less likely to be seen as legal impenalism 

and copyright protectionism of the major power's interests. 



iv) Respect for States ' Sovereignty: A Paradox 

Moreover, a convention on choice of law rules for copyright would, paradoxically, seaire 

more respect for national sovereignty. It might appear that adhering to an international 

convention would have member States giving up part of their sovereignty in order to seaire 

the interests of copyright owners. However, in the long run, a convention would make it 

difficult for the courts of major copyright powers, such as the US, to manipulate choice of 

law in particular cases to secure the application of the copyright power's domestic law to 

every multinational copyright dispute before those courts. There are many developing 

countries, such as China and India that daim that the Amencan imperialism in the field of 

copyright law is becoming unbearab~e.~" They fear tliat Arnencan copyright standards 

would spread al1 over the world like a cancer. These countries would have less ground to 

cornplain if the US, by means of the new convention, would apply the same choice of law 

des ,  settled by negotiation among al1 of these countries themselves. 

v) More Liability for Copyright Violators and More Promotion of 
Copyright Owners ' Interests 

The unification of choice of law d e s  should help in preventing some copyright infi-ingers, 

especially those who infringe over the Intemet, f?om escaping liability for their 

infnngements. R e d  the example above in this thesis,"06 in which due to Merent conflict 

of law niles being applied in two countries, the f i g e r  might escape liability for copyright 

infigement in both of them: 

If one puts the two doctrines together, iî is possible ?haî an una i i thod  
tranmùssion onginating in the US, but received in Europe would violate no nghts, 

30' K. A014 uC~nsidering Multiple and Overlapping Sovereigsties: h i  Liber * - 
im, National 

Sovereigns; 'Global' InteIiecnial Ropaty, and the hiemet" (1998) 5 hd J. Global Legal Stud 443 at 7. 
ms Sec Chapter 2. 



because the law of the country of departure considers that no copyright-trigering 
act has occuned within its borders, and the law of the coutries of  receipt do not 
\apply to reception of the t r a n s ~ s s i o n . ~ ~  

Thus, authors would be more effectively protected in member States, thus serving the 

mandate accepted by al1 members of the Berne Convention 

D) Suggestions for the Conicnt of Choice of Law Rules in the Proposed International 
Convention 

Below, 1 propose some of the possible approaches for choice of law niles for application to 

copyright infringement disputes occurring on the Intemet, for incorpomtion into the 

proposed international convention on choice of law and copyright. 

1) A Choice of Law Proposal for Cyberspace Law 

Alexander Gigante has made proposals which were also aimed at establishg non- 

conflicting legal treatment for al1 communications ocaimng in Cyberspace. He proposed an 

international agreement regarding the entire law of the Internet. His proposals would be 

limited in application to transactions on the Internet, and would exclude any form of 

transmission, broadcast or dissemination beyond the sphere of the Internet fiom its pwiew. 

Gigante did not deal in his proposa1 specifically with copyright issues, but rather with al1 

Intemet communi~ti~ns.'~~ Nevertheless his proposal did address choice of law issues 

affecthg Internet transactions and disputes. He proposes that his international convention on 

jo7 J. C. Ginstiurg, M. L. Jaddow, "Group of Consuitants on tbe Private Intemational Law Aspects of the 
Protection of Works and Objects of ReIaîed Rights Tfaagnitted Through Global Digital Networks" (Geneva, 
1998) at 38. 
MB A Gigante, "Ice Patch on the informaiion Superhighway: Foreign Liability for D o m d d y  Created 
Contentn (19%) 13 Cardozo Arts & 5 L.J. 523 at 10. 



Intemet law would provide that private rights and obligations arising or concerning a 

communication over the internet would be governed by the law of the originating party of 

any material on the intemet that was in issue.30g 

However, 1 am afraid that it is very hard to regulate the Intemet as a whole, for there are 

many different problems that arke therein. This is why 1 believe that it is better to 

compartmentalize the issues relevant for Cyberspace and deal with them separately. 

Therefore, 1 am arguing in favor of a convention that would deal exclusively with conflicts 

of laws, in particular choice of law d e s ,  for copyright disputes aising on the Intemet. 

2) The Customary Approach: Lex Loci Delicti: The Problems of A 
Territorial Approach 

As shown above in this thesis, the mon common choice of law approach applied to 

copyright infringement matters is the approach taken in the partiailar jurisdiction to tort 

disputes. Traditionally, this has been the lex loci delicti rule. Such an approach requires the 

identification of a temtory within which the tort was committed. As described above in 

Chapter III, application of a temtorially based anaiysis of choice of law to copyright 

disputes on the Internet is very difficult. The geographic location of the Internet and of 

partiailar events occurring on it is difficult to determine. Observers have described the 

Intemet as being located either nowhere or everywhere. Neither of such places offers a 

clear guidance for the application of temtonally based choice of law des .  



In Chapter ID, various efforts at adapting the traditional choice of law d e s  for torts to 

disputes arising over the Internet were considered, including efforts at defining countries of 

upload, countries of emission, countries of reception and countries of downioad. As noted 

there, none ofthese proposeci solutions has satisfied ail commentaton, each being subject to 

the criticism of being too complex and unpredictable with respect to outcomes. It seems 

likely that the increasing technical complexity of the Internet, and the increasing ease with 

which the Internet physically transcends national boundaries will render any choice of law 

approach which focuses on trying to refine the temtonal mies about where a wrong has 

been committed, subject to inherent complexity and ambiguity. 

In light of what was said in Chapter I about the Canadian approach to subjea matter 

jurisdiction (fomm non cominzem), lex furi certainly has some credit as a choice of law nile. 

However, accepting the strict Zex fori in the context of the forum non conviniem, brings 

wide uncertainty to the parties in the dispute. I already explained why the vague tests such as 

the real and moa substantive comection should be abandoned. Moreover, as noted in 

Chapters II and III lex fori is most vulnerable to encouraging f o m  shopping, which does 

not contribute either to perceived fairness nor to predictability of outcomes with respect to 

incipient disputes. 

There are severai objectives in settling on a choice of law nile. One objective is to choose 

d e s  that are relatively simple, both to comprehend and to apply. A M e r  objective is to 

have a d e  that appears reasonably fair and rational to apply to the circumstances of the 

types of disputes to which the d e  is applied. Further, to be accepted by many nations and 



applied as a part of their domestic laws, any rule would have to have a rationai, if not 

traditional relationship to most couniries' substantive and procedural law of copyright, at 

least, to the principles of most countriesf pnvate international law. 

3) A Suggested Choice of  Law Rule: The Plaintifff s Domicile 

ln order to avoid the disadvantages of the territonally oriented approaches sketched in 

chapter t h e ,  Matthew Burnstein advocates that the law of the domicilelprincipal place of 

business of either the plaintiff or the defendant should govern Intemet copyright disputes. 

Altematively, he proposes that the law of the domicile of the party that originates the 

communication should apply. 'O 

1 believe that the simples solution would be that the law of the domicile of the plaintiff 

should govem any copyright dispute ocairring over the Internet. Such a rule gives readily 

predictable results, and is relatively simple to apply. 

17re Notion of Domicile in Cana& 

According to Kindersley, domicile is 

the legai unit where a person resides wah the intention of reniaùùng there 
permanently or indefinitely, unless and until somethùig (which is unexpected, or the 
h a p e s l ; f  which is unceroiin) sidi occur tu make him or her adopt another 
domicile. 

-- 

3'0 M Birmsleh. AA Global Nwork in a Cornparmientaiîzed Legal &Wonment in K Boele-Woeki & C. 
K e s s e d .  eds, Inremet, Which Court Decides? Which L m  Applies?, (the Hague, Kiuwer Law 
laternation;ir, 1998) at 27. 

J. G. CasteI, Introduction to Conjicf oflms, 336 ed (Toronto: ButîerworihsZ 1998) at 30. 



There are three types of domicile in Canada: domicile of origin (the law gives it to every 

person at birth), domicile of choice and domicile of dependency (for persons without legal 

capacity to acquire a domicile of ~hoice).~'' The d e s  of domicile of origin and domicile of 

dependency appear relatively clear in operation and the less clear of the two - domicile of 

dependency - is not likely to be a major concem in international copyright disputes. 

In order to locate a domicile of choice, there must be a fixed intention of establishing a 

permanent residence in certain place and the actual residence there."' This type of domicile 

can been attacked for the weight it gives to intention in determining such a place, which 

introduces uncertaint y in detemining domicile. 

Plaintzfs Domicile - Ahanrages 

Despite the criticisms of the solution of plaintirs domicile determining choice of law, I 

recommend this domicile as a choice of law rule in Canadian context. On balance with other 

potential choice of law rules, plaintiff s domicile of choice (hereafler plaintiff s domicile) 

seems to be with least disadvantages, as show below. It has already been demonstrated that 

al1 other potential choice of law rules are proven to be ineffective in the context of the 

Int emet . 

A signifiant number of disputes involve plaintiffs concemed with the activities of large 

scde copyright 'piracy." This piracy rnay often b$ committed by defendants who are 

attempting to shelter their activities fkom copyright liability in M l e d  "intellechial 



property havens." Such plaintiffs have the reassurance that the law of their own domicile 

will apply to the dispute. The defendant, on the other hand, has the assurance that the choice 

of law will not be subject to a law of the plaintiffs choosing solely for the purposes of their 

dispute, as would occur if a law of the forum rule were applied. 

We could observe that there might be a kind of rational conneaion to the policies of 

copyright law in choosing to apply the law of the plaintiffs domicile. A major policy 

purpose of copyright law is to provide incentives for persons, like the plaintiff, to invea in 

the creation and dissemination of socially useful intellectual and artistic works. The limited 

property rights created in their works for authors, provides a mechanism by which the 

author's efforts can be assessed as to their relative social utilities, and correspondhg 

rewards bestowed upon the author by the market for such works. The copyright regime that 

rnay often have the most impact on an author' s or other copyright owners' decisions about 

investing in creation and dissemination of works is the law of the author's or copyright 

owner' s domicile. This is not always the case, of coune, but in a context where no single 

rule will generate the nght choice in every case, the nile of the plaintifFr s (claiming 

copyright owner) domicile appears to be the best choice among imperfect options. 

Plaintiffs may ofien find it most convenient to bring an infigement action in their own 

domicile. In such a case, the court would apply lexfhri. This is certainly an advantage since 

national courts are likely most effective when applying the domestic law. If plaintiffs tend to 

bring actions in their own domicile, and if the choice of law mle is the domicile of the 

plaintiff, the tendency will be for courts to be applying their domestic law to international 



copyright disputes involving the Intemet. This will tend to generate better-reasoned 

decisions as decisions applying a body of national copyright law. 

Selecting plaintiff's domicile as a choice of law, the court would çometimes have to apply 

/ex fori (when the plaintiff chooses to bring a suit in the place of his domicile). This is 

further advantage of this choice of law rule, as explained above. However, this would not 

justi@ the application of stria /ex fori as a choice of law, due to uncertainty of outcornes and 

broad discretion of the courts in such cases. 

It can be argued that applying the law of the plaintiff's domicile is not unfair to the 

defendant and does not present the defendant with unexpected legal consequences. If a 

person such as the defendant wishes to use matenal found on the Intemet, such person 

should take seps to confirm the copyright status of that material before using it. Such steps 

involve determining if the work is subject to copyright and who the m e n t  owner of the 

copyright in the work is. Identification of the owner will permit identification of a domicile. 

The would-be Intemet user of copyrighted works now knows that in the case of a dispute 

with transnational dimensions in which the law applicable needs to be determinecl, the law 

of the plaintiff' s domicile wili be applied. 

Applying the law of the plaintiff' s domicile, the courts avoid bluned concepts such as the 

most sigmficant relationship or the public policy test. Moreover, discretion of the courts in 

choosing the goveming law is kept to a minimum. Furthemore, the court does not have to 

spend t h e  thinking where the emission originates or which of the country of receptions 



should have its law govern the case. The court would not have to determine which party is 

originating party, as it would have to do applying the country of emission approach. Instead, 

the court has only to know where the plaintifff s domicile is, for it is obvious who the 

plaintiff to a dispute is. No Iess importantly, the defendants would be able to predict their 

liabilities and behave accordingly. 

A choice of law rule based on domicile might appear to be a radical change fiom the 

traditional choice of law approaches in copyright infiingement matters. However, the 

aaditional choice of law rules are proven to be inoperative in the Intemet infiingement 

context and new approach is needed. A choice of law rule based on domicile is not 

unkxown in conflias of laws, though it has not usuaily been applied to torts and copyright 

infi-ingement matters. However, the traditional iule assurned that there was much greater 

clarity and agreement about the place in which a wrong occurred, than it is the case with 

copyright infrùigement over the Internet. The location of the work on the Intemet m o t  be 

reüsonably or readily determined. Copyright, 'droit dr auteuru is rooted in the act of 

authorship, and generates the authorf s ownenhip of copyright, which ownership the author 

may deal to other, subsequent owners. 

4) Extratemtorial Application of Copyright Laws 

Applying the law of the plaintSr s domicile would ofien lead to extratenitorid application 

of laws, which is contrary to the practice of moa mes. However, the courts would have to 

abandon territorial approach to copyright infringement and the iex loci delicti nile, for they 

would apply the d e  prescribed by a new convention - the law of the plaistiEr s domicile. 



States would be required to enact legislation to oblige their courts to follow the rule, 

including applying copyright law extratemtorially where the nile so requires in the 

particular circumstances. Of course, extraterritorial application of law would be narrowly 

defined (only for copyright infiingement ocairring over the Intemet, where the choice of 

law rule is plaintiff domicile) and applied on reciprocal basis. 

E) Last Remarks 

While that harmonization of choice of law rules, itself, would be insufficient for reaching al1 

desirable goals in the reform of conflict of laws in copyright, such harmonization would 

make a small but significant contribution to these objectives. 

Copyright owners require more protection for their rights than they did in the past. 

Copyrights c m  be very valuable, and thus require proper protection. Copyright owners are 

becoming more assertive in supporthg effective woddwide protection. Internationally 

guaranteed standards of choice of law c m  serve these goals. Keith Aoki remarks: 

At the urgings of memben of the intellechial property industry, many decision- 
rnaken begin opting for international intellechial property protection n o m  and 
fiameworks 

Developed states have recognized the economic potential in copyright induceci investments 

in economic growth and prosperity. As developing couniries grow economically, their 

copyright ownen will press their govemments to enact better copyright protection Then, 

both developed and lesser-developed states will likely recognize the value of some form of 



international unification of choice of law d e s  affecthg copyright, panicularly on the 

Intemet. As Victor Hugo said: "Nothing is so powerful as an idea whose time has corne." 

"' K Aokî, 'Considering Multiple and Ovafapping Sovereignties: Libaalisn, L i i  * ' -i, Nationai 
Sovereigns: Global Intellectuai Propert)-, and the Intemet" (1998) 5 IncL J- Global Legal Stud 443 at 8. 
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